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Abstract

This study explores the long and close relationship between the Sts'ailes people

and their cultural landscape in the Harrison Watershed in Southwestern B.C.

Archaeological, geographic, environmental, ethnographic, and ethnohistoric data are used

to assess Sts'ailes social organization and social relations. Working under the assumption

that spatial distance is a reflection of social distance, the patterning of houses and

settlements reveal five social units: the tribe, the extended settlement community, the

settlement community, the local group, and the household. Examination of these social

units provides insight into how people within them interacted socially, economically, and

politically and how each unit had an important role within pre-contact Sts'ailes society.

At the settlement 'scale, major social changes are evident -1,200 cal. B.P., based on the

co-utilization of both plank houses and pithouses and large variation in house size. This

study demonstrates the value of exploring cultural landsapes at various social and spatial

scales.

Keywords: Chehalis; Harrison; Coast Salish; Settlement Patterns; Social Units
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Chapter 1: Introduction

This study is an archaeological analysis of the Sts'ailes (Chehalis) pre-contact cultural

landscape, the Harrison Watershed. The goals of this thesis are to explore what the material

remains on the landscape reveal about Sts'ailes social relations and to document how Sts'ailes

relations with the landscape over time and space created the Sts'ailes cultural landscape. I

examine Sts'ailes relationships with each other and the landscape from five social-spatial scales;

these are the tribe- Harrison Watershed, the extended settlement community- sub-watershed,

settlement community- settlement, local group- house cluster and the household- house. These

social-spatial scales have been previously defined ethnographically and are further explored in

this study through settlement patterning. Examination of these social units provides insight into

how people within them interacted socially, economically, and politically and how each unit had

an important role within pre-contact Sts'ailes society.

A range of social and ecological considerations come into play when people decide

where to live and these decisions are embedded in the cultural landscape. In the case ofthe

Harrison Watershed, people may have chosen settlement locations based on ecological reasons

such as flat land, access to salmon, or demographic reasons such as high population densities. In

addition to these logistical reasons, they also made a range of social choices, including proximity

to their neighbours, and the size and style of house they occupied. Once in a settlement, such

choices would further solidify social relations that were already at play. Over time, and at



various scales, communities transformed their physical surroundings into cultural landscapes

shaped by such socio-economic relations, daily activities, and beliefs.

Waterways such as rivers, lakes and sloughs played a major role in structuring the

physical and social landscapes ofthe Sts'ailes. It was around these waterways that the majority

of the Sts'ailes and their neighbours lived, relying on them for all aspects of their daily lives.

These waterways acted as social corridors connecting people from great distances creating a

network of relations that spanned the entire Coast Salish world and beyond (Carlson 2001).

Waterways also served as social barriers, by which people structured their social relationships. In

this thesis, I examine the spatial proximity and geographic location of houses and settlements in

the Harrison Watershed to explore how Sts'ailes social relations were structured.

Based on the patterning of social units that I identify in the Harrison Watershed, I suggest

that groups and individuals living near to one another maintained more permanent and structured

socio-economic and socio-political relations than they did with those living more distantly. An

equally powerful link between the Sts'ailes and their surrounding landscape (Mohs and Ritchie

2009) reinforces this type of place-based social identity (Giddens 1991; Bauman 1997). An

underlying assumption of this research is that spatial distance is a proxy measure of social

distance. This notion is common in settlement studies broadly (Douglas and Kramer 1992;

Johnson 1977; Parsons 1972; Sahlins 1972; Stone 1992) and has been used to understand social

relations between the Coast Salish specifically (Angelbeck 2009; Carlson 1996; Elmendorf 1971;

Lepofsky 2007; Miller 1989a; Schaepe 2009).

1.1. Cultural landscape archaeology

The approach I use in this study is best described as "cultural landscape archaeology".

This approach explicitly recognizes the role of landscape archaeologies as a heuristic device for

2



reconstructing ancient cultural landscapes (Nicholas 2006: 351). Cultural landscape archaeology

can be defined as an archaeological study ofa distinctive geographical and cultural area that has

both shaped and been shaped by people's interaction with it and reflects the cognitive map of

that community (Anschuetz et al. 2001: 161). Cultural landscape archaeo logy connects emic

cultural landscape knowledge with an etic "archaeological landscape" framework. This dual

perspective is useful for viewing the relationships between people and their environment in both

the past and the present as it is expressed by spatial pattern ing of material cu Iture traces and

through traditional knowledge (Buggey 1999; Ingold 1993:154; Nicholas 2006: 363).

Traditional knowledge provides local insight of cultural landscapes and as a result, those

working directly with First Nations to record and protect cultural resources (Basso 1996; Buggey

1999; Mohs 1987; Nicholas 2006; Reimer 2007; Stoftle et al. 1998) write the best literature on

cultural landscapes. Traditional knowledge from a descendent community, such as the Sts'ailes,

can provide invaluable insight into the worldview, land-use practices, and social organization of

their ancestors (Nicholas 2006: 351-354; Reimer 2007). Traditional knowledge is oral history,

stories, worldview, environmental knowledge, technological expertise, and landscape memory

that is passed down inter-generationally (Lepofsky and Lertzman 2008; Nicholas 2006: 352).

Among the Sts'ailes, as with many descendent communities, traditional knowledge can be

gleaned from both contemporary knowledge holders as well as early ethnographic sources,

which includes maps as well as texts (Boas 1894, 1895 ; Hill-Tout 1904). In this thesis, I use both

sources of knowledge to understand the Sts'ailes cultural landscape.

1.1.1. The Harrison River Watershed and the Sts'ailes cultural landscape

The Harrison Watershed is a cultural landscape that is rich with created and natural

features imbued with meaning. Daily, the Sts'ailes people create and recreate their landscape

3



physically and symbolically, through stories, history and activities. The cultural landscape ofthe

Harrison Watershed reflects the Sts'ailes' uniqueness, but it also reflects how they are connected

to other people and landscapes.

Stoffie and others (1998: 12) identified five primary types of cultural landscapes ofwhich

three are useful for revealing the Sts'ailes' cosmology (see also Buggey 1999). These are: 1)

holy landscapes, 2) story-scapes, and 3) landmarks (Stoffle et al. 1998: 5).lt helps to think of

each of these "landscapes" as inextricably linked together in a single cultural landscape.

Holy landscapes refer to the most fundamental connection between First Nations and the

landscape. This connection was established by a supernatural being that created a birthright

relationship between a people and the place where they were created. This relationship provides

the people with special rights and obligations to use and protect resources in their holy land.

Even a forced relocation or population movement cannot break the connection between the

people and their holy land that was established through supernatural means (Stoffie et al. 1998:

5). Franz Boas (1889: 37-38) described this kind of relationship among the Coast Salish when he

noted:

The Coast Salish derive their claims to certain tracts of land in the same way [as northern
north west coast groups] from the fact that the ancestor of each gens [local group] came
down to a certain place, or that he settled there after the great flood. The right of a gens
[local group] to the place where it originated cannot be destroyed. It may acquire by war
or by other events territory originally belonging to foreign tribes, and leave its home to be
taken up by others; the right of fishing, hunting, and gathering berries in their old home is
rigidly maintained.

The Sts'ailes people similarly inherited ancestral lands, rights, and responsibilities (Boas

1894; Hill-Tout 1904). This inherited land is what the Sts'ailes today consider to be their

traditional territory.

Story-scapes often refer to stories about supernatural beings that traversed the

holy landscape during a mythical time and left reminders of their journey both on the

4



landscape and in oral history (Stoftle et al. 1998: 6). Sts'ailes narratives about the Xe~a:ls

moving across the landscape having adventures and transforming individuals are an

example ofa story-scape. Specific elements of the Xe~a:ls narratives are often connected

to natural or cultural landmarks within the Harrison Watershed so that one could

physically move along the path of the story (d Stoffle et al. 1998: 6).

Landmarks refer to discrete physical places within a cultural landscape and are

often central components in story-scapes and cognitive maps (Stoftle et al. 1998: 7). In

the Coast Salish world, these culturally powerful locations can serve to perpetuate a

collective identity and anchor people at nearby settlements (Carlson 2003; Mohs 1987).

Landmarks can be found across the Harrison Watershed and generally represent the

location of some significant occurrence such as the meeting place of Sasquatch or where

the Xe~a:ls transformed human individuals into stone. Landmarks in the Harrison

Watershed are often quite distinctive because they physically resemble their subject

and/or have pictographs on them.

Also helpful in thinking about the Sts'ailes cultural landscape is the notion of persistent

places. Persistent places are culturally important locations on the landscape that have been

imbued with history, meaning and power through consistent use, occupation, or attachment

(Anschultz et al. 2001; Littleton and Allen 2006; Schlanger 1992; Tveskov 2007). The concept

of persistent places is useful for integrating traditional Sts'ailes knowledge with archaeological

remains and landmarks because it emphasizes continuity of attachment at specific locations.

Interpretations of archaeological sites are strengthened throughout this thesis because of the

correlation with Sts'ailes knowledge that informs the activity or use at particular locations.

5



1.2. The Sts'ailes and their landscape

The Sts'ailes are a Coast Salish tribe who traditionally spoke a micro-dialect of

Halq'emeylem (Figure I), the upriver Halkomelem language (Boas 1894; Hill-Tout 1902: 3,

1904; Smith 2001: 22). The Sts'ailes people were part of a geographically expansive Coast

Salish social network in which groups from great distances were linked through kinship,

language, trade, intermarriage, ceremonies, and stories (Figure 1; Blake 2004; Boas 1894; 1895;

Carlson 1994; Carlson 1996,2001,2003; Hill-Tout 1904: 316, 1905; Lepofsky et al. 2009;

Miller 1989a; Teit 1906a; 1910: 45; Suttles 1987,1990). At the same time, the Sts'ailes shared a

frontier with Interior Salish groups such as the St'at'imc and 'N1aka'pamux and bridged

language and cultural differences between them. This resulted in an even broader sphere of

interaction and influence (Sanders and Ritchie 2008).
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Figure 1.1. Major Coast Salish regions, language areas, and groups including the Halq' emeylem
cultural-linguistic area in the lower Fraser Valley (map created by Bill Angelbeck 2010 used
with permission).

Sts'ailes traditional knowledge emphasizes how their ancestors in the Harrison

Watershed participated in these regional networks, but were connected with each other and with

their landscape in ways that outside groups did not share (Boas 1894, 1895; Hill-Tout 1904;
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Mohs and Ritchie 2009). The bonds that joined social groups living in the Harrison Watershed

were a common micro-dialect, customs, single drainage territory, and a name (Elemendorf 1974:

255). Although the Sts'ailes today live in a single settlement on the Harrison River, they have

ancestral settlements throughout the Harrison Watershed. The Sts'ailes consider the land around

their ancestral settlements where they traditionally hunted, fished, gathered, and visited spiritual

and ritual locations, to be their traditional territory. The Sts'ailes people consider these

settlements to be inherited from ancient Sts'ailes ancestors that settled in these locations during

the mythical age (Boas 1894; Hill-Tout 1904). Although the Sts'ailes traditionally used areas

beyond the Harrison Watershed (e.g., north-eastern portion of Stave Lake and the Fraser River

between Hooknose and Queens Island (Mohs and Ritchie 2009), the Harrison Watershed,

including the lower 16 km of the Lillooet River is the heart oftheir social-physical landscape

(Figure 1.2). These settlements, and the houses within them, are the focus of this thesis.
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Figure 1.2. Fraser Valley and Harrison Watershed (including the lower portion of the Lillooet
Watershed depicted by red lines).

The Harrison Watershed provided the Sts'ailes with all the necessary provisions for food,

clothes and shelter enabling them to remain physically connected to their settlements (Mohs and

Ritchie 2009; Hill-Tout 1904; Kelsey Charlie personal communication October 1, 2009).
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Throughout much ofthe year, the Sts'ailes made short trips from their homes in pursuit of

numerous resources (Hill-Tout 1904). Sometimes these trips would be made by groups of

women, sometimes by men, and other times an entire family (Boas 1984; Hill-Tout 1904). These

resource-gathering trips were short, and did not involve uprooting from one settlement and

establishing another as often occurred on the coast (Barnett 1955; Hill-Tout 1904; Mitchell 1983;

Suttles 1990). Other specialty foods such as wind-dried salmon and seafood were easily obtained

from outsiders with whom the Sts'ailes had trade and exchange relations.

The Harrison Watershed is a rich ecologicallandscape--even in comparison with the rest

of the Fraser Valley-that afforded the Sts'ailes with certain natural economic advantages.

The settlements or territories of the StsEelis [Sts'ailes] were regarded with
envious eyes by the surrounding tribes. Their waters abounded in fish, the
shallows in their river forming one of the favourite spawning grounds of the
salmon.... The adjacent mountain-slopes contained large numbers of deer, bear,
elk and goats as well as other small animals. In winter the lake, river and sloughs
were covered with ducks of all kinds (Hill-Tout 1904: 316).

In fact, historically, there were more salmon in the Harrison system than any other tributary on

the lower Fraser River. Harrison salmon account for a large percentage of salmon in the overall

Fraser system (Kew 1992: 210-212).

The relative abundance of salmon and other resident fish and the almost year round

connection to settlements, has contributed to the Sts'ailes perceiving themselves as distinct from

other St6:lo groups on the Fraser River. Especially important in this regard is that the constant

supply offish made it so that the Sts'ailes people did not depend on the summer fishery in the

Fraser Canyon like other surrounding groups (Kelsey Charlie personal communication October

1, 2009). Instead, the main Sts'ailes fishery occurs in the fall when sockeye, chum, chinook, pink

and coho run in the Harrison River Valley. It was during this time that the Sts'ailes cold smoked

great quantities of salmon, known as sq 'eyle, that they could trade, give away at ceremonies, and
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eat through the winter. Indeed, the fall fishery on the Harrison River attracted many surrounding

groups, just as the Canyon did in the summer (Duff 1952; Hill-Tout 1904; Maclachlan 1998).

1.3. Sts'ailes social-spatial units: integrating ethnographic and
archaeological data

Scholars who study Coast Salish peoples (Angelbeck 2009; Barnett 1955; Carlson 1996,

2001,2003; Duff 1964; Kennedy 2007; Lepofsky et aI. 2007,2009; Miller 1997,1999; Miller

1989a, Miller and Boxberger 1994; Schaepe 2006, 2009; Suttles 1963, 1990; Thom 2006, 2009;

Elmendorf 1971, 1974) recognize that their social-spatial world can be divided into increasingly

inclusive levels or spheres of relations. These levels are not fixed and are often situational

(Angelbeck 2009; Carlson 2003; Lepofsky et aI. 2009). Many (Duff 1964; Kennedy 2007;

Suttles 1963, 1990) have focused on five levels of Coast Salish social relations: the nuclear

family, the household, the local group, the winter village (hereafter referred to as "settlement

community") and the tribe. Some also recognize that Coast Salish groups organize into supra-

tribal social-spatial groupings such as the "St6: 10" of the Fraser River (Carlson 200 I, 2003;

Lepofsky et aI. 2009; Schaepe 2006, 2009).

In addition to the above, Elmendorf (I 974: 259) alone identified a social-spatial unit he

termed the "extended village community" (hereafter, "extended settlement community"). This

social unit is intermediate in size-both socially and spatially-to the settlement community and

tribe. It refers to multiple local groups that reside at different settlements and share territory and

an identity. The extended settlement community social-spatial unit, I suggest, is an accurate

description of one level of Sts'ailes social organization. Combined, the six social-spatial units

derived from Suttles (1963; 1990) and Elmendorf(1971; 1974) have correlates in the

archaeological record ofthe Harrison Watershed (Table I.I).
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Although Sts'ailes-Coast Salish social organization has changed over the last couple of

millennia, there has also been considerable continutity (Ames and Maschner 1999; Lepofsky et

al. 2009; Schaepe 2009). It is this continuity that justifies using ethnographically documented

information on social organization to inform archaeological data. Where the archaeological data

corresponds with the physical manifestation of these ethnographically documented social units, I

consider the social relations that formed and sustained them to be comparable. I also suggest that

the social organization inferred from ethnographic information provides the most suitable

explanatory framework for understanding settlement patterning.

Table 1.1. Coast Salish social units and their corresponding archaeological correlate. The social units
defined here are proportionate to geographical scale (i.e., small social units are smaller spatially than
large social units; cr. Miller 1997: 376; Rocek 1995: 42).

Social unit Relationships Archaeological correlate (Spatial
unit)

Level Family Hearth mates Y4 of a plank house segment (Hill-
1 Tout 1904: 332) or part ofa

pithouse (Lepofsky et al. 2009)
Level Household Extended families Segment of large plank house,
2 entire small plank house (Suttles

1963: 513; Hill-Tout 1904: 332) or
pithouse (Lepofsky et al. 2009)

Level Local group High status household with Large plank house; cluster of
3 dependent households houses; settlement or part of large

settlement (Hill-Tout 1904; Suttles
1990: 464)

Level Settlement Multiple local groups co- Clusters of houses closely linked
4 community resident at a settlement spatially and geographically; large

settlement
Level Extended Multiple local groups Clusters of settlements that are
5 settlement living at separate closely connected spatially and

community settlements geographically (Elmendorf 1974:
259)

Level Tribe Linguistic, cultural, Settlement clusters in discrete
6 economIc watershed/traditional territory

(Suttles 1963: 513)
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Multiple factors influence our ability to relate anthropologically defined social units of

the Coast Salish with the spatial units visible in the archaeological record (Gahr et al. 2006). A

fundamental issue is reconciling terms used by different researchers, many ofwhom conducted

their anthropological research at different points in time and in culturally different areas of the

Coast Salish world. This issue is highlighted when trying to reconcile Suttles' (1963, 1987,

1990) research on coastal Coast Salish populations that did not live in pithouses with research on

the river and pithouse-based Sts'ailes people (e.g., Hill-Tout 1904). An additional problem is that

each of these social-spatial units, by definition, are thought to be fluid and situational, and thus

can be difficult to identify in the archaeological record or to relate to specific house or settlement

arrangements. In instances where there are disagreements regard ing the type of residence

associated with social units, 1 defer, where possible, to Hill-Tout (1904) as he was the only

anthropologist to directly observe the Sts'ailes people.

Below, I describe the social-spatial levels that can be identified in the ethnographic and

archaeological records ofthe Sts'ailes starting with the largest social unit, the tribe. In turn, 1

focus on each increasingly smaller unit, ending with the household group. For each social unit, I

outline its corresponding spatial/physical unit.

1.3.1. Level 6. Tribe/watershed

Coast Salish tribes are composed of clusters of settlements connected through locality,

dialect, culture, and marriage that share a common name (Duff1952: 87; 1964: 16; Kennedy

1995: 68,2007: 9; Suttles 1963: 513). Over generations, these linkages create tribal identities

that still persist today. Unlike today however, pre-contact Coast Salish tribes were probably not

organized into formal political entities (Miller and Boxberber 1994: 270). Despite the frequency

with which tribes have been identified and discussed as a social grouping in the ethnohistorical
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and anthropological literature ofthe Coast Salish, they have yet to be investigated

archaeologically by looking at settlement patterns from a watershed scale. In part, this reflects

broad trends in archaeology to focus on either larger or smaller scale areas (Arnould and Netting

1982; Schaepe 2009), but it is also a result of inadequate settlement data at the watershed scale.

In a recent analysis of St6:l6 (supra-tribal) settlement patterning, Schaepe (2009: 136)

noted that ethnographically defined tribal areas and linguistic divisions in the Fraser Valley

region may have considerable time-depth. Schaepe's identification ofarchaeologically

recognizable tribal units is a major archaeological contribution to this region and provides a

useful foundation for this study. Without archaeological studies of tribes and corresponding

watershed scale analysis, more contemporary, geographically restricted iterations of social units

and social relations are projected into the ancient past (e.g. Tennant 1990). In the case ofthe

Sts'ailes, this has significant political ramifications because their post-contact residence on the

Harrison River only reflects a small part of their pre-contact settlement patterns (Chapters 2 and

3).

1.3.2. Level 5. Extended settlement community/sub-watershed

Extended settlement communities flfSt identified by Elmendorf(l971; 1974) among the

Skokomish are discrete clusters of settlements that occupy proximate geographic locations and

act cohesively in inter-settlement relations (Elmendorf 1974: 357). This social group acts as a

social bridge between settlement communities and the much larger tribe. Extended settlement

communities occupied, identified with, and were economically dependent upon a sub-watershed

area or equivalent locale (cf Carlson 2001, 2003). Despite living in separate villages, the

Skokomish shared a collective name and acted, in virtually all ways, as though they were part of

one community (Elmendorf 1974: 301).
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The paucity of ethnographic information on extended settlements among the Coast

Salish, and the consequent lack of attention by archaeologists may be in part due to early post

contact changes in social structure. That is, this social grouping would be the first to disappear

when multiple local groups with a collective identity amalgamated into single, larger settlements

after disease-induced population declines (cf Elmendorf 1974: 358). I suggest it is probable that

the extended settlement pattern also existed in many other places in the Coast Salish region prior

to population amalgamations.

Extended settlement communities are similar to, and possibly antecedent to what Miller

(1989) has defined as corporate family groups. Schaepe (2006: 699), who recently applied

Millers' corporate family group model to defensive sites in the Fraser Canyon, defines them as

unique socioeconomic units founded on cooperatives engaged in specialized economically based

activities. "Corporate family groups are competitive economic groups whose labor is harnessed

and coordinated by group leaders (siya:m) intent on maximizing production in, for instance, the

canyon salmon fishery" (Schaepe 2006: 699). Schaepe argues that incorporating corporate family

groups as a basic Coast Salish social unit requires a broader view of sociopolitical and

socioeconomic relations, extending beyond the local group. While this type of socioeconomic

relationship certainly provides valuable insight into the social, economic and political structure

ofextended settlement communities by analogy, it is not the same thing. Corporate family

groups may, however, reflect a more contemporary expression of the extended settlement

community.

1.3.3. Level 5. Settlement community/settlement

The settlement community social unit in the Harrison River Valley is similar to what

Suttles (1990: 464) and others (Barnett 1955; Snyder 1964) have defined as the winter village
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residential group. Like winter villages, settlement communities were comprised of one or more

local groups that likely cooperated in activities such as mutual defense, ceremonies, house

building and weir building, and the sharing of perishable foods (Suttles 1990: 464). Harrison

River settlement communities differ considerably from most ethnographically documented

winter villages because the former represents populations that lived together year-round (Hill

Tout 1904). Socially, the settlements in the Harrison Watershed likely indicate closer inter

household and inter-local group relations than those commonly described ethnographically for

winter villages because they would continually be reinforced (Suttles 1990: 464).

Based on her research ofthe Skagit in western Washington, Snyder (1964) found that

there was a consistent correlation between the size of the settlement and the wealth and status of

its inhabitants. Large settlements had very broad, far-reaching social fields whereas smaller ones

would be much more restricted (c£ Snyder 1964: 75-76). Even a chief ofa small settlement

would be considered a "little frog in a big pond" in the broader supra-tribal community because

he had fewer supporters and controlled less wealth than chiefs of larger settlements (Snyder

1964: 76). Archaeological and ethnographic data of settlements on the Fraser and Harrison

Rivers indicate that that these same types of relationships existed among the Sts'ailes and their

neighbours (Carlson 2003; Hill-Tout 1904; Schaepe 2009).

1.3.4. Level 3. Local group/spatially and geographically discrete cluster of houses

In the ethnographic literature, local groups are described as a having a sense of common

identity derived from their collective descent from a "first ancestor" (Hill-Tout 1904: 312-313).

This common descent is recognized even though members may not be related to each other and

were divided into different social classes (Hill-Tout 1907: 308; Suttles 1990: 464). According to

Suttles (1990: 464), most local groups were comprised ofa high-status family and several
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dependant ones. Carlson (2003: 25) notes that important men use their hereditary connections to

important ancestors and places as anchors around which they built local groups. In many cases,

assertions of authority are derived directly through the identification ofones mythological

ancestors with particular settlements and locations. The local group is considered by many

scholars to be the largest political unit (Drucker 1983: 87; Suttles 1990: 464), however, this is

not indicated by ethnographic data on the Sts'ailes (Hill-Tout 1904).

Although local groups are commonly correlated with settlements in the Fraser Valley

(Lepofsky et al. 2009: 598), this is an over-simplification. Local groups may have had their own

settlement, but they could also be one of several local groups that comprised larger settlements

(Suttles 1990: 464). In this thesis, 1 attempt to identifY the existence of discrete local groups that

co-existed within settlement communities on the Harrison River. Archaeologically identifYing

local groups at a settlement informs inter-household relationships and provides insight into how

nested levels of relations operated at the settlement scale. Although many less obvious forms of

local groups may exist, I expect the archaeological correlate ofa local group to be one or more

houses (either housepits or plank houses) clustered discretely and separated from other local

groups by distance and a geographical barrier such as a creek or slough channel. By these

criteria, which are both physical and conceptual, we can be quite certain that we are looking at

different social groups.

1.3.5. Level 2. Households/plank house, housepit

Suttles (1990:464) describes Coast Salish households as several related families that lived

together in a cedar plank house and cooperated economically and socially. To this definition, I

would add families that lived together in pithouses (cf. Ames and Maschner 1999; Lepofsky et

al. 2009; Schaepe 2009). Households in plank houses and pithouses would often share inherited
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rights such as access to resources, names, traditional knowledge, and would cooperate in hosting

feasts and other ceremonies (Suttles 1963: 513, 1990: 464).

In the Fraser Valley, househo Ids can be archaeo logically correlated with portions of a

large plank house, the entirety of smaller ones, and housepits (Schaepe 2009). Suttles (1991:

216) noted that the very large plank house structures "may have been essentially rows of houses

end to end, each house holding a separate household". The overall structure of one of these large

plank houses may have held an entire local group (Suttles 1991: 216). Plank house structures are

not always found in rows and can vary considerably in size, likely reflecting the status and size

ofthe household(s) that owned it (Ames 2001; Coupland 2006,1996,1985; Sobel 2006).

Whereas the largest plank houses likely represent high status households with dependant

households or slaves (Snyder 1964), some small plank houses not much larger in floor area than

pithouses likely held a single household. Of the two house forms, housepits are by far the easiest

to identify, define and measure, making them ideal units for comparing households across time

and space (Schaepe 2009; Appendix A).

Although one can use housepit size as a proxy for social organization and status (Ames

and Maschner 1999; Lepofsky et al. 2009; Schaepe 2009), house size is not likely to reflect the

full range of social hierarchy within Coast Salish society because slaves did not own houses

(Barnett 1955: 249; Snyder 1964: 114). Rather, slaves lived in the houses of their masters and

were denied basic comforts and excluded from ceremonies (Barnett 1955: 249). So, based on

ethnographic data, only the status differences between the elites and commoners ofCoast Salish

society should be visible archaeologically, despite the large range in house sizes (cf Snyder

1964:120).
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Despite the long-held recognition by anthropologists that settlements in the lower Fraser

Valley were comprised of both plank houses and pithouses (Duff 1949, 1952; Hill-Tout 1902,

1904) little was written about these house types social, spatial, or temporal relationships. Rather,

plank houses (Barnett 1955; Duff 1952; Hill-Tout 1902,1904; Lamb 1960; Matson 2003; Suttles

1991 Snyder 1964) and pithouses (Duff 1952; Hill-Tout 1904; Smith 1945: MS 268:4 notebook

9, MS 268:5 notebook 95; Teit 1900; Wells 1987:62) were often viewed as independent from

one another. As a result, the nature of their co-existence must be primarily i'nferred from

archaeological study rather than ethnographic information.

Both housepits and plank houses were the subject of recent excavations in the Fraser

Valley (Lepofsky et al. 2001; Graesch 2006; Ritchie and Lepofsky 2008; Schaepe 1998; Schaepe

et al. 2006; Springer 2009) as part of the Fraser Valley Archaeology Project (FVAP). While

some housepits in the Fraser Valley have been tested (Schaepe et al. 2006; Lenert 2007, von

Krogh 1976), plank houses excavations have been more limited (Graesch 2006; Lepofsky et al.

2001; Schaepe et al. 2006). In this thesis I explore social and temporal inter-household

relationships by examining the size, position and proximity of housepits and plank houses.

A notable recent contribution made by FVAP researchers is that pithouses may have been

occupied year-round in contrast to most ethnographic and ethnohistoric sources (Lepofsky et al.

2009). Evidence for multi-season use of pithouses is inferred from botanical and faunal remains

recovered from housepits at S~w6~wiymelh (ca. 2,500 cal. B.P.) and Welqamex (ca. 200 cal.

B.P.; Graesch 2006; Lepofsky et al. 2009). It is still unclear however if these housepits represent

the norm or the exception in the Fraser Valley. None the less, because these two sites span a

significant time range, multi-season use of pithouses does not appear to be a short-term

phenomenon.
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The co-utilization of pithouses and plank houses within Fraser Valley settlements has

only been assumed to have considerable antiquity (Schaepe 2009). Archaeological evidence for

their contemporaneous use has not yet been found at settlements outside the Harrison River

Valley (Schaepe et al. 2006), though convincing evidence has been presented (Lepofsky et al.

2009:24; Schaepe 2009). For instance, these house types have been shown to co-exist temporally

(Lepofsky et al. 2009:24), if not within the same settlement around 2,500 cal. B.P. Schaepe

(2009) has argued that pithouses and plank houses become co-utilized around 1,200 cal. B.P.

based on their spatial arrangement at Thewft:li. Evidence from Hiqelem (Chapter 6) provides

increasingly detailed information regarding the spatial and temporal relationship between

pithouses and plank houses-and reinforces Schaepe's (2009) conclusion that these houses were

co-utilized within a settlement around 1,200 cal. B.P.

1.3.6. Levell. Family/hearth in plank house, part of housepit

The Coast Salish nuclear family consisted ofa husband and wife (or possibly multiple

wives) with their children, spouses of young adult children, dependent elderly relatives and

staves (Suttles 1990: 464). These family groups would generally keep their stores and supplies

separate from the rest ofthe household and would often cook and eat apart. In pithouses, where it

may not have been possible to cook and eat apart, Marion Smith (1945:MS 268:4 notebook 9)

noted that family groups were often separated from one another with baskets and curtains.

Although the family is an important social unit in Coast Salish society, I do not explore their

intra-household patterning in this thesis.
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1.4. Coast Salish social status

Cross-cutting social-units among the Coast Salish were three distinct social classes: "a

large upper class of good people, a smaller lower class ofworthless people and a still smaller

class of slaves" (Suttles 1987: 11). Within the upper class, there were subtle status differences

that reflected varying degrees ofwealth that could be derived from hereditary rights, knowledge,

spirit powers and practical skills (Suttles 1987: 11). Snyder (1964: 120) found that the very

wealthiest and highest status faction of the upper class was situational, only being apparent on

public occasions. According to Suttles (1987: 11), the division between the upper class and lower

class was more significant and social climbing was difficult because the classes were continually

reinforced in practice. Homer Barnett (1955: 247) defined the same three social classes,

however, he saw Coast Salish social organization as more of a continuous gradation, "from the

least esteemed of the common men to the [Yewal Siya:m] ofthe village". Specifically, Barnett

(1955: 247) argued that there was very little or no distinction between the most industrious and

successful common men and the least distinguished of the upper class. Slaves however, were

easily distinguishable from other classes in Coast Salish society (Barnett 1955: 249; Suttles

1987: 17).

Snyder (1964: 114-120) has suggested that these three social classes existed at the

conceptual level, but less so at the operational level. Snyder (1964: 120) believed that there were

only two important social classes at most settlements on an operational daily basis, the good

people (upper class) and the worthless people (lower class). Slaves " ... could hardly have been

counted as a class on a village basis. There were few, ifany, and mere property..." of the

wealthiest upper class (1964: 120). Whereas slaves didn't even own homes (Barnett 1955: 249),
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the social division between the upper and lower class members ofa community was so pervasive

that settlements were often segregated along class lines (Barnett 1955; Snyder 1964).

1.5. Social fields

Following Elmendorf (1971: 363), I use the term "social fields" to describe the totality of

relations that Coast Salish social units had with one another and their landscape. Social fields

refer to relationships that can be either spatially constrained such as those between groups

sharing a house or settlement, or spatially expansive, encompassing those with whom marriage

partners are arranged, goods exchanged and stories shared (Elmendorf 1971, 1974). Each

household had different social fields, which in turn influenced the complex overlapping social

fields of a local group. These individual and collective social fields determined the direction,

extent, and intensity of settlement social fields. One more level up, the extended settlement

community was a complex system of ind ividual, overlapping, connected social fields. Last, there

were the social fields that connected Coast Salish social units together as a tribe as well as to

others outside of their watershed. The social fields of these independent and collective groups

differed from one another depending on, among other things, their geographic location and

proximity to other groups, their wealth, and their status. Based on ethnographic work among the

Skokomish, ELmendorf(l971: 363) found that social fields radiated out in several directions by

watercourses and overland trails and the people who lived closest had the most frequent and

intimate relations.

I prefer the term "social fields" to that of "interaction sphere" or "sphere of influence"

which are more widely used in the regional and broader anthropological literature (Ames 1985;

Carlson 2001; 2003; Freidal 1979; Hayden 1992). I believe that social fields better describes the

nature of Coast Salish social relations as it conveys a complex web of social relations connecting
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different scales of social units at different times, places and circumstances. The social fields of

the Coast Salish are often described as both "fluid" and "nested" by scholars (Barnett 1955;

Carlson 1996; Elmendorf 1974; Kennedy 2007; Lepofsky et al. 2009; Miller and Boxberger

1994; Suttles 1963; 1987; Thorn 2009). By these terms, scholars mean that Coast Salish peoples

were connected-by varying degrees-with people and places across great distances.

1.6. Social-spatial distance

The universal correlation between spatial distance and social relationships (social-spatial

distance) provides the methodological framework of this study (Douglas and Kramer 1992).

Marshal Sahlins (1972) provided a model based on this correlation that is economic in naturt<,

but that has implications for social and political relations as well. Sahlins (1972:195) explicitly

recognized the relationship between social and spatial distance when noting that people who live

together in a household or settlement have more developed relationships than they do with those

who live more distantly.

As many archaeologists and anthropologists have noted however, there is not a simple

correlation between spatial distance and social interaction (Carlson 1996; Douglas and Kramer

1992; Johnson 1977; Leone 1968; Mooney 1978; Olsson 1965; Sahlins 1972; Wilmsen 1973;

Wobst 1974). In addition to spatial distance, other factors such as kinship, territorial boundaries,

wealth, and status influence and are influenced by social distance (Johnson 1977; Leone 1968;

Sahlins 1972; Mooney 1978; Wilmsen 1973). Despite the intricacies of reconstructing social

relations in the past, spatial distance remains a good general proxy for social distance (e.g.

Douglas and Kramer 1992; Stone 1992).

It is widely recognized among anthropologists that physical space, whether at the

household or landscape scale, not only influences how people interact, but is also a reflection of
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those interactions (Chang 1958; Douglas and Kramer 1992; Johnson 1977; Sahlins 1972; Trigger

1965). Among the ethnographically documented Coast Salish, for instance, the positive

relationship between physical and socio-economic space is well documented (Barnett 1955;

Carslon 1996, Elmendorf 1974; Miller 1989a; Mooney 1978; Suttles 1963), and is the basis of

both household and settlement pattern archaeology in the region (Angelbeck 2009; Schaepe

2009; Lepofsky et al. 2009). This relationship between the social and physical landscapes holds

despite the fluid nature Coast Salish social fields.

Throughout the thesis, I use the physical distance between settlements and houses as a

proxy measure of the degree of social interaction and communication. I use this measure to

assess the connection among social groups at all social-spatial scales, ranging from the

household to the tribe. Just as households are the most connected with those that they share a

house (Hill-Tout 1904), the Sts'ailes tribe was historically the most connected socially and

economically with their immediate neighbours (Hill-Tout 1904; Duff 1952).

1.7. Thesis context

This thesis is one component of the larger Fraser Valley Archaeology Project (FVAP)

whose goal was to archaeologically examine expressions of St6:16-Coast Salish identity through

time and across space (Lepofsky et al. 2009: 597). Like other research done within the context of

the FVAP (Graesch 2006; Lenert 2007; Lepofsky et al. 2009; Schaepe et al. 2006; Schaepe

2009), I took the approach that detailed mapping ofthe settlements would provide information

on social relations, including social differentiation between households. Like in the larger FVAP,

my fine precision mapping was coupled with the strategic collection of radiocarbon samples

from house floors (Ritchie and Lepofsky 2008; Schaepe et al. 2006). Field data for this project

was collected in 2005 with Adrian Sanders and FVAP researchers, 2007 (in the context of the
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SFU Field School directed by Dana Lepofsky), and 2008 - 2010 under the guidance of Gordon

Mohs and the Chehalis Indian Band.

In 2008, while still working on this research, I began working for the Sts'ailes as the

Heritage Research Archaeologist. This position influenced my thesis research in two ways.

First, in that role, I had had access to local knowledge that might not otherwise have been

available to me. And second, I witnessed how previous research can influence government and

industry perceptions of, and decisions about, Sts'ailes territory and aboriginal rights. The former

enabled me to provide a more multi-dimensional discussion of the Sts'ailes cultural landscape;

the latter motivated me to make it as accurate as possible.

1.8. Thesis outline

In this thesis, I describe the multiple social units and social fields that collectively make

up the Sts'ailes cultural landscape. I start by reviewing ethnographic and ethnohistoric sources to

establish the attachment between the Sts'ailes as a tribe and the Harrison Watershed (Chapter 2).

In Chapters 3 through 6, I present archaeological evidence of different scales ofsocial relations

starting with the tribe and moving to the smallest social-spatial unit studied in this thesis: The

household. Although the social relations between these social units build on one another and are

connected, to facilitate discussion I attempt to keep the social units separate from one another. In

general, each of the chapters examines the archaeological evidence for the social units at the

corresponding spatial scale and then explores the social relations that can be inferred from

settlement and household patterning. I depart from this basic pattern when I first describe and

identify extended settlement communities in Chapter 4 and only explore them archaeologically

in Chapter 5. I also depart from this pattern with settlements because they can represent either

local groups or settlement communities. I begin by exploring settlements in Chapters 5, but I
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examine the organization ofa settlement community in relation to the constituent local groups in

Chapter 6.

Because of the fluid and nested nature of Coast Salish society, I had to decide whether to

analyze the system of relations starting from the regional watershed (tribal) perspective and

working to smaller scales or starting from the house (household) and working to increasingly

more encompassing social scales. I chose to begin with the watershed because the Sts'ailes

identity today is so clearly linked to the Harrison Watershed and this social-physical relationship

permeates all smaller social and physical units. This approach facilitates perceiving individual

houses and settlements as connected to one another within their broader cultural landscape.
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Chapter 2: An ethnohistoric and ethnographic review of the
Sts'ailes tribe's cultural landscape

2.0. Introduction

Sts'ailes pre-contact land-use and occupancy have been subject to a series of

representations and misrepresentations (e.g., Bouchard and Kennedy 2006: 92; Carlson 2001;

Duff 1952; Galloway 1993; Hudson et al. 2000; Jenness 1977; Mitchell 1990; Sleigh 1990;

Smith 2001: 23; Suttles 1990; Teit 1906a, 1906b; Wells 1987). This stems in part from the fact

that although Franz Boas (1894) and Charles Hill-Tout (1904; 1905) are the primary sources

describing the Sts'ailes' landscape, neither attempted to define the Sts'ailes pre-contact

territory/cultural landscape. Consequently, external perceptions of Sts'ailes' pre-contact territory

are ingrained in scholarly discourse (Bouchard and Kennedy 2006; Carlson 2001 b; Duff 1952;

Galloway 1993; Hudson et aI. 2000; Schaepe 2009; Suttles 1990; Teit 1906a, 1906b; Wells

1987) and are now influencing contemporary political decision-making. From an archaeological

perspective, the inaccurate bounding of the Sts'ailes landscape restricts the meaningful patterns

and distributions of archaeological features and sites.

This chapter utilizes ethnographic and ethnohistoric data, including maps, to situate the

Sts'ailes people within a landscape that is traditionally significant, historically accurate, and

archaeologically meaningful. I use these data to define the largest social unit that can be

associated with the Sts'ailes identity-the unit I refer to as the tribe. This provides a framework

for interpreting the archaeological data, ethnographic information, and traditional knowledge

presented in the following chapters. Current projections of Sts'ailes' territory fail to include
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many ofSts'ailes' important ancestral associations with their cultural landscape and inadequately

assess ethnographic details in light of post-contact circumstances. These inadequacies stem in a

large part from trying to understand Sts'ailes' cultural landscape from an outside (etic)

perspective.

Coupled with ethnohistoric data, ethnographic information from Franz Boas (1894; 1895;

Teit 1906a: 282), Charles Hill-Tout (1904; 1905: 127-128), and James Teit (1906a; 1906b)

provide sufficient evidence to assert that the occupants of the Harrison Watershed-prior to the

1858 gold rush-were people who self identified as Sts'ailes. However, to the detriment of the

Sts'ailes people today, many of the references to Sts'ailes ancestors formerly living at

settlements at the upper end of Sts'ailes territory on Harrison Lake and the lower Lillooet River,

were glossed in the ethnographic sources as "Coast Salish", "Halkomelem" or "Stalo" (Hill-Tout

1905: 127-128; Teit 1906b). This ambiguity caused the majority of subsequent researchers to

ignore the full extent of pre-contact Sts'ailes population distributions (e.g., Bouchard and

Kennedy 2006; Carlson 2001; Duff 1952; Galloway 1993; Schaepe 2009; Smith 200 I; Suttles

1990).

Recently, the Sts'ailes people have taken measures to independently delineate their

territory (Mohs and Ritchie 2009). The resulting core territory is based entirely on the

community's collective knowledge of ritual and practical connections to places throughout the

Harrison Watershed. This local knowledge has been orally transmitted from generation to

generation (i.e., traditional knowledge). The area delineated by the Sts'ailes today, closely

corresponds with ethnographic information recorded over a century ago. This reflects the deep

rooted expressions of community identity that are linked to the landscape and have persisted

through time (e.g. Schaepe 2009).
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The Sts'ailes, like other Coast Salish groups, delineate their tribal area by watershed

boundaries that contain their settlements (Carlson 2001: 24). Thom (2005: 384), Kennedy (1995:

68) and Carlson (2001, 2003) have concluded that collectively such watershed-based social

groups are associated with concepts ofterritoriality based on hereditary property rights, oral

narratives, language, residence, and identity. In the case of the Sts'ailes, their sense of

territoriality was expressed by their defending the land and water resources from outsiders (Hill

Tout 1904: 316; Mohs and Ritchie 2009:16). Furthermore, those who wished to gain access to

resources in the Harrison Watershed were expected to ask permission or pay tribute for the

privilege if they were not relatives (Hill-Tout 1904: 316; Mohs and Ritchie 2009).

Rather than attempting to delineate a Sts'ailes territory, I am concerned with establishing

whether settlements in the Harrison Watershed were occupied by people who self-identified as

Sts'ailes. Although groups surrounding the Sts'ailes assert that they traditionally used parts of

the Harrison Watershed, only the St'at'imc people claim that their ancestors lived there (Hudson

et al. 2000). The area of contention and the area that I am most concerned with is the upper half

of Harrison Lake and the lower Lillooet River. So, while ethnographic and ethnohistoric

information applies to the entire watershed (Figure 2.1), I focus on documents that relate to this

part of the Harrison Watershed. I attempt to be even-handed in this analysis by utilizing

ethnographic sources relating to the Sts'ailes' neighbours as well. My interpretations are

supported by the consistency of information from all these sources.
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Figure 2.1. Harrison Watershed area and places discussed in text

l document three major shifts in Sts'ailes land use since Buro-Canadian contact that have

influenced external perceptions ofSts'ailes pre-contact occupation of the Harrison Watershed. l

begin by documenting the displacement of the Sts'ailes people from their settlements on

Harrison Lake and Chehalis Lake by smallpox, and detail how new socio-economic
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opportunities offered at Fort Langley may have precipitated population movements (Harris 1997;

Carlson 2001b). Sts'ailes occupation ofHarrison Lake and Chehalis Lake was no longer tenable

with such a small population size, resulting in a diminished presence. The second shift was the

southward expansion of the St'at'imc in 1858 for the economic opportunities offered at Port

Douglas (Carlson 2001 b; Duff 1952; Hill-Tout 1904, 1905; Mohs and Ritchie 2009; Teit 1906a,

1906b) and the establishment of the 'Douglas Reserve' that alienated the Sts'ailes (Gaggin 1860:

May 23, Gaggin 1861: Feb. 4). Finalizing Sts'ailes' new, more restricted identity as 'Harrison

River Indians", was government policy that prevented the Sts'ailes from owning land on

Harrison Lake and facilitated land pre-emption by white settlers (Sproat 1879; Tennant 1990).

Combined, these events have resulted in the portrayal of the Sts'ailes people in an artificially

confined cultural landscape that does not reflect their history of occupation or continued practical

and ritual use of their territory. See Table 2.1 for a chronology of events and their impact on the

Sts'ailes' traditional way of life.

Lastly, I attempt to deconstruct the differing perceptions by anthropologists of the

Halkomelem-St'at'imc cultural-linguistic boundary as it has been depicted graphically in maps.

Two key issues are at the root of the differences between Sts'ailes' perceived cultural landscape

and external perceptions: 1) Maps that depict pre-contact boundaries (i.e., Boas 1890; Duff 1952;

Hill-Tout 1905; Jenness 1977; Mitchell 1990; Smith 2001) should not be conflated with those

that depict contemporary boundaries (i.e., Galloway 1993; Haberlein et al. 1928; Suttles 1990;

Teit 1906a; Wells 1987).2) Data represented on maps reflect what the individual researchers

considered important (Harley 1989: 11). One or both of these problems have often resulted in the

presentation of one tribal group's boundary at the expense of the others.
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2.1. Divergent views of Sts'ailes territory

2.1.1. Sts'ailes perspective

Sts'ailes traditional knowledge utilized in this thesis is based on conversations that I've

had with many Sts'ailes over the last five years and the ethnographic studies conducted by Boas

(1894,1895), Hill-Tout (1904), Duff(l949, 1952), J.W. Burns (1940,1942), Mohs and Ritchie

(2009), and Leon (1999). My conversations with the Sts'ailes people have covered a wide range

of subjects including traditional land use and occupancy, social organization, trade and

exchange, mythical narratives, genealogies and fisheries related subjects (Mohs and Ritchie

2009; Ritchie 2008; Ritchie and Springer 2010). Although I draw on many of these

conversations, the majority ofSts'ailes traditional knowledge I utilize derives from formal

interviews conducted with Chief William Charlie, his brother Kelsey Charlie, and their cousins

Dana Charlie and Wayne Charlie. Although interviewed separately, the information obtained

from these men agrees on all accounts with each other and with elders in the community. Despite

these men all belonging to the same extended family, the information that they have shared does

not seem to be overly biased-likely in part because the entire community is closely connected

socially. The traditional information presented here does, however, reflect just a small part of the

collective knowledge ofthe Sts'ailes people.

These men, who are between the ages of40 and 55 are not elders, but are considered

knowledgeable by the rest ofthe community. While they were taught by most of the community

elders while growing up, they each point to several key figures that spent considerable time

teaching them about the "old ways". William and Kelsey obtained much of their knowledge

about stories, places and songs from Sts'ailes elders Jimmy Charlie, William Phillips, Nancy

Phillips, Sylvester Joe, and Ed Leon. Today, they have stepped into leadership positions in
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community politics and family gatherings. Dana and Wayne got their extensive knowledge of the

landscape by spending much oftheir early life hunting and fishing with elders. Dana has been

working with the Sts'ailes Fisheries Department for several decades and in his spare time trains

the younger generation to hunt and fish the way he was taught by his grandfather Jimmy Charlie

and his great uncle, Ed Leon. Wayne have also worked in the fishing industry for several decades

at the Weaver Creek spawning channels and obtained much of his knowledge from Ed Leon,

Jimmy Charlie, John Leon, and Jim Leon.

The Sts'ailes people consider themselves synonymous with the Harrison Watershed

(Kelsey Charlie personal communication August 15, 2008) and maintain that their ancestors

lived in settlements on Harrison Lake, Chehalis Lake, the lower Lillooet River and the Harrison

River since time immemorial (Chief Johnnie 1915; Chief William Charlie personal

communication July 20,2008). Through alliances between households and local groups, the

Sts'ailes assert that their ancestors effectively monitored and controlled how neighbouring

groups and individuals interacted with the Harrison Watershed. Closely spaced, but widely

distributed settlements on waterways facilitated interaction between social groups and between

people and the landscape through hunting, fishing, berry-picking, plant gathering and ritual

activities (Galloway 1993 ; Hill-Tout 1904; Mohs and Ritchie 2009). In a different manner, and

now under very different circumstances, the Sts'ailes people continue to assert their control

through the careful stewardship of the landscape and its physical and cultural resources. The

Sts'ailes' continued claims for ancestral rights to land and resources reinforce the concept that

the right of a people to the place where they originated cannot be destroyed (Boas 1889: 37).
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2.1.2. External perspectives

The pre-contact territory ofthe Sts'ailes as represented by researchers who work or

worked with neighbouring First Nations groups differs dramatically from the Sts'ailes' own view

(Bouchard and Kennedy 2006; Carlson 200 I; Duff 1952; Hudson et al. 2000; Suttles 1990). In

general, these non-Sts'ailes perceptions fall into two sets of perspectives depending on whether

the researchers work or worked with the lower St'at'imc (Bouchard and Kennedy 2006; Hudson

et al. 2000; Teit 1906a, 1906b) or the Coast Salish (Duff 1952; Suttles 1990; Mitchell 1990;

Carlson 200 I).

According to researchers working with the lower St'at'imc people, the northern half of

Harrison Lake is St'at'imc territory (Bouchard and Kennedy 2006; Hudson et al. 2000). This

assertion is based primarily on Teit's (1906a: 196, 201) description oflower St'at'imc habitat as

extending southward to the north end of Long [sland on Harrison Lake (Figure 2.1). Teit (1906a)

used the term "habitat" to refer to the areas in which the St'at'imc would occasionally hunt or

fish, not the land on which they lived or controlled (Teit 1906b). Recent researchers working

with the St'at'imc have commonly replaced the term habitat with the much more defmitive and

politically charged term, territory (Bouchard and Kennedy 1977; 2006, Hudson et al. 2000).

Consequently, these later researchers have often directly contradicted Teit (1906b), Boas (1906)

and Hill-Tout (1905) in their efforts to delineate St'at'imc territory.

In contrast, Coast Salish researchers do not regard Teit's (1906a) St'at'imc habitat as the

equivalent of territory because it cannot be reconciled with their informants' memories or the

ethnohistoric and ethnographic record (Carlson 2001; Galloway 1993; Jenness 1977; Suttles

1990). Instead, Jenness (1977) concluded that the pre-contact St'at'imc-Halkomelem boundary

was at the head ofHarrison Lake. Suttles (1990) and Galloway (1993), on the other hand, situate

the contemporary boundary at Doctor's Point three-quarters ofthe way up Harrison Lake, and
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Carlson (2001), has determined the pre-contact boundary was fifteen kilometres up the Lillooet

River. Despite divergent views on the boundary between these cultural-linguistic groups, many

Coast Salish scholars have suggested that Sts'ailes' pre-contact territory terminates at Doctor's

Point (Figure 2.1; Suttles 1990; Galloway 1993; Carlson 2001).

Much of the contention between these researchers and the First Nations in the area is also

a result of the historic period southward-movement of the St'at'imc into territory considered

Halkomelem prior to contact (Hill-Tout 1905; Teit 1906a, 1906b). Whereas the earlier

ethnographers all documented this event (Teit 1906a, 1906b; Hill-Tout 1905), recent St'at'imc

researchers ignore the evidence (Bouchard and Kennedy 1977; 2006, Hudson et al. 2000) and

even research on Halkomelem people is insufficiently informed by it (Suttles 1990; Galloway

1993; Carlson 2001). This St'at'imc expansion shifted the St'at'imc use ofthe lower Lillooet

River and upper Harrison Lake area from a place that they hunted and fished to a place where

they lived, and continue to live. It has also influenced how the St'at'imc people themselves

portray their connection to this landscape, which in turn determines how the researchers portray

it (Bouchard and Kennedy 1977; 2006, Hudson et al. 2000). While I recognize the St'at'imc's

important connection to this landscape, it is the earlier Halkomelem (Sts'ailes) occupation that r

am concerned with in this thesis.

Making this disputed boundary issue even more complex is the recent assertion (Carlson

2001 b: 30-31; Smith 2001: 22-23; Schaepe 2009: 13 5) that there was another St6: 16, Coast

Salish group known as the St'qw'omlh between the lower St'at'imc and Sts'ailes. Until recently,

researchers have unanimously assumed that the lower St'at'imc and Sts'ailes people were

immediate neighbours, regularly interacting on the Harrison River, Harrison Lake, or the Lower

Lillooet River (Duff 1952; Hill-Tout 1905; Suttles 1990; Teit 1906a, 1906b; Boas 1894).
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According to Carlson (2001 b: 30-31), however, the St 'qw 'omfh were a geographically

intermediate group that was virtually decimated by smallpox in 1782 and the remnant population

intermarried with family groups on the Harrison and lower Fraser Rivers. The projected

traditional territory of the St 'qw 'omfh people extends from Doctor's point on Harrison Lake to

16 km up the lower Lillooet River, west above Stave lake and east to the height of the Douglas

Range between the Fraser River and the Harrison Watershed (Carlson 2001 b: 30-31; Smith

2001: 22-23; Schaepe 2009: 135).

Apart from these recent assertions by St6:16 Nation researchers regarding the now-extinct

St 'qw 'omfh, there are no ethnographic or ethnohistoric data that place another Halkomelem

group between the Sts'ailes and lower St'at'imc people. The St'qw'omfh have not been

mentioned since this region was first explored in 1830 or in any early anthropological sources,

and are totally unknown to the Sts'ailes and St'at'imc people (William Charlie personal

communication July 20,2009). Halkomelem linguist Brent Galloway, was told that Sth 'kwofh

refers to the St'at'imc people that live at Port Douglas- a name with clear phonetic similarities

to St 'qw 'omfh (2004: 434). Consequently, the St 'qw 'omfh and the territory that has been

proposed for them will not feature further in this study.
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Table 2.1. Chronology of historic events that influenced and altered Sts'aiIes's land use and occupancy of
the Harrison Watershed

Event
Implications for

Sts'ailes Land Use and Occupancy

1782 Small pox epidemic Drastic depopulation and restructuring of
settlement groups

1827 Establishment ofFort Langley Motivated family groups to move closer to
new economic opportunity

1846 A.C Anderson surveys Harrison-Lillooet Did not encounter any settlements below
route Little Lillooet Lake till Sts'ailes on

Harrison River

1858 Port Douglas gold rush boom town Coast Salish and Interior Salish men move
to Port Douglas area for work

1860 Removal of Fraser River Indians from St'at'imc Indians are the de-facto inheritors
Port Douglas of Port Douglas area and new identity is

formed

1860's Sts'ailes Settlement separated by Oblate 'Good Indians' and 'Bad Indians' live in
Missionaries two settlements separated by a slough

channel

1870 Sts'ailes Reservation surveyed Sts'ailes request land reserved for them due
to fear of further encroachment of settlers

1872 Map of British Columbia showing I.W. Powell Map shows
geographical divisions ofIndians in B.C Cowichan/Shushwap

[Halkomelem/St'at'imc] boundary on
Lower Lillooet

1879 Sts'ailes apply for reservation land at old Shows continuity of use and occupation at
settlement site of Harrison Hot Springs Harrison Lake settlement site

1884 Sts'ailes Indian Reservation is resurveyed The Sts'ailes were concerned with lands
surrounding their reservation being pre-
empted

1890 The separate Sts'ailes settlements re-unite Sts'ailes build new houses at Harrison
River settlement and re-unite after -30

1890 Franz Boas Lingistic map of B.C Map shows HalkomelernlSt'at'imc
boundary on lower Lillooet River

1904 Hi11-Tout publishes ethnography on the Does not ask Sts'ailes about their land-use
Sts'ailes or territory- no map provided
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Event
Implications for

Sts'ailes Land Use and Occupancy

1905 Hill-Tout publishes ethnography on the Port Douglas informants convey that
St'at'imc St'at'imc habitation of Port Douglas is

recent and was previously occupied by
Halkomelem people.
Halkomelem/St'at'imc boundary 10 miles

1906 Teit publishes ethnography on the Teit confirms that the St'at'imc recently
St'at'imc. Boas adds relevant footnotes moved to Port Douglas and never lived on

Harrison Lake. Draws Lillooet 'habitat' at
top of Long Island.

1915 Chief Johnnie Speaks with McKenna and Sts'ailes desire to have their aboriginal
McBride rights and title recognized for their territory.

Their abilities to hunt and fish have become
restricted

1928 Teit retracts his 1906 St'at'imc/Halkomelem boundary depicted
St'at'imc/Halkomelem boundary at Doctor's Point

2001 The Sts'ailes are asked about their The Sts'ailes define their territory as
traditional landscape encompassing Harrison Lake and Chehalis

Lake watersheds and parts ofthe Fraser
River and Stave watershed

2.3. An ethnohistoric review of the Sts'ailes people from 1782-1900

2.2.1. The effects of 1782 smallpox on Sts'ailes society

The smallpox epidemic that ravaged the Coast Salish world in A.D. 1782 (Boyd

1999:135;137-138; Carlson 2001c: 76, DuffI952:28; 1964: 72; Harris 1997) resulted in

dramatic changes to kin networks and systems of resource ownership and use which precipitated

settlement movements. Entire families were lost and more that 75% of the population was

decimated by A.D. 1800 (Boyd 1999:135; 137-138; Harris 1997). The Sts'ailes were once

considered a "strong and populous tribe" (Hill-Tout 1904: 316) however, in the early 19th

century their numbers were estimated to be approximately 220 people in 1830 and as few as 139
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people in 1839 (Carlson 2001c: 78; DuffI952:28; Maclachlan 1998: 221). In the late 1800's,

Sts'ailes population numbers reached a high of142 in 1890 and a low of 124 in 1894 (Sessional

Papers 1890: 268; 1894:300). The earliest ethnographic information regarding the Sts'ailes was

documented at this time around the end of the 19th century.

Place names and oral histories record the extent of illness and death associated with the

various small pox epidemics among the Sts'ailes. Nancy Phillips (Galloway et al. 1979: 66)

noted that in one wave of the disease, so many people died that the survivors were forced to bury

the deceased together and without ceremony in a slough channel. This slough channel is well

known to the Sts'ailes today as Mimstiyxwala 'container ofpeople', or 'they died all at once'

(1979: 66). Across the Harrison River from Mimstiyxwala is the site ofSmokw 'e 'ala, where

many dead were likewise buried together (McHalsie 2001: 148). These mass burials are

associated with the locations ofthe two largest pre-contact settlements in Sts'ailes territory,

StutuwatsEI and Hiqelem (Tl6sEka in Hill-Tout 1904).

These mass burials are associated with population devastation and settlement

abandonment that in turn resulted in a population vacuum throughout much of the Harrison

Watershed. The abandonment of the settlement at Hiqelem during this early period of contact

(Ritchie and Lepofsky 2008) reflects the wider phenomenon of drastically reduced family groups

moving into areas where they could consolidate and re-build functional social networks. It would

have been during this time that the inhabitants at settlements on Harrison Lake, the lower

Lillooet River, and Chehalis Lake, consolidated on the Harrison River to re-build socially.

Some of the strongest evidence for a massive demographic collapse and full-scale

settlement movements within the Harrison Watershed is provided by the genealogy of Captain

George StsEe'lis' (Boas 1894). Boas interviewed George StsEe'lis in 1890 when he was
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approximately 50 yrs old. From these interviews, Boas compiled a genealogy that extended

across 10 generations and connected many families across southwestern British Columbia (Boas

1894: 3-5). George StsEe'lis' genealogy contains mention ofthree widely dispersed settlements

within the Harrison Watershed, StsEe'lis l (Harrison River), K'oa'laqt (Chehalis Lake), and

S'kutza's (at the north end ofHarrison Lake; Boas 1894: 3-5; Thorn 1997; Bouchard and

Kennedy 2006: 104). George StsEe'lis carried two hereditary names, one from S'kutza's at the

north end of Harrison Lake, and one for the settlement of StsEe' lis on the Harrison River (Boas

1894).

The interview with Captain George StsEe'lis suggests that during the century between his

great-grandfather living at S'kutza's and his interview with Boas in 1890, full-scale settlement

movements were precipitated by population collapses. Assuming 20-25 years per generation and

a literal interpretation of the genealogy, George StsEe'lis' great-grandfather was chiefof

S'kutza's sometime from 1765-1780. When George StsEe'lis' great-grandfather was the chiefof

S'kutza's, there was a large enough population that four of his five male siblings could marry

women also from S'kutza's. In contrast, by the next generation, none ofthe siblings married a

spouse from S'kutza's-quite likely because of the disease induced population decline of 1782.

Indeed, it is during George StsEe'lis' grandmother's and grandfather's generation (1790-1800)

that S'kutza's is mentioned for the last time in his genealogy; this likely indicates the relocation

of the surviving families to StsEe'lis on the Harrison River.

I For this discussion, it is important to note that StsEe'lis is a collective term for multiple socially, and possibly
politically connected settlements on the Harrison River. As discussed further in Chapters 4 and 5, it was only
following contact with Euro-Canadians that StsEe'lis became a discrete settlement at which the Sts'ailes people
live today. It is unclear exactly what Boas' and Hill-Tout's informants meant by the term StsEe'lis.
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The three Sts'ailes local groups2 that originated from Chil'ho'ten (Mohs and Ritchie

2009) and K'oa'laqt (K'oa'lEqt in Bouchard and Kennedy 2006:105; Koalekt in Duff 1949) at

Chehalis Lake may be another example of relocation as a result of smallpox (Boas 1894: 3; Hill

Tout 1904: 314; Carlson 2001 b: 30-31). These groups figure prominently in Sts'ailes oral

history. The first meeting between the StsEe'lis and the TciltcaloktEI (as the three mountain

local groups are collectively known) was likely in the distant past (Hill-Tout 1904: 314),

however, it may have been the pressures of smallpox that eventually precipitated the

amalgamation of these close groups. Like with the settlement ofS'kutza's, the last time K'oa'laqt

is mentioned is between 1765 and 1780 when TalEquwa'luQ married SQoaya'IEm of StsEe' lis

and Sk'oala'Hiluwot ofK'oa'laqt (Boas 1894: 3-5). The timing suggests that smallpox induced

relocations were occurring throughout the Harrison Watershed.

2.2.2. A changing landscape in the pre-colonial period (1827-1857)

According to the earliest records, the Sts'ailes people appear to have been living almost

entirely on the Harrison River by the time the Hudson's Bay Company (HBC) established Fort

Langley in 1827 (Maclachlan 1998). This resettlement was certainly initiated by smallpox, but

may in part have been facilitated by the Sts'ailes and their neighbours adapting the interests of

the newcomers to their own benefit (Maclachlan 1998; Friesan 2006:58). Fort Langley was a

centre for commerce, around which mainland Halkomelem groups resettled (Carlson 2001 b: 30

31; Freisan 2006:58) and exchanged goods with the Fort for items such as guns, metal tools and

beads (Maclachlan 1998: 84, 134; Harris 1997).

The Sts'ailes' resettlement on the Harrison River is apparent from non-native

explorations ofHarrison Lake. HBC explorer, Mr. Annance and eight men travelled up the

2 Hill-Taut's term for local groups is "sept" (Hill-Tout 1904: 314).
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Harrison River in the fall of 1828 and encountered a group of300-400 "Indians from the

neighbouring regions" fishing at the rapids in front ofthe Sts'ailes settlement (Maclachlan 1998:

84). From this group, Annance hired men from the Sts'ailes fishery to take him to the north end

of Harrison Lake, but he did not report seeing any First Nations people or settlements

(Maclachlan 1998: 84). In a further effort to establish trade and transportation networks, James

Yale traveled up Harrison River to Harrison Lake and the Lillooet River as far as Lillooet Lake

in 1830 (Maclachlan 1998:83-4, 134, 143-4). Yale considered upper Harrison Lake and the lower

Lillooet region insufficiently populated to facilitate business operations (DeGroot 1858 August

2).

A.C Anderson's (1846) well documented travel journal from Fort Kamloops to Fort

Langley indicates that the Harrison Lake landscape was still largely depopulated in 1846.

Anderson meticulously documented indigenous inhabitants and settlements en route because he

was interested in future business relationships, but more immediately, as he and his men relied

on First Nations people to re-stock their supplies of fish (Anderson 1846). The last settlement

Anderson recorded before encountering the Sts'ailes on the Harrison River was the St'at'imc

settlement on Little Lillooet Lake. Here, Anderson noted that his guides were frightened to

proceed southward for fear of hostile tribes (1846: July 22)-possibly providing insight into

Sts'ailes-St'at'imc relationships prior to the St'at'imc's southern expansion. Notably, Anderson

did not record any settlements on the lower Lillooet River or Harrison Lake from which he could

re-stock his supply fish. It is only when his crew travelled a fair distance from the head ofthe

Harrison lake that they were able to get more salmon. Continuing south, Anderson did not record

another encounter until he "[b]reakfasted opposite to an Indian Settlement" on the Harrison

River (1846: July 24 th
).
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The southern end ofHarrison Lake does not seem to have been actively explored and

thus records of settlements there comes from later sources. According to J.W. Burns3
, there may

have been a Sts'ailes settlement on this side of the lake as recently as 1850. Burns, who lived

with the Sts'ailes people and worked as a schoolteacher between the 1920s and 1950s, was told

that the Sts'ailes settlement Qw6:f1s was occupied until more recently than many of the others

(Burns Chilliwack Progress October 16, 1940).

Chehalis Phillip, an Indian of the Chehalis who was born in 1854, told the writer in 1925
that his father and grandfather and other old Indians of the Chehalis, had told him that the
village of [Qw6:f1s] (springs) before the coming of the white traders to the district,
consisted of two houses and a "skumel" semi-subterranean winter home. A totem-pole
twelve or fourteen feet in height stood facing the lake in front of the larger of the two
houses.

It appears that the village was abandoned about 1850 and that the totem-pole was
taken to Chehalis. Phillip said that he went to Saint Mary's Mission School in 1866 and
during the summer of that year the totem-pole referred to along with several other totem
poles at Chehalis were destroyed at the request of the Missionaries. For some reason not
clear, the ancient village of [Qw6:f1s I was again occupied by a family of Chehalis
Indians. They made a small clearing on the site now occupied by the Hot Springs Hotel
and planted potatoes there for a season.

This passage reinforces the idea of a gradual rather than rapid movement of Sts'ailes

people from their previous widespread settlements to one consolidated settlement on the

Harrison River. This particular example described by Burns, shows how the Sts'ailes people

were compelled to leave Qw6:f1s around 1850 but did not give up their use, ownership, or

attachment to the settlement. When the Sts'ailes families moved back to Qw6:f1s, there would

have been increased competition for land from settlers. This may have precipitated the Sts'ailes'

official appeal to the Crown in 1879 to be granted five acres of land immediately south of the hot

springs (Sproat 1879: 38). In accordance with the Sts'ailes' land application and in validation of

3 1. W.Burns was an avocational ethnographer who interviewed many Sts'ailes elders during his time living and
teaching at Sts'ailes. Burns is most widely known for introducing the world to Sasquatches (Suttles 1987: 75),
however his publications in local newspapers covered a much wider scope of subjects. Some of Burns' writings
about the Sts'ailes are fanciful adaptations of stories that he was told. In other instances, he seems to have simply
made things up. I use material from J. W. Burns cautiously and only when his observations can be supported by
other documents or by the Sts'ailes people themselves.
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J.W. Burns' recorded history (above), Wilson Duff(1952: 22) noted that "The Sts'ailes... held

Harrison Hot Springs ... ". The meaning of "held" is somewhat unclear, but certainly Duffwas

told of the Sts'ailes' control of the south end of Harrison Lake.

In 1847, James Yale at Fort Langley established a salmon saltery below the Harrison

rapids. This contributed to the Sts'ailes becoming more entrenched on the Harrison River (Sleigh

1990: 37) and likely fostered the perception of them as the Harrison River tribe. The Sts'ailes'

struggle to recover from disease, and social re-organization on their own terms ended abruptly

with the gold rush of 1858 that brought miners, missionaries, settlers, and more government

policies (Harris 1997).

2.2.3. The Harrison-Lillooet Gold Rush (1858-1863)

Historical records from the gold rush era (1858- 1863) indicate that Harrison Lake and

the lower Lillooet River continued to be largely uninhabited by First Nations until the fall of

1858. For instance, sometime early in 1858, Bernhardt Weiss only saw a few First Nations and

not a single settlement on his trip up the lower Lillooet River (Wells 1858: Sept 5-Sept 8).

Around the same time, Charles Gardiner travelled up the Lillooet River and saw very few First

Nations until Lower Lillooet Lake (Sleigh 1990: 43), and in 1858 travelling correspondent W.V.

Wells stated that: "[not] an Indian has been seen since we landed, except those attached to the

expedition ...." (1858: August 11).

The establishment ofthe gold rush town ofPort Douglas at the north end of Harrison

Lake in August of 1858 changed all this. Soon after the town was established, it rapidly became

one of the largest towns in British Columbia and First Nations men from many surrounding areas

and groups settled in and around the town (A.B. Travelling correspondent 1858: Sept 28; Gaggin

1860: April 25). First Nations men came from all over includ ing the Li llooet River, Lillooet
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Lake, Lillooet Meadows, and Anderson Lake (Gaggin 1861: Feb 4), as well as from Seche1t, Fort

Langley, and the Fraser River (Teit 1906a:282; Gaggin 1860: May 23; A.B. Travelling

correspondent 1858: Sept 28).

Early on, tensions between "Fort Langley Indians" (those neighbouring Fort Langley)

and the St'at'imc caused those from the lower Fraser River to move to the safety of the Port

Douglas town site (A.B. Travelling correspondent 1858: September 28). Soon, St'at'imc men

also moved into the Port Douglas town site, but tensions remained high. In April 1859, for

several reasons, including the spread of smallpox and the rampant sale of liquor to Indians, a

reserve was marked off for First Nations to reside on the outskirts of town (Nicol 1859: April

28). The newly created Douglas reserve was a hostile environment for Fraser River Indians

(including the Sts'ailes) who decided to continue living in Port Douglas itself for safety. These

men became increasing alienated at Port Douglas and were forced to leave in short order by the

authority ofJames Douglas himself(A.B Travelling correspondent 1858: Sept 28; Gaggin 1860:

April 24, May 23; Humphreys 1860: July 2).

By removing all the non-St'at'imc First Nations people from the town, James Douglas

and magistrate J.B Gaggin awarded a combination of lower St'at'imc groups de facto entitlement

to the lower Lillooet River and northern Harrison Lake. Many of these St'at'imc did not choose

to stay, but by then it was too late for the Sts'ailes to reclaim their ancestral lands and

settlements; the Douglas Reserve had been established and given to the St'at'imc with the

protection of the colonial government.

2.2.4. Persistent traditional practices in the face of land alienation

Despite the land alienation and Sts'ailes amalgamation on the Harrison River, Sts'ailes

people continued, and still continue, to be spiritually and physically connected to the Harrison
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Watershed. Shortly after the Sts'ailes left their anecestral settlements, outsiders began to alienate

the Sts'ailes from many of these places. The settlers and companies that moved to the region

helped ensure that the Sts'ailes would never be moving back to their settlements (e.g., Silver

River mine; Green Point logging outfit, 20 Mile Bay logging outfit; Harrison Hot Springs Hotel;

Port Douglas; Pretty's Saw Mill etc.; Mohs and Ritchie 2009). A bill passed immediately after

Governor Douglas left office in 1866 further restricted First Nations people from owning land

outside their reservations, thus rejecting any remaining vestige ofaboriginal rights or title to land

(Oliver 2006; Tennant 1990). Finally, in the late 1860's, the threat of encroachment and

displacement by landowners became so serious the Sts'ailes asked for a reservation to prevent

being forced from their last settlement (O'Reilly 1884: 48).

During this time of rampant land alienation, the Sts'ailes held onto their remaining land

as security (cf. Tennant 1990). Official reservation boundaries were established for the Sts'ailes

on July 22, 1870, however Sts'ailes' requests to Sproat for land at Harrison Hot Springs and on

the opposite bank of the Chehalis River went unheeded, possibly in part due to Sproat's

impending retirement (Sproat 1879: 38). The Sts'ailes people, and particularly ChiefBob4
,

continued to exert pressure and eventually got Reserve Commissioner O'Reilly to set more land

aside, including for their burial ground on the opposite bank ofthe Harrison River (O'Reilly

1884: 48). The threat of land alienation was so serious that upon survey it was noted that a Mr.

Onderdonk's claim was in the middle of the newly created reserve (O'Reilly 1884: 48).

The Sts'ailes found employment in occupations such as canneries, hopyards and mixed

farming; however, they remained rooted to their traditional landscape where they continued with

4 There is reason to think that Chief Bob and Captain George StsEe'lis who was interviewed by Franz Boas (J 894)
are the same individual. Oblate records dating between 1861 and 1884 indicate that "Chief George" of Sts'ailes
(Captain George StsEe'lis) was also known as "Bauba" (Bob). Captain George StsEe'lis was a very high-status
man and noted warrior.
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pursuits such as logging, fishing, hunting, gathering, and canoe-making (McTiernan 1889: 105;

Mohs and Ritchie 2009; Sessional Paper 1899: 218). Against the wishes of the Oblate

missionaries and the express law forbidding them (Sleigh 1990: 24), the Sts'ailes also continued

their ritual and spiritual practices that sustained a link with the less tangible aspects of their

landscape.

It was in this context that Boas (1894,1895) interviewed Captain George StsEe'lis in

Aggassiz and then New Westminister and that Hill-Tout (1904) visited the Sts'ailes settlement to

record their history and ethnography. The Sts'ailes interviewed by Boas (1894,1895) and Hill-

Tout (1904) were caught up in the modern world, but at the same time attached to their ancient

one. The stories, traditional knowledge, and genealogies that they shared with these early

anthropologists provide many glimpses into how they defined their traditional landscape.

2.4. Establishing settlements on Harrison Lake and the lower Lillooet River
as Sts'ailes: the ethnographic data

It is surprising that the Sts'ailes' connection to their ancestral settlements on Harrison

Lake and the lower Lillooet River has been so routinely challenged by scholars given Hill-Taut's

(1904, 1905), Teit's (1906a, 1906b), and Boas' (1894, 1895, Teit 1906a) authoritative discussion

on this issue. In this section, I consider the relevant ethnographic data from these anthropologists

that refers explicitly to Sts'ailes' pre-contact settlement in the contested area ofHarrison Lake

and the lower Lillooet River. Other ethnographic data that also support the Sts'ailes position are

included in the following chapter as part of discussions on ancient narratives and cultural

connections to the landscape.

Despite the fact that Boas' (1894, 1895) interviews with Captain George StsEe'lis

provide strong evidence for the consolidation of family groups and settlements shortly following
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1782, these sources have been largely ignored in academic and political discussions of pre-

contact and early contact cultural-linguistic watershed boundaries. This lack of attention stems,

in part, from Boas' incorrect belief that there was only one settlement group and hence one

ancestor to whom tribes traced their lineage (Kennedy 1995: 49; Duff 1952; Oliver 2006). Hill-

Tout (1904: 312-313) however, learned that the Sts'ailes people living as a single group on the

Harrison River actually recognized at least five original ancestors. Each of these ancestors were

considered by the Sts'ailes to be the founders of a distinct family group within the larger

Sts'ailes collective. Unfortunately, even knowing this, Hill-Tout did not record George StsEe'lis'

second name Qd'wuIEts, which links him-as hereditary chief-to S'kutza's (Boas 1894: 8). As

a result, the significance ofthis name-i.e., that the Sts'ailes people were ancestrally connected

to the north part of Harrison lake-faded, along with the name ofS'kutza's, the settlement with

which it is associated.

Ethnographic sources are clear about the connection and importance ofHarrison Lake to

the Sts'ailes people (Boas 1894, 1895; Duff 1952; Hill-Tout 1904,1905; Teit 1906b). Hill-Tout

(1905) and Teit (1906b) provide the most explicit details of people removing from their ancestral

settlements on Harrison Lake. Although they use the ambiguous terms of"Coast Salish",

"Halkomelem" and "Stalo" in their accounts, the similarities with Boas' (1894, 1895) histories

suggest that they are in fact referring to the Sts'ailes people specifically.

In former times the settlements of the Lillooet proper did not extend so far south as at the
present. ....Prior to the advent of the gold rush, about the middle of the last century, the
Halkomelem territory took in the whole of Harrison Lake and some portion of the
Lillooet River .... All those [settlements] on the shores of Harrison Lake, up as far as
Cqomluks, were formerly Halkomelem settlements (Hill-Tout 1905: 127-128).

Regarding Hill-Tout's first six settlements they must have been on Great Harrison Lake
and consequently may have been originally Coast Salish. I know nothing about them as
according to all the information I obtained from the Lillooets the latter [the Lillooet]
never claimed the country down there although sometimes they fished and hunted around
the head of Harrison Lake and no doubt a few miles down all of which they claim as
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hunting grounds. According to their traditions (as far as I have learned) they have always
occupied the Lillooet River country down to at least their lowest settlement which was
about four miles above the mouth....Xa'xtsa [Port Douglas] was until 1858 an
uninhabited place and not even the site of an old settlement (Teit 1906b).

Since Teit only spoke with St'at'imc informants, is not surprising that Teit did not know

the town site of Douglas was built on an old Sts'ailes settlement and that he was unaware of

settlements on 'Great Harrison Lake'. In a letter to Boas in 1906, Teit notes that it was indeed

St6:lo (i.e., Sts'ailes) people that lived on Harrison Lake:

They [the Li 1I00et] had no settlements on Harrison Lake but were in the habit of hunting
on both sides of it for some miles down. The Stalo had 2 or 3 small settlements towards
the lower end of the lake on both sides and wars at one time were not unfrequent [sic]
between them and the Lillooets (1906b: March 2).

Elsewhere in this same letter, it is clear that Teit (l906b) considers the Sts'ailes to be the

early inhabitants ofthese settlements on Harrison Lake. The "wars" described here are

also noted by Boas (1894) who specifically notes that they were between the Sts'ailes and

St'at'imc.

2.4.1. Social and economic relations between Harrison Watershed settlements

Models from other Coast Salish communities provide insights into the nature of the social

bonds between the Sts'ailes living in settlement communities across the Harrison Watershed.

With the Coast Salish generally, social and economic alliances between the "co-parents-in-Iaw"

living at the different settlements were among the most important in-law relationships (Carlson

1996: 18; Suttles 1987: 18), and the same likely held for the Sts'ailes. Once these strategic

relationships were established, they created "bonds of obligation between the in-laws" (Carlson

1996: 18). These "bonds" could last as long as the married couple lived (Carlson 1996: 18) and

would naturally result in the formation of more marriage connections between people at the same

settlements (Snyder 1964:76).
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Based on her work with the Skagit in western Washington, Snyder (1964: 79) argued that

intra-tribal potlatching was a major factor defining and stabilizing socio-political units. This was

likely the case in the Harrison Watershed as well, where groups would come together to "share

stories and knowledge" (Wayne Charlie personal communication October 6, 2009). Major

potlatches that included wealthy families coming from areas outside of the tribe/watershed may

have been less common and initiated exclusively by the chiefof the wealthiest settlement

(Snyder 1964: 78).

Existing social ties between settlements in the Harrison Watershed were based

predominantly on marriage relationships (Wayne Charlie personal communication October 6,

2009). In a recent interview, Wayne Charlie provided insight into how the Harrison Watershed

area was composed of distinct, but connected groups that were collectively Sts'ailes (personal

communication October 6,2009). Wayne Charlie was told by his elders that household groups

would preserve fish for ceremonies and then would get together with others from around the

watershed "like one big family" to trade and share stories and knowledge (personal

communication October 6, 2009). These ceremonies also served as opportunities to arrange

marriages "off into other areas so there were ties into other groups of natives". Such marriages,

according to Wayne Charlie, are why the settlements at Twenty Mile Bay and Silver River were

considered Sts'ailes (Figure 3.5). Carlson's (1996) and Snyder's (1964) data support Wayne

Charlie's assertion that marriage relationships were routinely cemented at watershed-wide

potlatches (personal communication October 6, 2009). Ultimately, the marrige ties between

settlements facilitated the restructuring of Sts'ailes society on the Harrison River (Boas 1894;

Hill-Tout 1904).
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2.5. Establishing settlements on Harrison Lake and the lower Lillooet River
as Sts'ailes: Map data

Attempts to map boundaries between closely connected Coast Salish tribal groups are

fraught with problems (Suttles 1987: 247; Thom 2005,2009); yet, boundaries have been

uncritically perpetuated and indeed, are even perceived as becoming more "scientific" as

technology improves (cf. Harley 1989:2). I employ a deconstructionist framework in an effort to

challenge the neutrality and scientific rhetoric of maps by searching for underlying intentions,

rather than accepting the final, literal "face of representation" (Harley 1989: 8). Bounding tribal

lands on a map is a complicated process that involves multiple conscious and unconscious

decisions such as selection, omission, and hierarchical ordering ofdata (Harley 1989: 11; Thom

2009).

In this section, I present how the on-going debate over the lower Lillooet River and

northern Harrison Lake has been graphically represented and attempt to deconstruct individual

contributions. Representations of the disputed boundary between the St'at'imc and HaLkomelem

have shifted considerably over time (Figure 2.2), reflecting the numerous authors' (or their

patrons) personal choice ofwhat data to include or exclude, and the determination ofwhich data

were the most important. The diverse places, times, and people from whom information was

collected underscores how the context ofthese maps must be understood before they are used in

academic and political arenas.

I do not wish to reify a territorial boundary based on ethnographic and ethnohistoric

information; my goal is to link settlements with the appropriate social group. Settlements, as I

have argued earlier, inform the "core" area of a group's use and attachment to a particular

landscape. It is from this perspective that I assess and evaluate the territorial boundaries depicted

in the following maps. If the boundaries do not correspond with settlements that are known to be
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ancestrally "Sts'ailes" or "St'at' imc" based on ethnographic or ethnohistoric sources, I consider

the accuracy or reliability ofthe map to be compromised. Again, I focus on the upper Harrison

Lake region of the Harrison Watershed because it is the only area where the ancestry ofthe

people who lived at certain settlements is under dispute.

Figure 2.2. Shifting boundary lines between the Halkomelem and St'at'imc

Looking at the maps together (Figure 2.2), it is clear that over time, the boundaries

between the St'at'imc and Halkomelem people (Sts'ailes) have gradually shifted southward, thus

obscuring the pre-contact distribution of these cultural-linguistic groups. I re-evaluate here five

maps that depict the boundary between Halkomelem (Sts'ailes) and St'at'imc people and are

based on primary research (Boas 1890; Haberlin et al. 1928; Hill-Tout 1905; Teit 1906; Trutch

1872). These maps have been the basis for many subsequent renditions of territorial boundaries
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in the region (Bouchard and Kennedy 1977; Carlson 200 I; Duff 1952; 1962; Hayden 1992,

2005; Hudson et al. 2000; Jenness 1977; Schaepe 2009; Suttles 1990; 1987; Sakaguchi et al.

20 I0; Wells 1987). Below, 1 provide details ofthe various maps that contribute to this discussion

(Table 2.2).
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Table 2.2. Maps relevant to the discussion of Harrison Watershed tribal identity and settlement occupatIOn

Map I Compilation I Author I Objective I Data Included/Excluded
Date/Context

Comments/Reliabil ity Period of
Representation

Geographical
Division of Indians
by Nationality and
Dialect

Linguistic Map of
B.C

Map of Pre-Contact
and Contact period
Settlements

Habitat of St'at'imc
Indians

Distribution of
Dialects and
Languages

1872. Compiled at the
office of the
Superintendent of Indian
Affairs

1890. Compiled for the
British Association for
the Advancement of
Science

1905. Compiled for
St'at'imc Ethnography

1906. Compiled for
St'at'imc Ethnography

1928. Compiled for paper
on coiled basketry in the
Interior ofRC.

J.W. Trutch

Franz Boas

Charles Hill-Tout

James Teit

Haeberlin, H. K.,
J. Teit, H.H.
Roberts and F.
Boas

To aid in the
administration of Indian
Affairs

To document the linguistic
stocks of British Columbia

To document the
distribution of pre-contact
and contact period
settlements

To depict the hunting and
fishing habitat of the
St'at'imc Indians

To document the
distribution of Dialects and
Languages in R C and
surrounding areas

Included: Census, nationality and
dialect data.

Excluded: Interviews with St'at'imc
or Sts' ailes people

Included: Linguistic data

Excluded: Interviews with locals?

Included: Interviews with Captain
Paul of Port Douglas regarding the
history of the region and information
on settlements

Included: Details of land-use such as
hunting and fishing

Excluded: No data on Sts'ailes
habitat/occupation

Information furnished from James
Teit and Franz Boas

Compiled post Port Douglas and St'at'imc
southward expansion.

Reliability: Accurately reflects populations at the
time it was created

The Halkomelern/St'at'imc Boundary may in
part, have been informed by Captain George
StsEe'lis in 1889.

Reliability: Consistent with Hill-Tout (1905)
information

This map delineates the Halkomelem/ St'at'imc
boundary, based on the ancestry of individual
settlements.

Reliability: Most reliable because it is based on
interviews with the Chief of Port Douglas and
corresponds with ethno-graphical and
etlmohistoric information

Teit's "habitat" of the St'at'imc overlaps with
pre-contact "Coast Salish" settlements on
Harrison Lake.

Reliability: Probably reliable as a depiction of
St'at'imc hunting and fishing grounds, but not an
accurate representation of pre-contact territory or
occupation of settlements

This map depicts the Halkomelern/St'at'imc
boundary between Teit's (1906) and Boas'
(1890).

Reliability: Not an accurate representation of pre
contact territory or occupation of settlements
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I consider the earlier maps to be the most in-line with the ethnographic and

ethnohistoric information and consequently the most accurate representation ofSts'ailes'

pre-contact settlement distribution. These maps include Trutch's (1872), Boas's (1890)

and Hill-Tout's (1905). These maps are the first three attempts to graphically delineate

the Coast Salish, Halkomelem people from the Interior Salish, St'at'imc people. These

are arguably the best maps both because they were made independently ofone another

yet show similar delineations, and because the compilers did not attempt to show one

group's territory at the expense ofthe others. These maps are also consistent with

ethnographic and ethnohistoric evidence. Ofthese, Hill-Tout's (1905: 125-127) map is

the only one that attempts to define the ancestry of occupants at individual settlements.

Moreover, Hill-Tout's (1905) information was obtained directly from a St'at'imc Chief

of Port Douglas-a man who would be intimately familiar with the ancestry of

settlements in his immediate vicinity.

The later maps recorded between 1906 and 1928 attempted to delineate

contemporary populations and thus were influenced by the dramatic social changes that

occurred in the Harrison Watershed (Teit 1906a; Haeberlin et al. 1928). Both Boas and

Teit knew that the lowest St'at'imc settlement was at least four miles above Harrison

Lake prior to 1858 (Teit 1906b) yet they still depicted the Halkomelem - St'at'imc

boundary at Doctor's Point (Figure 2.2; Haeberlin 1928). This decision to depict the

boundary at Doctor's Point likely reflects the fact that Boas and Teit were influenced by

the then contemporary distributions of the St'at'imc at Port Douglas and the Sts'ailes on

the Harrison River. Furthermore, in the case ofTeit (1906a), his representation ofonly

the St'at' imc habitat, rather than a Halkomelem - St'at'imc boundary, reflects his closer
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association with the St'at'imc people. The tendency ofTeit to privilege the information

from neighbouring groups over the Sts'ailes has influenced how subsequent St'at'imc

researchers have depicted the social boundaries of this region (Bouchard and Kennedy

1977; Hudson et aI. 2000).

I have already discussed the problems with the identification of the people at the

north end ofHarrison Lake known as the Sf'qw'omlh (section 2.2.2). For the reasons

discussed above, I discount the depiction of their territory as including the upper Harrison

Lake and the lower Lillooet River settlements. The proposed territorial boundary ofthe

now extinct Sf 'qw 'omlh, does however, complicate my attempt to properly situate the

Sts'ailes in ancestral settlements and is influencing land-use planning, political decisions

and public perception of this core part ofSts'ailes territory (Carlson 2001: 22,23,30;

2003; Schaepe 2009: 135).

2.6. Concluding remarks about defining Sts'ailes settlements

Although researchers who study the St'at'imc invariably maintain Teit's original

1906 boundary (Bouchard and Kennedy 2006: 92; 1977; Hayden 1992,2005; Hudson et

al. 2000; Sakaguchi et aI. 2010) and Coast Salish researchers habitually draw Sts'ailes'

boundary at 'Doctor's Point' (Suttles 1990: 454; Galloway 1993; Carlson 2001), the

evidence compiled here demonstrates that Sts'ailes settlements spanned the entire

Harrison Watershed and the lower part of the Lillooet River. I have attempted to argue

that academic perspectives have been unduly influenced by the contemporary presence of

the Sts'ailes people on the Harrison River, the post-1858 St'at'imc expansion and

settlement at Port Douglas, and the uncritical utilization of selective ethnographic maps

and details.
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Perpetuation ofthese restrictive boundaries around Sts'ailes' core cultural

landscape contributes to the alienation of their ancestral settlements and lands, and

ultimately hinders a meaningful archaeological reconstruction oftheir landscape. Today,

Sts'ailes' past and present traditional use of areas such as Harrison Lake and Chehalis

Lake are still not adequately understood. By compiling this data, it is my hope that I have

begun to establish a meaningful unit of analysis in which to study the pre-contact cultural

landscape of the Sts'ailes people.

At the beginning of this chapter, I emphasized how the ethnohistoric and

ethnographic data alone leave large gaps in our ability to understand pre-contact

settlement patterning, social organization and landscape use. These gaps can, in part, be

filled with archaeological data and traditional knowledge. In Chapter 3 I explore how

these data both reinforce ethnographic information about Sts'ailes settlements and

provide a more comprehensive understanding of how the Sts'ailes who lived at these

settlements interacted with their neighbours and the landscape around them.
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Chapter 3: The Sts'ailes tribe and the Harrison Watershed:
Connecting people to each other and their landscape

3.0. Introduction

Building on data presented in the previous chapter where I demonstrated that the

Sts'ailes people living at the settlements in the Harrison Watershed were a cohesive

social unit, I now explore the Sts'ailes pre-contact social relationships within and beyond

the watershed. I use the term ''tribe'' to describe this collective social unit that resided in

the Harrison Watershed. Here I examine linkages such as shared history, landscape

knowledge, language and marriage that collectively form the Sts'ailes tribal identity as

expressed through oral narratives and the archaeological record.

First, r explore how mythical narratives and their archaeological manifestation in

transformer sites and pictograph sites underpin the unique relationship that links the

Sts'ailes people to their landscape. These sites serve as individual landmarks linked

together in the larger storyscape. r then show how a storyscape serves as a cognitive map

ofthe cultural landscape to the Sts'ailes people because they have the requisite historical

and landscape knowledge.

Second, I explore social relations within the Harrison Watershed as they are

revealed through ethnographic data of economic exchange. This section operationalizes

Keith Carlson's (1996) model ofeconomic exchange by applying it to the Sts'ailes in the

Harrison Watershed. Through a series of examples, I show that the economic exchanges

within the Harrison Watershed were generally between "friends and family" in contrast to
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more negative forms of exchange that the Sts'ailes engaged in with other "people known

to exist" or "different people" (Carlson 1996).

Last, I examine how the Sts'ailes tribe is expressed archaeologically by exploring

the social-spatial distance between settlements in the Harrison Watershed and those that

surround it. For this analysis, I consider travel time between settlements to be the most

accurate measure of social distance. A secondary part of this analysis also incorporates

non-settlement archaeological sites to document the material traces left over thousands of

years oflandscape use. These data emphasize the central place of settlements in daily

activities, but also reveal how landscape knowledge ofthese widely dispersed sites

continues to exist among the Sts'ailes today.

3.1. Sts'ailes' mythical narratives and pictograph sites

The following discussion focuses on how Sts'ailes narratives and their

representation in pictographs highlight the Sts'ailes' attachment to the Harrison

Watershed. I do this by 1) presenting a foundational narrative of the Sts'ailes that

represents and promotes their distinctive cultural geography, 2) demonstrating that

transformer stories and places of legend have a central place in Sts'ailes' worldview and,

3) by showing that these important places are commemorated with pictographs.

Ultimately, I seek to show that the bond forged between the places, stories, and people in

the Harrison Watershed are unique to the Sts'ailes people.

3.1.1. Transformer stories and places of legend in the Harrison Watershed

As the birthplace of the Xe~a:ls and an area where many important events and

transformations took place during the mythical age, the Harrison Watershed is a
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culturally and spiritually important place for more than just the Sts'ailes people. The

twenty-four transformer sites and places of legend currently identified within Sts'ailes'

traditional landscape (Bouchard and Kennedy 2006; Hill-Tout 1904; Galloway 1993;

McHalsie 2001; Mohs and Ritchie 2009) are part ofa master narrative that flows between

the natural and supernatural worlds and links the collective worldview of the

Halkomelem speaking Coast Salish people (Mohs 1987; Carlson 2001: 6-7; Oliver 2006).

Yet, Hill-Tout (1904: 360) Teit (1917: 219) and Boas (1895 in Bouchard and

Kennedy 2006) are careful to note that Harrison Lake and River "are more particularly

StsE~'lis [Sts'ailes] territory" (Hill-Tout 1904:360) and the stories told about it are those

ofthe Sts'ailes. These three anthropologists recognized that the stories about Xe~a:ls in

the Harrison Watershed are a reflection ofSts'ailes' worldview and totemic geography

(c£ Oliver 2006: 52). The physical manifestation of transformer sites among the Sts'ailes,

like all Coast Salish peoples helps to communicate and perpetuate knowledge that

reinforce cultural origins, identity, moral behaviour, appropriate ways of using food

resources, historic events, and a totemic geography that differentiates it from landscapes

of other tribal groups (Arnett 1993: 9; Mohs 1987; Oliver 2006: 57). These

understandings and relationships between people and their landscape were established in

the mythical age (McHalsie 2001; Oliver 2006: 52).

3.1.2. Connections between pictographs and transformer sites

The connection of pictographs to transformer stones and places described in

narratives underscores the interconnectedness between Sts'ailes beliefs, identity, and the

natural and cultural elements of their landscape. This connection between pictographs

and transformers was described to Hill-Tout by 'Nlaka'pamux Chief, Baptiste Mischelle
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over one hundred years ago (Hill-Tout in Maud 1978: 138). In areas adjacent to the

Harrison Watershed, it has been observed that pictographs are frequently associated with

rocks that represent transformed beings from ancient mythical narratives (Teit 1918: 3;

Arnett in York et al. 1993). In many places, Xi'ls, or Xwekt'x_wektl, as he is known to

the 'Nlaka'pamux (Thompson), has been credited with making pictographs and

petrogylphs as well as the places on which people later added them (Arnett in York et at.

1993: 9). Other rock art locations that were utilized for spirit questing and shamanic

activity, seemingly independent from these transformation sites, also depict events from

the mythical age (York et al. 1993: 93).

In the Harrison Watershed, not every pictograph has a well-known story or

transformer stone associated with it. There are good reasons why this is so. First, not all

pictograph sites were intended to be landmarks in a cognitive map of the landscape; many

were placed in obscure places so that only those who drew them or where told oftheir

location would know where they were. These pictograph sites tend to be in rock shelters a

short distance off the water and sometimes even in the mountains. Another reason

pictographs don't always correlate with stories or transformers is because Sts'ailes elders

have seldom been asked specifically about pictograph sites in the Harrison Watershed,

thus, we lack the information to correlate them with transformers or places of legend.

Finally, some of the known pictographs in the Harrison Watershed are likely to be a

manifestation of transformer sites or stories no longer remembered.

Nonetheless, many pictographs do continue to reinforce Sts'ailes' identity,

history, stories and moral teachings because oftheir association with transformer sites

and places of legend (William Charlie personal communication July 20, 2008; Figure
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3.1). Pictographs are a physical representation ofthe Sts'ailes storyscape because the

narratives link many of them together. As more details are recorded about the storyscape,

more spatial correlations can be indentified with known pictographs. Alternatively, more

extensive archaeological survey will likely reveal pictographs that are associated with

currently unmarked stories and transformers.
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Figure 3.1. Location of pictograph sites and transformers/places of legend

3.1.3. A case study of Sh!i'i's battle with the Xe~a:ls

The Xe~a:ls encounter with the powerful Indian doctor Sha'i who lived at the

settlement ofS'kutza's is foundational to Sts'ailes' sense of place, history, and to their

worldview (Bouchard and Kennedy 2006; Hill-Tout 1904; Teit 1917). As a consequence

of not behaving properly, Shii'i was one of the people who the Xe~a:ls turned to stone
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when they were setting things right in the world (Boas in Bouchard and Kennedy

2006:95 ; Hill-Tout 1904; Mohs 1987). The story of Shti' i, like all others, can seamlessly

transition into other narratives linked by themes, such as respect, or by geography (Mohs

1987: 88).

The following story was told to Boas (Bouchard and Kennedy 2006: 95-96) by

Captain George StsEe'lis. I reproduce it in its entirety here to illustrate the way such

narratives inform how Sts'ailes people perceive and relate to particular places. I have

included Chief William Charlie's ending in addition to Captain George StsEe'lis'

because the former offers a more detailed glimpse into why this particular story is so

important to the Sts'ailes. I have bolded the place names to emphasize the situated nature

of these events.

[Xe~a:ls] arrived at [S'kutza's] (above the northern end of
Harrison Lake). Here lived Shti'i, a very powerful man. When he looked
along any path, it became very long. When [Xe~a:ls] came close, Shti'i put
on his clothes, made entirely from bear skins, and his snowshoes.
[Xe~a:ls] camped not too far from Shti'i's house. Here their sister
remained, while the three brothers went to fight with Sha'i. First
Qoa'k'otlk'otl [Xa'ls] said, "Let's see who can piss the farthest." He tried
to reach the summit of the mountain, but was unable to do so [he formed
Silver River]. Shti'i, however, pissed over the top of the mountain and
thus formed the river which runs from Silver Lake to Spuzzum [Spuzzum
River].

So [Xe~a:ls] tried to defeat Sha'i some other way. [they] went to
him and said "old man, we would like to go downriver to StsEi'lis, but
have no canoe. Will you lend us yours? We will return it soon." Sha'i
promised the canoe to them and the following morning the three brothers
came to fetch it. They persuaded Sha'i to come downriver with them.
When they had gone only a little way and had reached the lake, [Xe~a:ls]

called the east wind. A raging storm came up and the canoe filled with ice
and fmally capsized. [Xe~a:ls] hoped that Shti'i would drown. The
brothers went ashore and returned to their sister, who had remained in the
camp. But Shti'i had reached shore safely with the aid of his snowshoes,
which he had tied to his shoulders ....

Now [Xe~a:ls] wanted to kill Shti'i. [Xa'ls] asked his sister,
"Could you give me some of your menstrual blood?" She said yes and
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gave it to him. So he put it in the bottom of his pipe and heaped tobacco
on it. The youngest ofthe brothers warned Qoa'k'otlk'otl [Xa'ls] and
begged him to leave Shii'i alone, since he was so powerful. But
Qoa'k'otlk'otl [Xa'ls] paid no attention to him. He went to Shii'i and said,
"Yesterday, when the canoe capsized and when it snowed afterwards, we
became extremely cold. But the tobacco has warmed us very nicely.
Won't you smoke some, too?" And he offered him the pipe. But Shii'i
refused, saying that he could not smoke. But Qoa'k'otlk'otl [Xa'ls]
encouraged him to try, and finally persuaded him. He took a puff, and
Qoa'k'otlk'otl [Xa'ls] told him, "You have to inhale deeply and swallow
the smoke." [He took three puffs and then fell down dead. [Xelfa:ls] ripped
out his stomach, tore off his arms, legs and head, threw them away and
transformed them into stones.]

Chief William Charlie's ending (March 11,2010) provides more details about the manner

in which the Xelfa:ls dealt with Sha'i's body after they killed him and the location of

where Sha'i's body parts landed.

My understanding ofthe story, is that after the Xe2fa:ls tricked
Sha'i, and turned him to stone, they knew that he would find a way to
make himself human again ifhe had enough time. My Uncle Buster and
my grandfather Jimmy Charlie explained that in the past, if you killed an
enemy, and you were afraid of their spirit coming back to haunt you, you
would do one of two things: you would bury them face down or you
would decapitate them and throw their body parts to different places.
Fragmenting a person after death was a way to ensure that their spiritual
strength wasn't all together. That was the way it was with the Xelfa:ls and
Sha'i, they were afraid that Sha'i would make himself human again. So
Xa'ls [called Qoa'k'otlk'otl by George StsEe'lis] reached across and
threw Sha'i's heart down the Harrison River, and that's where Sts'ailes,
the 'beating heart' landed. Then he ripped Sha'i's nose off, and threw it
down the Harrison River as well, that's Muqsel. I understand that he tore
off one of his arms as well, and threw it somewhere on the lake, some say
that it's Cascade Peninsula. Then he took the main trunk of his body and
it landed at Doctor's Point on Harrison Lake. But even with Sha'i
transformed and fragmented, he still maintained the power to control the
weather on the lake. So our people here in Sts'aiJes, we always leave an
offering offood for Sha'i when we go on the lake. Our elders are adamant
about that.
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The original story of Sha' i recorded by Boas (Bouchard and Kennedy 2006)

demonstrates Sts'ailes' ancestral connection to their landscape as a whole and to the

locations identified by this story in particular. The sites mentioned in this text such as the

ancestral Sts'ailes settlements of S'kutza's and StsE~'lis, Harrison Lake, and Silver

River, are landscape markers that anchor this well-known Sts'ailes storyscape. This

narrative also accounts for the supernatural creation of Silver River and Spuzzum Creek,

which together, form a major trail system and social corridor linking Harrison Lake to the

Fraser River. The Sts'ailes settlements however, were already in existence when these

events occurred, reinforcing their antiquity and significance to the Sts'ailes people

(Figure 3.2).

Recorded over one hundred years later, Chief William Charlie's ending to this

narrative re-emphasizes how supernatural events are anchored at specific geographical

locations. This is most clearly demonstrated by the references to the particular locations

in which Sha'i's body parts landed. The importance of this narrative to the Sts'ailes'

worldview and social organization is illustrated by their landscape being partially

bounded by elements ofSha'i's body parts and fluids (Figure 3.2). Moreover, Sha'i's

'beating heart' landed on the Harrison River where the densest concentrations of pre

contact Sts'ailes settlements are located.
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Figure 3.2. Location of place names, Sha'i's body parts and fluids mentioned in
narratives

Doctor's Rock is an ever-present visible reminder of the powerful Sha'i that did

battle with the Xe~a: Is. Sha' i is a five foot tall painted tone effigy situated in a small

crevasse at the most prominent point on Harrison Lake (Figure 3.2; Figure 3.3). The

stone effigy ofSha'i, in keeping with the story of his battle with the Xe~a:ls, is missing

his limbs. Sts'ailes people who pass this point on the lake remember the history and

moral teachings embedded within this story-as well as the everlasting malevolence of

Sha'i. [n the past, as today, the Sts'ailes do not venture onto Harrison Lake without
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offering food to Sha'i, who still has the power to control the lake (Hill-Tout 1904: 362).

Transmitted from one generation to the next, stories about Sha'i prepare the Sts'ailes to

appease him and ensure safe passage on Harrison Lake.

Figure 3.3. Stone image ofSha'i watching over Harrison Lake

3.2. Social-economic relationships in the Harrison Watershed

Economic relations between groups can serve as a proxy for understanding social

relations because they are inseparably linked (Chapter 1.6; Carlson 1996; Miller 1989a,

Mooney 1978; Sahlins 1972). Using ethnographic information, [ provide examples of
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economic relationships in the Harrison Watershed that can be understood in light of

Carlson's (1996) study ofSt6:16 exchange relationships. Carlson (1996) identified three

nested levels of exchange relationships that reflect varying degrees of social and

geographical closeness. These forms ofexchanges provide insight into the nature of

social relations within and beyond the Harrison Watershed. The first level encompasses

close "friends and family" who generally lived near to one another and engaged in

reciprocal exchanges (Carlson 1996: 12). Next, Carlson defined "people known to exist"

with whom there were many different forms ofexchange, ranging from "family gift

exchange to potlatches and market exchange" (Carlson 1996: II). As the social-spatial

distance increases, exchanges became less reciprocal and tended towards market

exchange (no commitment to future exchange; Carlson 1996: 10). The most negative

form of exchange occurred with "different people" and was expressed through raiding in

warfare until they became known people, at which point a market exchange relationship

could be established (1996: 11).

The following review of exchange relationships in the Harrison Watershed

reinforces the idea that in general, social groups had closer relationships with others in

the watershed than they did with those outside of it. Like Carlson's St6: 16 study (1996),

the Sts'ailes examples indicate a type of "us and them" perspective which seems to have

reinforced the Sts'ailes identity. I provide ethnographic examples for each ofthe major

economic relationship as they have been expressed in the Harrison Watershed. These

relationships (i.e., components of social fields) would have been different for each

household group forming a complex network of "independent and shifting relationships"

(Carlson 1996: 12).
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3.2.1. Ethnographic information and traditional knowledge of pre-contact exchange
systems: implications for intra and inter watershed social relations

The marriage arrangements occurring within the Harrison Watershed described by

Wayne Charlie (Chapter 2.4.1) is an important component of expand ing friend and kin

exchange networks (Carlson 1996: 17; Suttles 1987: 17). These close social relationships

are expected outcomes of a formalized marriage arrangement (Carlson 1996: 17). In this

way, households (especially wealthy ones) expanded their intimate social network. In the

case ofthe Sts'ailes, these relationships resulted in a watershed wide identity despite

having similar marriage ties with outside groups (Boas 1894; Wayne Charlie personal

communication October 6, 2009).

On a trip around Harrison Lake in 2008, Kelsey Charlie described how his

ancestors who lived at settlements situated at key positions on trail corridors and

waterways would collect a levy from those that visited to hunt, fish or just pass through

(personal communication August 15, 2008). This corresponds with ethnographic

information that described a similar tribute system imposed on outsiders fishing in the

Harrison River (Hill-Tout 1904). While friends and family (including non-local family)

did not pay, other people "known to exist" and "different people" (cf Carlson 1996) were

expected to pay with some type of resource not generally available in the Harrison

Watershed (Kelsey Charlie personal communication August 15, 2008). Although some

people may have paid a direct "tribute", the most common practice resembles a form of

market exchange where goods were exchanged for the opportunity to try to collect

desired resources. I return to the issue of tributes and Sts'ailes control of resources in

Chapter 5.2 in relation to extended settlement communities.
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Ethnographic data also hint at more formalized market exchanges occurring

between the Sts'ailes and surrounding groups. These sources indicate trade centers at

opposite extremes ofthe Harrison Watershed that reflect a shift from reciprocal exchange

to market exchanges (Teit 1910:45). Teit (l91 0:45, map 4) noted that these trade centers

were in the vicinity ofPort Douglas and "near Harrison", most likely close to the

Scowlitz settlement ofQithyil (Figure 3.4). These trade centers were for inter-regional

trading of goods not available locally (l906a: 231-232). These trade centers on the lower

Lillooet River and at the confluence of the Harrison and Fraser Rivers were strategically

chosen locals where goods could be transported by canoe rather than overland.
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Figure 3.4. Ethnographically documented locations of market exchange trade centres in
the Harrison Watershed

One instance of the Sts'ailes raiding "different people" was told to anthropologist

Andrea LaForet (1998: 48-50) by Spuzzum elder Annie York.

The people of Spuzzum would go up to Broadback Mountain and dig
potatoes and other vegetables in the fall-August, September, October.
Once when they were up there the Sts'ailes people came [four Sts'ailes
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warriors] and raided them up there. There was a grandmother and her
granddaughter. All of those people [the Spuzzum] died in the raid except
that girl.

Through trickery, the girl managed to escape from her Sts'ailes captors and make it back

to her pithouse village near Spuzzum and warn the others that she was being pursued.

While most of the community went across the river for safety, the Spuzzum chief and

some warriors stayed behind to capture the Sts'ailes raiders.

So when that happened the chief ofSpuzzum went to [Sts'ailes] with these
two men. He took the two men, by himself, mind you, Pelek. He took
them back. And he told the chief there at [Sts'ailes], 'This is it. If you're
going to do that all the time, I'll take them to my warriors, and you won't
see them again. But if you stop that, stop raiding people.' So they had to
make peace between Spuzzum and them [Sts'ailes]. So from there on
there's peace between the [Sts'ailes] people and the Spuzzum people
(LaForet 1998: 48-50).

This story is not uncommon for interaction between "different people", whose

relationships were often violent (Angelbeck 2009; Carlson 1996: 35; Snyder 1964:436).

This altercation "represents the sort of exchange activities typical of relations on the

periphery ofa people's social-spatial universe" (Carlson 1996: 36). This episode captures

the shifting relationship from "different people" to that of "people known to exist"

between the Spuzzum and the Sts'ailes. In this instance, the transition to a market

exchange relationship is a result of the Spuzzum chiefs actions.

Ethnographic data from the Harrison Watershed indicates that the closest social

relationships were between those within the Harrison Watershed because they were

involved in the most reciprocal forms of economic exchange. Formalized market

exchange and raiding appears to have occurred predominantly with groups from outside

the Harrison Watershed. Historically, the groups (i.e., the Douglas and the Scowlitz) that
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had the closest, and perhaps most reciprocal economic relationship with the Sts'ailes

were also the closest socially and spatially.

3.3. Social and spatial distance between settlements in the Harrison
Watershed

The settlement data in the Harrison Watershed provide a unique opportunity to

explore an ethnographically defined tribal area using social-spatial distance (Table 3.1). J

have measured the spatial distance between all the settlements in the Harrison Watershed

(Table 3.2) with the assumption that they provide insight into pre-contact social relations.

The strength ofthe correlation between social distance and spatial distance is gauged by

the fit between the archaeological data and the ethnographic data.

Table 3.1. Archaeologically and ethnographically known Sts'ailes settlement sites5

Borden # Halkomelem Archaeological
Criterion for

Location inclusion6

/Name Name/Locale Description

Harrison River

DhRI70 Th':'!:I:'! Little
housepit, plank house

1
Government lsI.

Government
housepits, plank houses,

1
DhRI71 Island

DhRI72 Chtl'eylem Raakes Point
disturbed residential 1,2

features, historic camp

DhRI73 Titexwemsel
disturbed residential I

features, historic camp

DhRI74 Hiqelern/ TI6sEka IR6 housepits, plank houses, I

Wilson Duff 1
DhRI75 StutuwatsEI

Site
housepits, plank house

5 I have excluded from this analysis several settlement locations that are known to the Sts'ailes because
they have not yet been independently confirmed through archaeology. Several of the ancestral
settlements known to the Sts'ailes that I have excluded such as 10 Mile Bay (Quqwathem) and Green
Point are known archaeological sites, but are so heavily disturbed that intact evidence for occupation
may never be found).

6 Criteria for inclusion: 1= located through archaeological survey, 2= strength of ethnographic data.
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Borden # Halkomelem Archaeological
Criterion for

Location inclusion6

/Name Name/Locale Description

DhRI76 Billy Harris housepits 1

DhRI77 SEklwiitsEI Phillips Slough housepits I

DhRI78 Q'iq'ewet6:1thel Main Beach housepits 1

DhRl82
Kw'fkw'exwelhp Willoughby

plank house
1

Point

DhRI83
Ya9kEtEI John Mack

housepits
I

Slough

DhRI91 Smokehouse housepits 1
C'1. ,~h

Shxwp6pelem Jimmy Charlie
housepit

I
DhRI89

Sl.

Xem6:leqw Ed Leon
housepits

I
DhRI90

Slough

DhRI40 Skwiiltuq Elbow Creek housepits >2 /disturbed 1

Harrison Lake

DjRI3 St'epsum 20 mile bay housepits I

DjRl8 Hfkw Tl'tsas Long Island housepit, burials 1

DjRl9 Tseatsa Silver River housepits I

DiRk 19 Lexw'ska'ia
Cascade

housepit
1,2

Peninsula

Qw6:f1s
Harrison Hot

housepit, plank houses
2

Springs

DkRm4 Milkeulyin Todd Bay housepit/s 1.,2

Lillooet River/ Little Harrison Lake

S'kutza's
lower Lillooet

disturbed
2

R.

DkRm 1 Xa'xtsa
Little Harrison

disturbed
1,2

Lake

DkRmS Tekwatloc Lillooet River housepits I

DkRn I Lelaxen Lillooet River housepits I

Chehalis Lake Area

K'oa'laqt Chehalis Lake disturbed? 1,2

Chil'ho'ten Chehal is River housepits? 2

I) Located through archaeological survey
2) Strength of ethnographic data

I operationalize social-spatial distance by using travel time as a proxy measure of

social distance between settlements (Table 3.3; Hodder 1972; Hodder and Orton 1976;
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Johnson 1977; LeBlanc and Watson 1973). I calculated distance measurements between

settlements in the Harrison Watershed using navigable waterways and traditionally

known overland travel routes (Table 3.2). Since waterways were the preferred method of

travel (Ames 2001; Barnett 1955; Carlson 2001), I measured the shortest distance

between settlements via water wherever possible. For water travel, I did this by averaging

recorded speeds of II men Sts'ailes canoes (11.5 km/hr) and a one man Sts'ailes canoe

(5.2 kmlhr) to come up with a rate of8krn/hr. This estimate is slightly higher than the

maximum water travel speed of6.5 kmlhr calculated by Ames (2002: 30). This is because

Ames' estimate factors in stops for bad weather and for telling stories en route, whereas

the Sts'ailes times are based on non-stop travel speeds. For land travel, I have assumed an

average walking speed of approximately 4 krn/ hour over well maintained and used river

valley trails.
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he Harrison WatersheddbbTable 3.2. Travel d' -_. ---- -------------- --~--- ---_. - -- - - - -- - --- -

DhRI70

0.2 DhRI71

1.57 1.77 DhRI72

1.71 1.9 0.23 DhR173

1.96 1.9 3.68 3.5 DhRI74

I I 1.97 2.02 2.9 DhRI75

0.29 0.29 2 2.06 1.8 I DhRI76

0.48 0.48 2.3 2.42 1.55 1.4 0.26 DhRI77

1.33 1.33 3.12 3.25 0.81 2.3 1.2 0.85 DhRI78

3.03 3.03 1.56 1.34 5 3.2 3.2 3.5 4.4 DhRI82

1 0.8 2.6 2.73 1.27 1.75 0.62 0.31 0.62 3.8 DhRI83

0.34 0.33 1.78 1.89 2.2 0.79 0.25 0.72 1.6 2.8 1 DhRI91

1.68 1.6 3.37 3.4 0.83 2.5 1.5 1 0.18 4.6 0.65 1.7 DhRI89

2.08 1.89 3.7 3.99 0.53 2.9 1.9 1.5 0.65 5 1.2 2.2 0.73 DhRI90

2.93 3.15 2.56 2.4 5.2 3.1 3.2 3.7 4.5 1.9 3.9 3 4.6 5 DhR140

10.7 10.5 12.2 12.4 8.4 11.3 10.2 9.9 9 13.4 9.4 10.6 9.1 8.57 13.5 Qw6:ils

22 21.8 22.7 22.9 19 22.3 21.3 21.1 20.2 23.9 20.6 21.9 20.3 19.8 24.5 12.7 DiRk19

39.9 39.7 40.6 40.8 37.4 40.4 39.2 39 38.1 41.8 38.5 39.8 38.2 37.7 42.7 31.3 19 DjRI9

34.5 34.3 35.2 35.4 32.3 35.2 34.1 39.9 39 36.4 39.4 34.4 39.1 38.5 37.5 26.2 15.2 5.2 DjR13

33.4 33.2 34.1 34.3 31.1 34.1 33 32.8 31.9 34.3 32.3 33.3 32 31.4 36.4 25.2 14.1 6.1 1.2 DjRI8

59.7 59.5 60.4 60.6 57.6 60.4 59.3 59.1 58.2 61.6 58.6 59.6 58.3 57.8 62.7 51.6 40.9 21.9 25 26.2 DkRm4

66.3 66.1 67 67.2 64.2 67.1 66.1 65.9 65 68.2 65.4 66.2 65.1 59.5 69.3 58.1 47.6 28.5 31.7 32.9 7.2 S'kutza's

69 68.8 69.7 69.9 67 69.7 68.7 68.3 67.6 70.9 68 68.9 67.7 67.2 71.9 61.1 50.1 31.2 34.2 35.4 9.6 4.8 DkRml

70.8 70.6 71.5 71.7 68.6 71.6 70.9 70.7 69.8 72.7 70.2 70.7 69.9 69.3 73.8 62.9 52.3 33 36.1 37.3 11.6 5.1 7.8 DkRm5

73 72.8 73.7 73.9 71 73.9 73.1 72.9 72 74.9 72.4 72.9 72.1 71.6 76.2 65.4 54.4 35.5 38.6 39.8 14.2 7.5 10.2 2.8 DkRn1
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Table 3.3. Travel time bet ttl ted b . the Harrison Watershed

DhR170

00:02 DhR171

00:12 00:13 DhRl72

00:13 00:14 00:02 DhR173

00:15 00:14 00:28 00:26 DhR174

00:08 00:08 00:15 00:15 00:22 DhR175

00:02 00:02 00: 15 00:15 00:14 00:08 DhR176

00:04 00:04 00:17 00:18 00:12 00:11 00:02 DhRl77

00:10 00:10 00:23 00:24 00:06 00:17 00:09 00:06 DhR178

00:23 00:23 00:12 00:10 00:38 00:24 00:24 00:26 00:33 DhR182

00:08 00:06 00:20 00:20 00:10 00:13 00:05 00:02 00:05 00:29 DhR183

00:03 00:02 00:13 00:14 00:17 00:06 00:02 00:05 00:12 00:21 00:08 DhR191

00:13 00:12 00:25 00:26 00:06 00:19 00: 11 00:08 00:01 00:35 00:05 00:13 DhR189

00:16 00:14 00:28 00:30 00:04 00:22 00:14 00:11 00:05 00:38 00:09 00:17 00:05 DhR190

00:22 00:24 00:19 00:18 00:39 00:23 00:24 00:28 00:34 00:14 00:29 00:23 00:35 00:38 DhR140

01:20 01: 19 01 :31 01 :33 01:03 01:25 01: 16 01 :14 01:07 01:41 01 :11 01:19 01:08 01:04 01:41 Qw6:ils

02:45 02:44 02:50 02:52 02:23 02:47 02:40 02:38 02:31 02:59 02:35 02:44 02:32 02:29 03:04 01:35 DiRk19

04:59 04:58 05:05 05:06 04:41 05:03 04:54 04:53 04:46 05:14 04:49 04:58 04:46 :04:43 05:20 03:55 02:23 DjR19

04:19 04:17 04:24 04:26 04:02 04:24 04:16 04:59 04:53 04:33 04:56 04:18 04:53 04:49 04:41 03:17 01:54 00:39 DjR13

04:11 04:09 04:16 04:17 03:53 04:16 04:07 04:06 03:59 04:17 04:02 04:10 04:00 03:56 04:33 03:09 01 :46 00:46 00:09 DjR18

07:28 07:26 07:33 07:34 07:12 07:33 07:25 07:23 07:16 07:42 07:19 07:27 07:17 07:13 07:50 06:27 05:07 02:44 03:08 03:17 DkRm4

08:17 08:16 08:22 08:24 08:01 08:23 08:16 08:14 08:07 08:31 08:11 08:17 08:08 07:26 08:40 07:16 05:57 03:34 03:58 04:07 00:54 S'kutza's

08:38 08:36 08:43 08:44 08:22 08:43 08:35 08:32 08:27 08:52 08:30 08:37 08:28 08:24 08:59 07:38 06:16 03:54 04:16 04:26 01: 12 00:36 DkRml

09:08 09:07 09:13 09:15 08:52 09:14 09:09 09:07 09:01 09:22 09:04 09:07 09:01 08:57 09:31 08:09 06:49 04:23 04:48 04:57 02:40 00:56 01: 16 DkRm5

09:14 09:13 09:19 09:21 08:58 09:21 09:15 09:13 09:07 09:29 09:10 09:13 09:07 09:04 09:38 08:17 06:55 04:33 04:56 05:05 02:56 01 :03 01 :23 00:09 DkRnI
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Figure 3.5. Travel time and sight lines between settlements in the Harrison Watershed.
The settlements in the Harrison River Valley are all inter-visible.
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The spatial proximity of settlements within the Harrison Watershed supports

ethnographic information that these settlements were socially interconnected (Figure 3.5,

Tables 3.2 and 3.3; Boas 1894; Bouchard and Kenndy 2006; Hill-Tout 1904).

Settlements on Harrison Lake, Harrison River, and the lower Lillooet River were within a

short paddle (i.e., ranging from 1 - 95 minutes) from the next closest settlement (Table

3.3). The average travel time between these settlements is 15 minutes. Furthermore,

several of the settlements are inter-visible (Figure 3.5), reinforcing their daily social

connection.

Distinctly different from this highly cohesive settlement pattern across most ofthe

Harrison Watershed are the settlements at Chehalis Lake. In contrast to the other

settlements within the watershed, it would have taken several hours to reach Chehalis

Lake from the settlements at 20 Mile Bay (5 hours and 30 minutes) and 3 hours and 30

minutes from the Harrison River. The Chehalis Lake settlements are the only settlements

in the Harrison Watershed that are not accessible by navigable waterway. Thus, based on

spatial distance and physical geography, Chehalis Lake settlements would be less

connected to the other Harrison settlements than the other settlements are to each other.

However, they are still more connected to the other settlements in the Harrison

Watershed than they are to settlements in any other watershed. Significantly, the

ethnographic record describes how relations between the people living at Chehalis Lake

and the Harrison River changed from non-existent, to strained, before they finally became

close family and friends (Boas 1894; Hill-Tout 1904). Just as the ethnographic record

suggests, social relationships between settlements were solidified by their spatial

proximity.
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3.3.1. Social-spatial distance of Harrison settlements to settlements outside the
Harrison Watershed

The social-spatial distance between the Harrison settlements and those in other

watersheds is also in line with social relations documented ethnographically. For

instance, post-contact, we know that the Sts'ailes were the closest culturally and

economically to the lower St'at'imc living at the north end of Harrison Lake and the

Scowlitz on the lower Harrison River. Ethnographically documented contact with other

surrounding groups, such as the St6:lo tribes in the Fraser Valley and the 'Nlaka'pamux,

also appears to be generally consistent with their spatial distance. Prior to contact, these

relationships can be expressed by measuring the distance between the groups' nearest

settlements. For instance, St'at'imc settlement Skaqicten7 (DiRo-9) is 13 kilometres (1

hour 37 minutes) up the Lillooet River from the nearest Sts'ailes settlement Lelaxen

(Figure 3.6). At the other end of Sts'ailes' landscape, the Scowlitz settlement of Scowlitz

is 5.8 kilometres (44 minutes) from the nearest Sts'ailes settlement ofSkwaltuq (Figure

3.6).

Despite the proximity of the Sts'ailes to their neighbours to the north and south,

the nearest Scowlitz and St'at'imc settlements are outside the cluster of ethnographically

known Sts'ailes settlements. Whereas the Sts'ailes and St'at'imc settlements are 13

kilometers distant, all the Sts'ailes settlements on the lower Lillooet River are between I

- 5.1 kilometers of one another (Figure 3.8). At the other end of Sts'ailes' landscape,

Scowlitz is 5.8 kilometres from the nearest Sts'ailes settlement ofSkwalruq while all the

other settlements on the lower Harrison River are within 1 km from one another (Figure

7 Hill-Tout (1905) reported there being a settlement situated between Lelaxen and Skaqicten known as
Comluqs. However, whether this settlement is Lillooet or Sts'ailes is not clear, and it has not been
identified archaeologically making it unsuitable for this analysis.
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3.7). So, in spite of close social interaction with non-Sts'ailes tribes, the settlement

patterning suggests, in accordance with ethnographic information, social relations were

closer within the watershed than between Harrison Watershed settlements and those

outside the watershed.

Importantly, archaeological data indicate that Chehalis Lake settlements are also

much closer geographically and thus socially, to other Sts'ailes settlements in the

watershed than they are to any other known settlements or groups (Figure 3.6). Despite

their isolation in the Harrison Watershed, the settlements at Chehalis Lake are relatively

quite close to other Sts'ailes settlements from a broader regional perspective. This

corresponds closely with ethnographic information.
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Nearest Lillooet and Scowlitz settlements

Sts'ailes Settlements

Figure 3.6. Showing the nearest archaeologically known St'at'imc and Scowlitz
setttiements in relation to Sts 'ailes settlements.
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Sts'ailes settlement cluster on the Harrison River

Figure 3.7. Harrison River settlements-geographical1y, spatially, and socially distinct
from nearest Scowlitz settlement
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Skaqiten
Sts'ailes settlement cluster on the lower Lillooet River

Figure 3.8. Lower Lillooet River settlements-spatially and socially distinct from the
nearest St'at'imc settlement.
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3.4. Exploring the social-cultural significance of non-settlement
archaeological sites in the Harrison Watershed

The following section explores the link between non-settlement archaeological

sites comprised oflithic materials and traditional Sts'ailes knowledge ofthe use ofthese

locations for specific activities. Sts'ailes traditional knowledge of lookouts, hunting and

fishing camps, and ritual use areas provides insight into how the Sts'ailes landscape was

utilized prior to contact (Figure 3.9). These data (Appendix B) further establish a tangible

link between the Sts'ailes' and their cultural landscape that I described earlier through

narratives, transformers and pictographs (section 3.1). Ethnographic knowledge that

informs the activity at these archaeological sites reveals that the Sts'ailes people today

possess long-term landscape knowledge. The sites recorded here are only those with

lithic components; land-use activities that did not involve lithics are not represented in

this sample.
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Figure 3.9. Archaeological sites showing those linked to traditional knowledge and those
that are not. Compare the location of these sites to the location ofSts'ailes settlements
indicated by circles with crosses.
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These non-settlement archaeological data indicate that the most heavily utilized

areas are those close to settlements. This is likely a result of settlements being situated in

the most productive areas and the inhabitants then obtaining what they could from the

most proximate locations. These data also suggest that the Sts'ailes utilized a great deal

of the landscape because they lived in widely dispersed settlements throughout the

watershed. Archaeological sites along the Silver River trade route, at the top of Viennese

Ridge and the top ofMt. Woodside (Kweh-Kwuch-Hum), illustrate this wide use ofthe

landscape. Despite the evidence for overall utilization ofthe landscape, however, it is

clear that the Sts'ailes spent the majority of their time near or on the major rivers and

lakes.

In spite of now being centred on the Harrison River, having access to greater

tracts of land and water with cars and boats, the Sts'ailes people continue to use many of

the same places that their ancestors used for their hunting and fishing trips. The landscape

knowledge that the Sts'ailes posses today has been inherited from their ancestors that

were intimately familiar with the best locations around individual settlements in

particular and the watershed in general. The persistent places shown in Figure 3.9 provide

archaeological evidence ofthe Sts'ailes' continued attachment to their landscape.

The presence of lookout sites on Harrison Lake demonstrates a certain amount of

social connectivity between intra-watershed groups. I define a lookout as a location from

which people could monitor human activity on the surrounding landscape. Unlike the

other activities that occurred across the watershed, lookouts are only reported to have

occurred at Harrison Lake (Dana Charlie personal communication August 7, 2008). Dana

Charlie was told about three traditionally used lookout locations: one on Long Island, one
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at Echo Island, and one on a small island between St'epsum at Twenty Mile Bay and

Long Island (Figure 3.10). Each of the locations indicated by Dana Charlie has an

archaeological site associated with it-two of which were found based on this

information. According to Dana (August 7, 2008), these lookouts would increase the

Sts'ailes' ability to monitor activities on Harrison Lake and may only have been

necessary because the settlements on Harrison Lake were much more widely dispersed

than on the Harrison and Lillooet Rivers. Lookouts suggest a social link between nearby

settlements that would not otherwise be visible to one another. Perhaps most importantly,

lookouts were also a means to ensure that local interests were enforced (Dana Charlie

personal communication August 7, 2008; Jenness 1955).
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Figure 3.10. Location and viewshed of lookout sites on Harrison Lake based on
archaeological materials and traditional knowledge.
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Figure 3.11. View from hill above DiRk-23, south side of Echo Island towards Qw6:ils (with the
Fraser Valley in the distance) and the outlet of the Harrison River.

3.5. Summary and Discussion

Throughout this chapter, I have highlighted the Sts'ailes' collective identity and

shared traditions that made them distinct from other tribal groups. I began by

emphasizing the connection between the Sts'ailes people and the living traditions and

stories that are embedded in transformer stones and pictographs within their cultural

landscape. The mnemonic function of pictographs has ensured the transmission of the

stories and cultural significance embedded in them. These memory triggers or landmarks

are situated across the landscape and continue to reinforce the Sts'ailes' sense of identity,

connection to their mythical and physical ancestors, and the often-blurred line between

the physical and spiritual world.
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I then explored the nature of social relations within and beyond the Harrison

Watershed as they are expressed through economic exchanges. This survey revealed that

exchanges between those that lived within the Harrison Watershed tended to be more

reciprocal while those that involved people from outside the watershed were based on

market exchange, or worse, raiding. I provided examples of the various forms of

economic exchange within and beyond the Harrison Watershed from ethnographic

information.

Using spatial distance as a proxy measure, I found that there was a high degree of

social connectivity between settlements in the Harrison Watershed. These data lend

support to ethnographically documented close social relations between the Sts'ailes tribe.

I also found that the settlements at Chehalis Lake would have been the most isolated in

the Harrison Watershed, a fact that is also documented ethnographically.

However, in contrast to ethnographic data that indicates the greatest social

closeness existed between groups within the Harrison Watershed, this distance analysis

suggests that some of the closest social relations may have existed with groups outside

the watershed (i.e. between the Sts'ailes and the lower St'at'imc and Scowlitz people).

The close spatial proximity between settlements from different tribes could indicate a

number of things, such as: 1) close inter-tribal social relationships have a great antiquity,

2) the discrete Sts'ailes, Scowlitz, and St'at'imc identities do not have great antiquity (not

suggested by ethnographic, or linguistic data), 3) that there were other social and

geographical factors at play besides spatial distance in defining tribal entities, or 4) other

intra-watershed identities were privileged over the collective tribal identity. I discuss this

final scenario in the next two chapters.
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Last, I showed how the non-settlement archaeological sites in the Harrison

Watershed represent persistent places that have continued significance to the Sts'ailes in

their daily lives. This traditional landscape knowledge was honed at a time when Sts'ailes

residential groups occupied settlements across much of the landscape and identified the

best hunting, fishing and camping spots. Archaeological evidence for ethnographically

known lookouts on Harrison Lake also indicates long-term landscape knowledge, as well

as evidence for inter-community coordination between settlements.
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Chapter 4: Sts'ailes extended settlement communities and
sub-watersheds within the Harrison

4.0. Introduction

As alluded to at the end of the last chapter, the patterning ofancient settlements in

the Harrison Watershed reflects sub-tribal social relations. I propose that these sub-tribal

social relations can be viewed as "extended settlement communities" (Elmendorf 1974).

In this chapter, I explore the ethnographic and archaeological expression ofthis social-

spatial unit. I begin with a discussion of the extended settlement community as described

by Elmendorf(1974) among the Skokomish. I describe the Skokomish extended village

in some detail because Elmendorfs is the sole explicit anthropological reference to this

social-spatial unit among the Coast Salish. Elmendorfs descriptions, in combination with

ethnographic data from Boas (1894, 1895) and Hill-Tout (1904) are the basis for the first

part of my argument that this form of inter-settlement relations also existed among the

Sts'ailes on the Harrison River and Chehalis Lake. Using the archaeological settlement

data presented in the previous chapter, I suggest that clusters of settlements in four

distinct, yet connected geographical sub-regions of the Harrison Watershed are the

material evidence of ancient extended settlements among the Sts'ailes.
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4.1. The Skokomish extended village community: the ethnographic
record

The clearest published discussion of extended villages/settlements among the

Coast Salish is by Elemendorf(1974), who identified and defined this social-spatial unit

during his work among the Twana-speaking Skokomish community of Hood Canal in

western Washington. Elemendorf (1974: 317) encouraged others to look for this social

unit in other parts of the Coast Salish world as well because he felt that "their history

cannot be determined from consideration of single cases". To my knowledge, no other

ethnographer or archaeologist has heeded Elemendorfs suggestion.

According to Elmendorf(1974: 258), the Skokomish were unlike the other eight

Twana-speaking communities in the Hood Canal area because they occupied "five or

more" winter village sites, but still shared a collective name (i.e., Skokomish) and

identity. In contrast, every other Twana residential group lived in their own winter

settlement, each with its own name (Elmendorf 1974: 258, 265). Also unlike the other

Twana groups, Skokomish villages were connected to one another by proximity and a

shared geography. Elmendorf (1974:264) however, makes it clear that their shared name

and identity is not simply a result of their geography-it is a reflection oftheir social ties.

Although the multiple groups within the Skokomish extended village community

lived separately and had distinct names (Elmendorf 1974: 264), they acted as a single unit

in their economic and social life and considered themselves part ofthe same community

(Elmendorf 1974: 259, 315). Importantly, other communities, both within and outside the

Twana speech community also regarded the Skokomish as a single community

(Elmendorf 1974: 259). The primary distinguishing characteristic of the Skokomish

extended village community is "that relations between them were always those between
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households in a single community rather than those between separate Twana village

communities" (Elmendorf 1974: 316).

Even though the extended village community acted as a collective, Elmendorf

(1974:316) does note social and economic differences among the settlements that

comprised the extended village. One of the settlements was larger and higher status than

the others, being comprised of several upper-class households (Elmendorf 1974: 316). It

is not mentioned how many dependant households there were at this large settlement. A

paramount household leader lived at this settlement and "was acknowledged as

community leader by all Skokomish, including those of other settlements" (Elmendorf

1974: 316). Unlike the largest settlement, the smaller ones contained only one upper-class

household (Elmendorf 1974: 316) and an unspecified number of dependant households.

Although he does not record oral histories about the origin ofthe Skokomish

extended village community, Elmendorf (1974:317) does offer a plausible hypothesis:

The Skokomish were the most populous of all Twana communities and
contained the largest number of separate, upper-class kin lines. If some of
these kin groups had individually taken up separate winter residence at
sites within the limited area of the lower Skokomish River. .. , without
severing their original membership in a single community, we should have
the extended village-community situation described here. This process
would have been one of fission of an originally multiple-household but
single site community into separate residence sites (1974: 317).

There are several lines of evidence to support Elmendorfs notion of "fission" as the

primary mechanism through with this social unit developed. First, all of the Skokomish

winter settlements contained only a single upper class household except for the principle

settlement, suggesting that it was uncommon for upper class households to remain

together (Elmendorf 1974: 317). Second, there was a strong tendency among the Twana

for "upper class individuals, particularly household leaders, to establish several houses at
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different localities for seasonal use by themselves and their kinfolk as fishing stations and

the like" (Elmendorf 1974: 317). This suggests that a certain amount of autonomy was

commonly sought and achieved by upper class households despite maintaining their

formal ties to the extended village community. Lastly, Barnett (1955: 21) has found from

his own research that fission is an "ordinary process of growth which [gives] rise to [a]

cluster of villages".

Elmendorf(1974: 317) goes on to note that this same settlement arrangement

could have occurred by the opposite process of "fusion", whereby several separate

settlements begin to interact cooperatively as a single unit, but maintain their original

residences. Elmendorf does not fmd this explanation as probable, at least in the

Skokomish case. It is clear that Barnett (1955: 21) also finds this alternative less likely to

account for settlement clustering among the Coast Salish peoples that he studied.

The collective nature of the extended village community among the Skokomish is

further indicated by their chosen settlement pattern in the early post-contact period. That

is, after dramatic declines in population, and before Twana groups were enticed to stay on

reserves, the Skokomish "had quite naturally amalgamated into a single winter

community" (Elmendorf 1974: 316). There, the Skokomish lived at the location of one of

their former winter settlement in a series of "virtually contiguous house groups, probably

none out of earshot of its neighbors, extending along the shore for over a mile"

(Elmendorf 1974: 316).

As I noted earlier, Sts'ailes settlements also joined together in a similar manner

during the early post-contact period. The impetus for people from separate settlements to

join together under certain circumstances is, I believe, a centrally defining characteristic
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of an extended settlement community. At the same time, this characteristic is probably

the single greatest factor that has obscured the existence ofextended settlement

communities in the ethnographic record.

4.2. Extended settlement communities in the Harrison Watershed: The
ethnographic record

There are much less data regarding social groups and structures among the

Sts'ailes than the Twana, yet it suggests that extended settlement communities also

resided on the Harrison River and at Chehalis Lake. The data that Boas (1894, 1895) and

Hill-Tout (1904, 1905) collected focused primarily on the origins of social groups that

lived on the Harrison River and at Chehalis Lake, rather than on the social relationships

that existed between settlements. Consequently, the data are limited to two particular

areas in the Harrison Watershed and offer very little opportunity to compare Sts'ailes

extended settlement communities with the Skokomish. Nonetheless, data for the Harrison

River and Chehalis Lake may be of use in understanding social and political relationships

in the other less documented regions of the Harrison Watershed.

4.2.1. Chehalis Lake groups

Ethnographic evidence that hints at an extended settlement community at

Chehalis Lake comes from Hill-Tout (1904: 313), who noted three named local groups

that shared a collective identity and collective name. He noted that, "collectively these

three mountain [local groups] were formerly known by the name Tei/tea/oktEr' (Hill-

Tout 1904: 313) which referred to their geographical region of origin: "the people of the

interior" or "those who live in the forest". According to oral traditions, one of these

groups was originally founded by the mythical shape-shifting Te CwomElsEI ''the otter
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man", another was founded by TE P 'k'ii/EkEl "the mountain goat man" and the third was

founded by 'StasEluk "noise" (Hill-Tout 1904: 313). The fact that these groups have

distinctive origins serves to magnify the importance of their collective identity. However

this suggests that fusion rather than fission may have formed the Chehalis Lake extended

settlement community.

Hill-Tout does not provide any information regarding the settlement pattern ofthe

Chehalis Lake groups making this analysis more dependent on archaeological remains

which are yet to be documented. It is thought that there are at least two settlements

(K'oa'laqt and Chil'ho'ten; Boas 1894; Duff 1949) associated with Chehalis Lake;

however it is uncertain how they correlate to the Chehalis Lake groups defined by Hill

Tout (1904:313). The reported proximity and shared geography of these traditionally

known settlements suggests that an extended settlement community may have existed at

Chehalis Lake, but this is tenuous without archaeological evidence for settlements.

4.2.2. Harrison River groups

According to Hill-Tout (1904: 315), StsE~lis (Sts'ailes) is the collective name for

the people living in the five settlements on the Harrison River (Skwdtuq, StutuwdtsEI,

SEklwdtsEl, Yiif;kEtEl and Tl6sEka). StsE~lis is Halqemelem for the "beating heart" of

Sha'i's that was thrown by the Xe'~al's into the Harrison River. These five settlements

were situated along both banks of the Harrison River within sight and hearing distance of

one another (Chapter 5). Following smallpox and other changes to their traditional way of

life, the Sts'ailes that had lived in these settlements amalgamated at StutuwdtsEI at the

mouth ofthe Chehalis River.
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There are many parallels between the Skokomish extended village community

and the Harrison River extended settlement community that separate them from other

ethnographically documented groups. The main similarity between these groups is that

they are both comprised of individual, spatially proximate settlements, which together

comprised a larger social grouping with a collective identity. Another uncommon trait

amongst the Coast Salish that they share is recognition of a head chief or Yewal Siya:m

that had influence over the entire extended settlement community (Elmendorf 1974: 316;

Hill-Tout 1904: 317).

Another similarity between the Sts'ailes on the Harrison River and the Skokomish

is their settlement patterns during the early part of nineteenth century. Just as Skokomish

houses were within sight and hearing ofone another (Elmendorf 1974: 316), so to were

12-14 plank houses on the bank ofthe Harrison River (Clarence Morgan November 22,

1999). This arrangement of houses on the Harrison River and the Hood Canal, reveal an

ongoing pattern of independence and inter-connectedness.

4.3. Extended settlement communities in the Harrison Watershed: The
archaeological record

Based on the spatial proximity between settlements, there are four main settlement

clusters in the Harrison Watershed that correspond with four major sub-watersheds

(Figure 4.1). These sub-watershed areas include Harrison Lake, Harrison River, the lower

Lillooet River and Chehalis Lake (Table 3.1) and were linked by waterways which were,

for the most part, navigable by canoe. The only exception to this is Chehalis Lake, which

is connected to the others sub-watersheds via the Chehalis River, The Chehalis River
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flows too swiftly for canoes. So while these settlement clusters are all connected to one

another geographically and socially, they are also somewhat discrete.

Figure 4.1 Clustering of settlements in the Harrison Watershed into four main groups
corresponding to sub-watersheds
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The archaeological survey data indicates that each of the four settlement clusters

differs from each other in their number, size, and internal arrangement of settlements (see

Table 3.1.). The largest of the clusters is located on the Harrison River and is comprised

of 15 settlements. The next largest cluster on the lower Lillooet River is comprised of

four settlements. Following these clusters in size, there are three closely situated housepit

settlements on Harrison Lake. There are also three more settlements on Harrison Lake

that are spatially more distant from one another including Qw6:f1s at the southernmost

end, Lexw'ska'ia at Cascade Peninsula, and Milkeulyin near Stokke Creek (Figure 3.6).

In addition to spatial proximity, the settlements within each cluster in the Harrison

Watershed also seem to have shared economic interests. This is suggested by the fact that

each settlement cluster is situated at productive salmon areas which the inhabitants likely

shared. Generally, when Coast Salish groups identify with a particular geographical area

or river, they are closely connected socially and often identify with a common name

(Barnett 1955; Elmendorf 1974; Smith 1940; Suttles 1990).

Based on the current evidence of spatial distance between some of the settlements

in the Harrison Watershed, it seems that people living at Qw6:f1s , Lexw'ska'la, and

Milkeu Iyin may have operated outside of extended settlement community social groups.

It is also possible however, that further survey will close some ofthe spatial (and social)

gaps between these settlements on Harrison Lake, increasing the size of the cluster. For

instance, Sts'ailes contemporary knowledge indicates that their ancestors may have lived

at both Eagle Falls and 10 Mile Bay, which would demonstrate a much closer link

between the extended settlement community based around Mystery Creek and Silver

River and the settlements ofQw6:f1s and Lexw'ska'ia (Mohs and Ritchie 2009). There is
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also ethnographic evidence to suggest that there is a settlement between the extended

settlement community and Milkeulyin at Stokke Creek (Hill-Tout 1905). Should these

settlements be identified archaeologically, the settlements on Harrison Lake may be

considerably more connected with one another than currently shown-possibly all being

part of the same extended settlement community.

4.4. Discussion

Taken together, the many parallels between the Sts'ailes settlement clusters

identified in the Harrison Watershed and the Skokomish extended village indicate that the

Sts'ailes settlement clusters were also extended settlement communities. The best

evidence for an extended settlement community in the Harrison Watershed comes from

the Harrison River Valley. There, Hill-Tout (1904) recorded that the settlements were a

collective social group (Hill-Tout 1904), and the settlement patterning recorded through

archaeological survey supports this. There is also ethnographic evidence for an extended

settlement community at Chehalis Lake, though there is currently not adequate

archaeological data to support this.

Extended settlement communities may have existed in the other parts of the

Harrison Watershed as well, but the ethnographic record does not provide these details.

Through archaeological survey, it is clear that settlements in the Harrison Watershed are

situated near to one another in their distinct sub-watersheds and that they were likely

dependant on many ofthe same resources. This shared economic base is likely to be an

underlying component ofextended settlement communities. Whereas most settlements in

the Harrison Watershed are clustered and appear to belong to an extended settlement
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community, there are a few on Harrison Lake that currently appear to be separated by a

much greater spatial and social distance.

As I alluded to at the end ofChapter 3, there are indeed more closely connected

social units in the Harrison Watershed than the tribe, which likely accounts for the spatial

distribution of settlements at a regional scale. These extended settlement communities

represent a social identity based on closer social and economic ties than that of the tribal

identity. This identity is expressed archaeologically by clusters of settlements spatially

separated from others-both within and beyond the Harrison Watershed.
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Chapter 5: The Harrison River Valley extended settlement:
Exploring social relations between local groups and

households

5.0. Introduction

The central aim of this chapter is to gain a nuanced perspective of how the people

living in the Harrison River extended settlement community interacted with one another

and their landscape. To do this, I examine the social and spatial relationships among the

smaller social units-settlement communities, local groups, and households-that

collectively formed an extended settlement community. Households, which are at the

base ofeach larger social unit, were connected to one another by varying degrees of

social, political, and economic closeness, expressed by their spatial proximity. Densely

clustered houses represent households that cooperated in a local group, while the least

clustered reflect those connected through the extended settlement community. Similarly,

the most clustered local groups formed a settlement community (two or more local

groups) within the broader extended settlement community. Despite these internal social

groupings, inter-household social and economic relations within the extended settlement

community likely resembled those within a large settlement (Elmendorf 1974).

I explore the social-spatial relationships of the extended settlement using both

ethnographic data on the Sts'ailes and the archaeological record of the Harrison River

Valley. I begin with an ethnographic review establishing some of the economic, social,
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and environmental conditions that would have contributed to residential patterning on the

Harrison River. Among the most important of these considerations are the abundance of

Harrison River salmon, defensiveness in numbers, inter-visibility, and especially the

desire to live at the confluence of a slough channel and the Harrison River (Sanders and

Ritchie 2008). The Harrison River sloughs, with their abundant and easily accessible

aquatic and terrestrial resources, structured the cultural landscape ofthe extended

settlement community. The way in which the sloughs are separate from one another, yet

connected through the Harrison River, mirrors the nested social groups of the Sts'ailes.

I then explore the archaeological manifestation ofthe Harrison River extended

settlement community by examining pre-contact housepits, plank houses, and burial

mounds. A spatial analysis of these features reveals clear grouping in individual

settlements. Five of the largest ofthese settlements correspond to the five ancestral

Sts'ailes settlements identified by Hill-Tout (1904) and based on size, were likely the

most important settlements in this extended settlement community. I then propose a

series of reasons why Hill-Tout did not record the other, smaller settlements that are,

based on the archaeological record, clearly also part of the same community. Last, I

interpret the internal organization of the Harrison River extended settlement community

by exploring the relationships that existed between households and local groups.
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Figure 5.1. Harrison River study area

Figure 5.2. View of Harrison River study area looking southwest

5.1. Settlement in the Harrison River extended settlement community:
The ethnographic data

Ethnographic data indicate that the abundance and reliance on salmon resources

and the nature of the Harrison system as a transportation and communication corridor
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were major factors influencing where people lived (c£ Sanders and Ritchie 2008). In the

following section, I show that these factors contributed to a large Sts'ailes population that

was collectively organized for security from outsiders and simultaneously situated to

maximize their utilization of salmon for consumption and trade. These data provide

insight into how individual houses and local groups were spatially and socially situated

within the broader extended settlement community.

One ofthe major factors that contributed to settlement and house distribution in

the Harrison River Valley was the abundance and accessibility of resources. This meant

that resources could be stored for later consumption or traded with neighbouring groups

(Hill-Tout 1904; Kew 1992). Of the five species of salmon in the Harrison, spring and

chum salmon, which were available in abundance during extended runs (June -

February), were sought after for winter preserves and for trade (Duff 1952: 62; Wayne

Charlie personal communication October 6,2009).

This abundance of salmon figures prominently into how the Sts'ailes negotiated

their social and economic relations with each other and with their neighbours. As Hill-

Tout (1904: 316) notes,

So famous indeed was their territory [specifically the Harrison River] for
its plentiful supplies ofsalmon that outside tribesfrom long distances used
to come every salmon season andpay the StsEeIis a kind oftribute or
royalty to be permitted to fish in their waters. Bands from the upper Salish
tribes and from far up and down the coast would congregate there in the
fishing season (emphasis added).

That visitors flocked to the Harrison River during the major salmon runs meant that the

Sts'ailes needed to protect their interests by living in sizable groups near to the most

desirable fishing locations (Sanders and Ritchie 2008). Hill-Tout (1904: 316) also noted

that the Sts'ailes were a "strong and populous tribe" and that they were "able to more
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than hold their own" against visitors that would steal from them or cause disturbances. As

Hill-Tout (1904) suggested, the size of the Sts'ailes population alone would likely have

discouraged many attacks, however the Sts'ailes also had warriors that protected their

community's interests (Boas 1894; Hill-Tout 1904: 317; LaForet 1998).

Sts'ailes households built and maintained houses in an area that was socially and

economically comparable to the Fraser Canyon because it was conducive to trade,

transportation, and communication (cf. Carlson 2001; 2003). That is, the Sts'ailes were a

frontier group that played an important role as middlemen bridging the language and

cultural differences between Coast and Interior Salish peoples (Sanders and Ritchie

2008). In addition to playing host during the fall salmon season, the Sts'ailes also

benefited from the Harrison River and lake being part of a long distance trade route-

which according to James Teit (1910: 43) was a more important route than the one that

continued up the Fraser River (at least immediately prior to contact). The ability to

control trade, transportation and communication set the stage for sustained status

differences within and between settlements (Hill-Tout 1904).

5.2. Ethnographic evidence for the Sts'ailes extended settlement
community's control of rivers in the Harrison River Valley

Based on ethnographic information, it seems that the Sts'ailes people living in the

Harrison River extended settlement community collectively controlled the main salmon

bearing rivers and streams. Several ethnographic sources record that the Sts'ailes people

expected a type of tribute from visitors to their waters (Burns 1942; Hill-Tout 1904;

Kelsey Charlie personal communication August 15,2008). One way the Sts'ailes

controlled the Chehalis River and Morris Creek was by having fish weirs across them
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(Boas 1894; Hill-Tout 1904; Wayne Charlie personal communication October 6, 2009;

Dana Charlie personal communication October 24, 2009). The ability to control these

weirs and waterways collectively is further supported by the Harrison River extended

settlement community having a single leader who could orchestrate a communal fishery

(Hill-Tout 1904). Thus, we can think ofthe Harrison River extended settlement

community controlling these main salmon bearing rivers and creeks through usufruct

rights.

A popular Sts'ailes story records how the Harrison River Sts'ailes expected a

yearly tribute from those at Chehalis Lake in exchange for allowing fish past their weir

on the Chehalis River. The arrangement between the leader of the groups at Chehalis

Lake and the leader ofthose on the Harrison River went like this:

"Your younger brothers on the upper reaches are starving because
you have hindered the passage ofthe salmon up stream. I pray you to
make some arrangement with us, whereby the salmon may for a
season have a free run that my people not perish wholly by hunger".
He then presented the chief and headmen with the blankets he had
brought. The [Sts'ailes on the Harrison River] listened to his words
in a friendly manner, and made a compact with him to lift their weir
at certain times during the salmon run and allow the fish to go
upstream, in return for which he was to pay them a yearly tribute of
blankets (Hill-Tout 1904).

The extent to which people were economically dependent on the same resources

likely played a large part in how socially and politically connected they were. I suggest

that the extended settlement community's collective utilization of and reliance on the

salmon resources in the Harrison and Chehalis Rivers and Morris Creek further solidified

internal economic, social and political relationships. Moreover, because the Harrison

River Valley was "regarded with envious eyes" by outsiders (Hill-Tout 1904), the
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Sts'ailes that lived there would only have been able to charge tribute and defend their

rights and property through the coordinated efforts of a large socially cohesive unit.

5.3. Ethnographic evidence for Sts'ailes local groups controlling
sloughs

Just as the extended settlement community collectively controlled the Harrison

River, Chehalis River and Morris Creek, ethnographic information shows that individual

local groups that comprise the extended settlement community, similarly controlled

individual slough channels. The following review examines the role of slough channels in

the placement of houses and house clusters that make up local groups and how the

sloughs were controlled through usufruct rights. Ethnographic information and traditional

knowledge that describe people living near to and relying on sloughs fits closely with the

archaeological record discussed in the next section.

J. W. Burns, an avocational ethnologist of the Sts'ailes people, offered insight into

the most desired and lucrative locations to live. Burns' information is in-line with earlier

(Hill-Tout 1904) and more recent (Kelsey Charlie personal communication October 1,

2009; Wayne Charlie personal communication October 6, 2009) ethnographic data. His

comments tie together the economic, political, and social factors that underlie social

relations in the Harrison Watershed. According to Burns, the tributes required to access

resources, as described in Hill-Tout's quote above, would be made directly to the owners

of individual sloughs (Chilliwack Progress Jan. 7, 1942). Visiting groups could give:

"fish, roots, stone hammers, fish-knives, blankets and other articles" in recompense (Jan.

7, 1942). Based on interviews with Sts'ailes elders, Burns emphasizes the productivity of

the sloughs as an economic resource and underscores the allure of living beside one. It
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also suggests that the people who controlled the sloughs would be among the wealthiest

and highest status people, and that their source of wealth could be passed from one

generation to the next.

During the early part of the 1900's, many Sts'ailes people built plank houses on

the Harrison River at the confluence of sloughs in which they would live, smoke salmon,

store surplus food, and host ceremonies. Many Sts'ailes elders have memories of

spending their childhoods in plank houses by the river. By building these plank houses

near to a slough and the Harrison, the Sts'ailes were perpetuating a practice that had

temporarily ceased during the proto-historic period. The benefits of this settlement

pattern included greater access to, and control of resources from sloughs (Sanders and

Ritchie 2008).

Clarence Morgan, in an interview with James Leon and Wayne Williams

(November 22, 1999), also described the centrality of slough channels in the placement

of plank houses. Morgan was born in 1921 and moved to Sts'ailes when he was seven

years old. He told Sts'ailes researchers about the relative positions of the plank houses on

the Harrison River in relation to the sloughs and the family groups that lived in them.

Clarence identified, in a couple of instances, that there was more than one house

associated with a particular slough channel. These houses reflected particularly closely

linked family groups, which we would today call a multi-house local group. In total,

Morgan believes that there were 12-14 plank houses lining the Harrison River circa 1930,

and importantly, they were all within a line of sight from one another (November 22,

1999). Morgan specifically mentioned the houses were connected by sight to emphasize

that they were co-dependent in many ways, reinforcing the importance of a community
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beyond the individual local groups. The 20th century movement back to desirable

locations at the confluence of slough channels and the Harrison River reveals an effort on

the part of individual households to reassert traditional authority over certain places and

resources.

The on-going importance of sloughs among the Sts'ailes broadly, and their

connection to individual household groups specifically, is reflected in the current names

of the sloughs. Since the early part of the 20th century, almost every slough has borne the

name of a Sts'ailes's non-native family name (Figure 5.3). Prior to this, slough channels

were known by Halq'emelem place names (Galloway et al. 1979; Figure 5.4) which

tended to refer to particular traits of the sloughs. For instance, "Ed Leon's" slough

(Figure 5.3) bears this name today because Leon's plank house was located here during

the early to mid 1900' s. In the past, the slough bore the name Xem6:leqw", meaning

"shallow with fish" (Galloway et al. 1979:4).
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Figure 5.3. Contemporary slough names reflecting the primary attachment of
Chehalis households to different sloughs
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Figure 5.4. Halq'em elem slough names in use prior to 191 century

The association between prominent Sts'ailes men and the slough channels in tum

reflects the deep connection between people and sloughs. Both kin and non-kin continue
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to recognize this connection today. Sts'ailes families still feel strong attachments to those

slough channels that are named after their parents and grandparents and it is not

uncommon to find the new generation living immediately beside the slough with which

they associate (though further inland). It is unknown whether these names and thus the

families currently associated with slough channels also reflect the identity ofthose who

owned the sloughs prior to contact.

Recent interviews provide further insights into both the social and economic

importance of slough channels to individual households and settlement groups. In a

conversation with Wayne Charlie (October 6, 2009) about chum salmon, he consistently

reiterated the importance of sloughs and how pithosues would in turn be situated in

relation to them. Speaking about the relationship between pithouses and the sloughs,

Wayne Charlie stated, "there were family clans [households] and certain people had

certain places to fish and this has been passed on down even to modern times".

5.4. Settlement patterns: The archaeological data

In this section, I present archaeological data for pre-contact settlement on the

Harrison River, supporting the notion of the extended settlement community. I provide

five lines of evidence: 1) the location of residential features, 2) clustering of residential

features 3) the size ofthe residential features and their combined total number in the

settlement, 4) radiocarbon dates to ascertain the antiquity of the Harrison River extended

settlement community, and 5) burial mound data to bolster the radiocarbon data and

document continuity ofthe community's attachment to particular sites.
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5.4.1. Location of housepits and plank houses

The distribution of ancient house remains on the Harrison River demonstrates the

desirability of the Harrison River Valley for settlement (Ritchie and Lepofsky 2008;

Sanders and Ritchie 2005,2008). Along the Harrison, there are clusters ofhousepits 8

(n=75) and plank houses (n=15) on both banks ofthe Harrison River as well as on islands

in mid-channel (Figure 5.4). Beyond the Harrison River houses, the next closest housepit

is situated ~1 kilometre to the north in the midst ofthe modern community (Duff 1949).

The majority of house features on the Harrison River are on its north side (65%), clusters

of which are separated by slough channels. House features on mid-river islands tend to

face the main channel of the Harrison River rather than the smaller, shallower channel to

the east. There are many fewer houses on islands than on either bank of the Harrison

River (7%), though for the available land, settlement was quite dense. On the south side

of the Harrison River there are 14 housepits and six plank houses. It is clear from this

distribution that households desired to be near the Harrison River as well as individual

slough channels. In general, plank houses are in front of housepits and are closer to the

Harrison River, while housepits are closest to slough channels (Figure 5.5).

8 Two of these 75 housepits have been too disturbed to obtain size measurements from and consequently do
not feature in subsequent analyses.
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Figure 5.5. Distribution of archaeological housepits and plank houses on the Harrison
River
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5.4.2. Defining individual settlements in the Harrison River extended settlement
community

Based on the distribution of housepits in the study area there is an evident pattern

of clustering that I interpret as local group settlements. Using these spatial clusters as a

guide (Figure 5.6), housepits in the Harrison River Valley can be separated into 12

discrete settlements. r have not attempted to show the patterning of houses in areas that

have been disturbed-but these areas are also spatially separated. r do not include plank

houses in this analysis because their spatial extents are uncertain and many are likey still

unidentified. The sloughs and river that separate the settlements on the Harrison River

would not only have physically separated the settlements, but would have also reinforced

a shared sense of identity within settlements.
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Figure 5.6. Scattergram illustrating the spatial clustering of housepits into settlements on
the Harrison River. The large housepit cluster in the upper-right corner is Hiqelem, which
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reflects two local groups within a single settlement. Elipses around discrete house
clusters have been drawn based on distance and geography.
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Figure 5.7. Borden numbers assigned to discrete settlements ("sites") based on housepit
clustering (spatial proximity) and separation by waterways-including disturbed sites
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5.4.3. Number of houses and area measurements of settlements

Here 1 present the total number of housepits at each settlement and calculate their

combined roofed area to explore how the social status oflocal groups is expressed

archaeologically. The size ofeach settlement is based on the combined areas of its

houses, which in turn is a proxy measure of the size of the local group. An underlying

premise ofthis analysis is that the larger local groups were more successful and had

higher status, both within and beyond the extended settlement community (Snyder 1964).

1 discuss the significance of settlement patterning in section 5.5.

Several factors complicate this analysis of roof area. Although the roofed areas of

both housepits and plank houses can be combined to calculate a single area measurement,

there are several reasons not to do so. First, the temporal relationship between plank

houses and pithouses is not well understood (see Chapter 1 and 6). Second, the plank

house data set is currently far from complete both in the Harrison River Valley and the

rest of the Fraser Valley. Given these issues, it is misleading to include plank houses at

some settlements and not others where they may also be present but not yet identified.

So, despite their obvious importance in the social organization of settlements, plank

houses presently create an unbalanced perception of settlement size.

This unbalanced perception is clearly manifest in the Harrison River Valley where

plank houses are archaeologically known to exist at nine sites, but have only been

measured at six. Because ofthe problems with incorporating plank house data for inter

settlement comparisons, I use them selectively for understanding intra-settlement

organization (Chapter 6). However, In spite of considerably increasing the total house

areas at settlements, the known plank houses on the Harrison River do not change the

relative size of settlements (Table 5.1). That is, the largest settlements based on housepit
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size are also largest based on combined housepit and plank house sizes. The only

exception to this is that DhRl-71a rises from 10th largest to 5th largest.

Table 5.1. The number of housepits and plank houses at settlements in the Harrison River Valley
and their combined size ordered from largest to smallest based on roofed area of housepits

Housepits Housepit Plank Plank
Total TotalSite house area(n) area (m2

) houses (n)
(m2

)
area (m2

) rank size

DhRl-75 17 1676 l/multiole n/a 1676 3

l/multiple 1,225 2,206 I
DhRl-83 12 981 adioined

DhRl-74 14 914 6 I 141 2055 2
DhRl-77 9 786 2 -500 1286 4

I/multiple 675 1,209 5
DhRl-78 8 534 adioined

DhRl-76 I 83 I n/a 7

4 hybrid* 4 hybrid* 251 334

DhRl-90 3 198 n/a n/a 198 9
DhRl-91 2 188 n/a n/a 188 10
DhRl-89 I 130 n/a n/a 130 II

DhRl-7la 2 116
I/multiple 700 816 6

..

DhRl-70 I 93 I 175 268 8

DhRl-71 b I 70 n/a n/a 70 12

DhRl-82 n/a n/a 1 n/a n/a
*These rectangular houses are the size ofplthouses, are <0.5 meters deep and thus have
discernable outlines that can be measured. For this reason, I treat them as housepits for all
subsquent analyses and use the total house area measurement for this site rather than the
column showing housepit area.

Settlements on the Harrison River differed significantly in size from one another

(Table 5.1; Figure 5.8). The number of housepits at settlements ranges from seventeen to

one, or from 1,676 m2 -70 m2 in size (Table 5.1). Exactly halfofthe settlements (n=6)

on the Harrison River have between one and three housepits (Table 5.1). The larger

settlements on the Harrison River have between five and 17 housepits or hybrid

housepits/plank houses.
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Figure 5.8. Settlement size map based on housepit measurements using proportionate
function (arcgis 9.1). The largest settlements are on the edges and middle of the Harrison
river settlement community.

5.4.4. Antiquity of the extended settlement community: radiocarbon dates

The radiocarbon dates from seven houses in three settlements indicate people

were living on the Harrison River continually from ~1,500 cal. B. P until the present day.

The earliest evidence for occupation on the Harrison River is at Hiqelem (DhRI-74). This

is the only settlement that has a detailed enough chronological sequence for a discussion

of the antiquity and continuity of individual houses. These radiocarbon data are discussed

further in Chapter 6. Other settlements on the Harrison River seem to be more recent
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(particularly those on the alluvial fan where IRS is today), probably being established

-800 cal. B.P. Three lines of evidence coincide to support this timing: the radiocarbon

date from the plank house at DhRl-70 on the small island in the middle ofthe Harrison

River (Figure 5.7; Table 5.2), the Little Ice Age that caused greater amounts of water to

be locked up in local glaciers and possibly a lowering of the Harrison River, and the

presence of burial mounds associated with most of the settlements. The majority of

housepits at Harrison River settlements may be as recent as 400 cal. B.P. as the solitary

radiocarbon date from DhRl-83 suggests and Schaepe (2009) has argued. This late date

suggests the majority of Harrison River settlements were contemporaneous with the

majority of documented settlements elsewhere in the Fraser Valley (Schaepe 2009).
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Table 5.2. Radiocarbon dates and their stratigraphic position within Harrison River house features. Calibrated using Calib. 6 (Stuiver et al. 2009).

Borden # Feat. House Samp. Convent. 2 sig.Cal N.ofsuper-imposed Position of radiocarbon Beta #
(DhRI) type! # B.P. RC age B.P. hearths or sample in stratigraphic

floors/total depth of sequence (depth below
deposits surface)

74 21 PLN 37 1130±40 1160--950 3/52em top (17em) 235516

74 21 PLN 39 1550±40 1530--1350 3/52em bottom (52em) 235517

74 24 PLN 52 1070±40 1060--920 3/50em top (15em) 269609

74 20 PLN 41 I470±40 1410--1300 5/55em bottom (55em) 235518

240--240 and
74 20 PLN 44 20±40 60--40 and 0- 5/55em top (16em) 235519

-0

74 II PLN 48 1250±40 1280--1070 5/110em mid-bottom (80em) 240397

74 1 HP 21 1270±40 1290--1080 11/133em bottom (130-133) 240398

74 4 HP 16 I280±40 1290--1140 8/ 133em bottom (1 18em) 240399

74 1 HP 1 1090±40 1070--940 II / 133em mid (48em) 208884
74 13 HP 17 1080±40 1060--930 6/92em bottom (73em) 235515
74 4 HP 2 550±40 540--460 11/133em mid (55em) 208883
70 1 PLN 2 830±40 800--680 2/100em mid(60em) 235520
83 5 HP 1 290+40 470--290 1/14em bottom(14em) 210181

1. Plankhouse=PLN, Housepit=HP
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5.4.5. Antiquity of the extended settlement community and attachment to place:
Burial mounds

In the absence of radiocarbon dates from most settlements, I infer age from burial

mounds. All of the six of the largest settlements in the extended settlement community

have burial mounds associated with them (Figure 5.9). The chronological overlap

between occupation at Hiqelem (1530 - 920 cal. B.P.; Table 5.2) and the Scowlitz burial

mound complex (1500-800 cal. B.P.; Lepofsky et al. 2000; Thom 1995) signifies that

burial mounds could serve as a temporal indicator of settlement occupation within the

extended settlement community. As I agued earlier (Chapter 5.4.4), this suggests that the

settlements with burial mound components were established prior to the end of the burial

mound period (i.e. ~800 cal. B.P).
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Figure 5.9. Scatterplot showing spatial (and inferred temporal) association between burial
mounds (triangles) and house features (circles) on the Harrison River.

Burial mounds are a material indicator ofthe on-going attachment between the

present day Sts'ailes, their ancestors, their settlements, and broader social networks

beyond the Harrison (cf. Brown 1996: 164; Lepofsky et al. 2000: 412). Ryan Charlie, son

ofChief William Charlie, expressed this connection hinging, in part, on the protection

that those living at a site could expect from their ancestors buried nearby (Ryan Charlie

personal communication August 4, 2007). In this sense, burial mounds may have served

as anchors around which households and local groups gathered and historically validated

their social positions (Lepofsky et al. 2000: 412; Miller 1999). Burial mounds were also

"clear territorial markers" validating the Sts'ailes's authority and ancestry to people who

passed on the Harrison River (Lepofsky et al. 2000: 412).
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5.5. The archaeological correlates and social significance of HiII-Tout's
five ethnographically documented settlements

Documentation of the archaeological evidence for settlement location and size

within the Harrison River extended settlement community, allows for pin-pointing the

locations of Hill-Tout's (1904: 315) ethnographically documented settlements (Table 5.3;

Figure 5.10). These settlements have previously been placed in the wrong locations

confusing pre-contact social and spatial relationships within the Harrison River Valley. J

assign the locations for Hill-Tout's settlements based on the correspondence between his

descriptions of the location and size, and the archaeological evidence for the different

sized settlements.

Table 5.3. Connecting Hill-Tout's settlements with archaeologically documented settlements (1904:
315).

Borden Halkomelem
Translation Hill-Tout's description

# Name

DhRI
TI6sEka

meaning 2 miles upriver from the main settlement
74 unknown [StutuwdtsEl]

DhRI
StutuwatsEI

"on the
the only settlement still occupied75 outside"

"on the
"on the opposite bank from the other

DhRI landside"
77

SEklwatsEI [StutuwdtsEl] on the 'land side' of the
river"

DhRI YaykEtEI meaning separated by broken ground from
83 unknown SEklwatsEI

"sheItered"
DhRI

Skwaltuq
"marked by an old logging-camp of the

40 early white settlers"
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Figure 5.10. The location of ethnographically documented Sts'ailes settlements on the
Harrison River based on archaeological data.

Why Hill-Tout's (1904) informants only noted the larger settlements is probably

related to the social relations within the extended settlement community. There are three

scenarios for why this would happen: ftrst, as is common among Coast Salish groups, the

people of the smaller local groups may have merged with the larger ones in post-

smallpox times, so Hill-Tout's informants were unaware of their existence. Second,

smaller local groups were considered to be just another component of the larger local

groups or extended settlement community as a whole. This is also a common
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phenomenon among the Coast Salish as Barnett (1955:30) notes at the Sechelt winter

village oftsxwamin:

[there] were seven big houses there; four of them stood one behind the
other while the other three ran crosswise close to their ends. Farther away,
on each side ofthe harbour, were the small houses: the cluster on the south
was called e: lahan; that on the north, tsa:qalas. Although they may be
thought of as separate villages, all three divisions made up one functioning
unit. The two end communities ...were composed of commoners socially
and politically subordinate to the families living in the big houses, but
nonetheless important to them.

I have already hypothesized that all the settlements in the Harrison River Valley

were connected socially, politically, and economically to one another by their collective

identity and by their physical proximity. Given this co-dependence, the relationships

between the small and large settlements may have been similar to those between high and

low status households within a local group settlement. That is, just as some households

were dependant on the generosity and cooperation of wealthy, established households in

their local group (c£ Suttles 1990: 464), so the smaller settlements may have depended

on the larger settlements within the extended settlement community (c£ Barnett 1955:

30). If this were the case, the spatial proximity of small settlements to the larger ones

likely also mirrors the relative social proximity. I also expect that the relationships

between the large and small settlements would be fluid as families and households

moved, shifted allegiance, or participated in valley-wide activities.

The final possible reason why the smaller settlements were excluded from HiII-

Tout's (1904) study is that the smaller local groups were simply not important enough to

be mentioned. One example of this kind ofomission is Barnett's informant's description

of the Comox (1955: 25). This informant was able to detail the names and locations of

the five "highest", or "real Comox" groups, but could only recall the name of one out of
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the five other lower status (and probably smaller) Comox groups (1955: 25). This same

sort of oversight occurs when Jimmy Frank described the houses at the Squamish

settlement oftakta:qmai to Barnett (1955: 32). Frank knew the "owner's names and also

the membership of some of the [big] houses", but made no mention ofthose inhabiting

the "usual small houses around them" (1955: 32).

5.6. Inferring the social organization of the extended settlement
community from the distribution of plank houses and housepits

Here I bridge the ethnographic and archaeological data to understand the social

relations among households within the extended settlement community. Although

households also identified with local groups (Chapter 6), here I am concerned with inter-

household interaction beyond the local group, within the broader extended settlement

community. A close match between the archaeological data and the ethnographic

information presented earlier strengthens the following interpretations.

By being situated on the Harrison River and slough channels, households within

different local groups acted collectively to help one another influence activities along a

large stretch of the Harrison River as well as individual slough channels (Sanders and

Ritchie 2008). Most notably, these supra-local group relations can be demonstrated

archaeologically by the close spatial proximity and inter-visibility of houses along this

stretch of the river (Figure 5.11). The ability to see and hear neighbours, friends, and

family worked equally well for controlling access to resources and for defending people

and property. Up and down the banks of the Harrison River, houses were built to be

conspicuous, both to one another and to visitors on the river
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Figure 5.11. Lines of sight between houses and settlements in the Harrison River
extended settlement community showing the inter-connectedness of houses and local
groups within the extended settlement community.
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The majority of plank houses (87%) were placed in the most prominent locations

at the front of settlements and loomed straight upwards at the water's edge (cf Coupland

2006; Figures 5.5, 5.11). Collectively, these large houses would have clearly indicated to

visitors that the river was densely settled and that activities would be monitored. During

salmon runs, the proximity of plank houses to the Harrison River could serve the dual

purpose of signalling Sts'ailes control ofthe resources and providing a place for salmon

to be smoked and stored. Plank houses gave the Sts'ailes a year-round presence on the

Harrison River that expresses the long-term co-operation between groups within the

extended settlement community.

In contrast to plank houses, the distribution of pithouses seems to reflect local

group rather than extended settlement social and economic relations. Most pithouses

(89%) are oriented towards the major slough channels9 (Figure 5.5,5.11) and their

proximity provides tangible evidence that households (as part ofa local group) desired to

regulate and control access to particular sloughs. Living near to sloughs provided

inhabitants exclusive year-round access to and control of salmon. The largest and most

successful house clusters may reflect the relative quality of the sloughs for salmon

spawning, but also the ability to control them for profit. Pithouse structures, more than

plank houses, would have signaled the permanency ofattachment to a particular location.

That is, whereas an abandoned plank house become virtually invisible on the landscape,

pithouses turn into large, clearly visible depressions that signify past habitation.

Not all pithouses were situated on slough channels further back from the Harrison

River; Sanders and J (2008) have previously termed these exceptions "sentry houses".

9 I excluded housepits from Hiqelem and the two islands where there are no natural slough channels. At
Hiqelem, housepits are approximately equal distance from Dead Man's Creek as they are from the
Harrison River. On the islands, the housepits are situated further off the river than the plank houses are.
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Sentry pithouses are situated in a manner similar to large plank houses because they are

in the most visible locations at settlements (Figure 5.12). These pithouses were at the

confluence of the main river channel and a slough or where the land naturally protrudes

into the Harrison River. The people living in these "sentry houses" may have had a

particular role in the local group and/or extended settlement community to protect people

and resources (Sanders and Ritchie 2008). Although other pithouses would have been

visible from the river, the sentry pithouses were in a position to more readily influence

activities on the water. These housepits are spatially confined to the middle zone of the

extended settlement community (Figure 5.12).
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Figure 5.12. Sentry housepits on the Harrison River showing their
concentration in the central portion of the Harrison River extended settlement community

5.7. Inferring inter-local group social relations from settlement size
and distribution

Three settlements within the Harrison River extended settlement community

(DhRI-83, DhRl-74 & DhRI-75) are significantly larger than the others, suggesting the
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most important local groups lived at them. Inhabitants of these local groups likely had

greater influence in the internal working of the extended settlement community than the

inhabitants of the other, smaller local groups. It is likely that the extended settlement

community leader would have resided at one of these larger settlements because the

success of a local group is generally a reflection ofthe wealthiest household(s) (Snyder

1964). That is, the higher status a household has (which is in turn a reflection of the

leader), the greater the number of dependant households that will rely on its patronage

(Snyder 1964). Besides attracting the most dependants, wealthy households at these

settlements would also have possessed greater connections to distant people and places

(Carlson 2003; Elmendorf 1974; Sobel 2006; Suttles 1987; Snyder 1964). I discuss what

is likely the highest status settlement (DhRI-74) on the Harrison River in greater detail in

Chapter 6.

The importance ofthese three large settlements is also reflected in their

geographic position in the extended settlement community. Two ofthese settlements

(DhRl-74 and DhRI-75) are situated at opposite ends of the Harrison River extended

settlement community and the other (DhRl-83) is in the middle (Figure 5.8). These two

outside settlements are among the first to encounter visitors or enemies as they come up

or down the Harrison River. The location ofthese local groups (DhRl-75 and DhRI-74)

also ensures that they are situated closest to the most productive fishing areas (i.e., Morris

Creek and the Chehalis River). The local group at DhRl-83 has the benefit of being

centrally situated in the extended settlement community and is situated at one of the most

productive sloughs (Dana Charlie October 24, 2009). This central position may have

provided it with greater communication to the surrounding local groups.
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The smaller settlements span virtually the entirety of the study area and are found

on mid-river islands and on the north bank floodplain (Figure 5.8). Their locations

however, are always nearby and within a line of sight of larger settlements, indicating

that none of them are fully independent or isolated (Figure 5.8). As I noted previously,

having inter-visibility between settlements is a powerful social connection as well as a

valuable defensive strategy. At the same time, these smaller settlements may have had a

role in connecting the larger settlements that were not mutually visible by providing lines

of sight.

5.8. Summary

This chapter combined ethnographic information with archaeological data to

inform how the households and local groups on the Harrison River interacted with one

another in their extended settlement community. Within this larger extended settlement

community, households would have chosen where they would live and with whom they

would have the closest economic and social ties. In part, these social ties would have

been formed through ancestral connections and inherited rights to certain settlements.

These rights could be inherited and validated through ones affiliation with the ancestors

buried in nearby settlements. The local groups/settlements ranged substantially in size

and likely represented the relative ability of one or more wealthy households to attract

dependant ones. The size of the local group or settlement in turn reflects its status and

importance in inter-settlement social and political relations (i.e. extended settlement and

beyond). I have attempted to show that local groups could control access to resources in

adjacent sloughs, and collectively the people in the extended settlement community could
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control movement, communication, and access to resources on the Harrison River,

Chehalis River, and Morris Creek.
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Chapter 6. Local group social organization at the
settlement of Hiqelem

6.0. Introduction

In this chapter, I use archaeological and ethnographic data to infer inter-household

and inter-local group social relations at the settlement ofHiqelem on the Harrison River.

Hiqelem was comprised of multiple local groups that collectively formed a settlement

community. In particular, I will focus on establishing social-spatial relationships between

households and local groups, the seasonality of pithouse and plank house occupations,

and the way in which status was represented. This will inform me as to the social

identities of the overlapping and nested household, local group, and settlement

community at Hiqelem.

The socio-economic relationship between plank houses and pithouses are an

important but poorly understood feature of inter-household and inter-local group

relations. Previous analyses have been hindered by a lack of data regarding the antiquity

of pithouse and plank house co-existence, the seasonality of their occupations, and the

ability to define plank house remains. At Hiqelem, an array of radiocarbon dates suggests

a complex relationship between plank house use and pithouse use beginning -1,200 cal.

B.P. with this relationship differing between local groups. Botanical remains indicate that

both pithouses and plank houses were lived in, or at least used, during the summer

months. Combined with ethnographic evidence for winter-time use of settlements on the

Harrison River (Friesach I858; Hill-Tout 1904; Moberbly 1885), this suggests that
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Hiqelem was occupied throughout the year and that the use of these house structures

differed from how they were utilized in post-colonial times. Indeed, the close spatial and

temporal connection between pithouse and plank house use at Hiqelem indicate that

habitants may have utilized both house types throughout much of the year.

The location, number, size, and type of houses comprising the local groups

suggest status differences among the local groups at Hiqelem. The relatively higher

statuses oftwo of these local groups is indicated by their position at the centre of the

settlement, their larger size, and their composition of both pithouses and plank houses.

Inter-household status is reflected most clearly at these two larger local group

communities. Between -1,200 -1,000 cal. B.P., the position and relative sizes of the

pithouses at Hiqelem exhibit a range of household statuses reminiscent of ethnographic

accounts (Barnett 1955; Snyder 1964; Suttles 1990).

The size and arrangement of houses within Hiqelem local groups provides insight

into the nature and timing of social intensification in the Fraser Valley. I build on a recent

analysis by Schaepe (2009) who compared the size of 117 housepits from II different

settlements in the Fraser Valley dated between 2,550 - 100 cal. B.P. Schaepe recognized

a major increase in social stratification between 550 - 100 cal. B.P., yet evidence from

Hiqelem suggests this change started nearly 700 years earlier. This discrepancy in

interpretation arises from the different scales that we have used to understand social

change. I expect the earliest, and best evidence of changing social organization to be

evident at the local group scale where inter-household relations are the most clearly

manifest.
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6.1. Settlement communities: The ethnographic record

Based on ethnographic sources regarding Coast Salish winter villages, inhabitants

living in larger settlements may have been divided along either class lines or by local

group, and then class within local group (Barnett 1955; Snyder 1964; Suttles 1990:464).

In some large settlements, upper-class households were clustered together and separated

spatially from the lower class households (Barnett 1955: 30; Snyder 1964: 119). In other

settlements, households were separated along local group lines and houses of various

sizes were situated together reflecting the different status households that comprised the

local group (Suttles 1990: 464).

Ethnographic information also provides the means to identify distinct local groups

or class groups archaeologically. Within the large settlements divided along class lines,

the highest status households were usually in the middle of the settlement flanked by

dependants on either side (Barnett 1955: 30; Snyder 1964: 119). The upper class houses

were naturally much larger than the houses of the lower class on the periphery of the

settlement (Barnett 1955: 19). Suttles (1990: 464) notes that households within a local

group would live in adjacent houses, and presumably somewhat separate from other local

groups.

6.2. Local groups: The ethnographic record

The ethnographic record of the Sts'ailes provides details on when and how houses

were used and thus on household social and economic relations within local groups. Most

importantly for this study, these details inform the social structure of local groups,

seasonality of pithouses and plank houses, their spatial relationships, and status
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differentiation between households. These records are, however, heavily biased towards

descriptions of local groups residing in one large plank house or a number of plank

houses, rather than in pithouses. Dr. Freisach and Walter Moberly made the earliest and

most informative observations of Harrison River local groups and their households in

1858 (Freisach 1958; Moberly 1885). Their observations preserve many details that are

not mentioned in later ethnographic reports.

Three different sources provide different descriptions of the internal space

ofSts'ailes plank houses. Friesach (1958: 47) observed that households were

connected to one another within an overall house structure, but also separated by

planked partitions. Upon entering the large Sts'ailes plank house, Friesach found

that access into each household area was admitted through a small opening

(similar to those on the outside ofthe structure) from a shared hallway. Walter

Moberly (1885: 22), a dominion surveyor, who stopped at a Sts'ailes plank house

for a cold, wet, and gloomy night in January 1859, experienced a different type of

local group organization. Moberly and his crew were given a fire from which they

faced "the numerous fires in all parts of the building, around which the Indians

were sleeping" (1885: 23). Years later, and based on local memory rather than

first hand observation, Hill-Tout (1904: 332) was told that local groups would

reside in a plank house without partitions ofany kind-similar to Moberly's

description.

Various scenarios can explain this discrepancy between these three

descriptions regarding the presence or absence of partitions. Since only those who

had sufficient wealth would have had the time, labour, and resources to build
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planked partitions within plank houses, not all homes would have partitions

(Barnett 1955: 53; William Charlie personal communication 2010). Furthermore,

planks and other types ofdivisions between household groups would often be

taken down for large winter ceremonies (Hill-Tout 1904), and this may have been

the case during Moberly's winter visit in 1859 (1885: 23). Finally, these accounts

may also reflect different ways in which households expressed their autonomy,

structure, and identity within communal accommodations.

Household groups that co-occupied the plank house without planked partitions

would likely have been more socially, economically and politically inter-connected than

those with partitions. The absence of a clearly demarcated household space may also

reflect a greater fluidity among these households. Households that separated themselves

physically and visually from one another with planks express a greater autonomy and a

more structured social unit. Although these examples refer to local groups residing in

plank houses, this variability in social cohesiveness helps to understand housepit

arrangements. Households living side by side in pithouse communities would similarly be

connected, but their social cohesiveness would depend on many factors-and possibly be

expressed by the distance between houses.

Freisach's and Moberly's interaction with the Sts'ailes people provides

information regarding the seasonal relationship between plank houses and pithouses, but

also reinforces the need for an archaeological analysis of seasonality. An elderly Sts'ailes

man informed Freisach (1858: 48) that pithouses were used as winter dwellings. Other

Sts'ailes informants repeated this same information to Hill-Tout (1904) 40 years later.

This is also supported by Freisach (1858: 47), who felt that plank houses were not
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suitable for winter accommodation and assumed that they were entirely abandoned for

pithouses. However, based on Moberly's (1885: 22) account of his stay in a Sts'ailes

plank house during the winter following Freisach's visit, it is clear that few ifany of the

Sts'ailes he visited moved into pithouses. Based on these somewhat conflicting reports, it

is difficult to tease out when and under what circumstances pithouses were utilized in the

mid to late 1800's. Clearly pithouses were considered to be winter residences, however,

this interpretation seemingly oversimplifies their use.

One of the most anthropologically informative details that Freisach (1858: 47)

learned from his elderly Sts'ailes guide is that a households' pithouse residence was

approximately 30 meters distant from their plank house residence. This provides a spatial

and social link between house features that can be measured and tested archaeologically.

The proximity between these residences also indicates that they could easily be utilized

simultaneously for a range of purposes or activities throughout the year. Additionally,

this information suggests that households remained attached to one settlement year

round.

There is no ethnographic information about the relative status of Sts'ailes

households within a local group settlement, but the ethnographic data for the Coast Salish

more broadly suggests status is reflected in the size and position of houses. Barnett

(1955: 19, 29, 32) provided many examples from different Coast Salish groups that higher

status households were regularly larger, at the front ofthe settlement near the water, and

centralized. Subordinate households on the other hand were found in smaller houses at

the sides and back of settlements (Barnett 1955: 19,29,32). This ethnographically

documented pattern among the Coast Salish is consistent with archaeological and
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ethnographic settlement patterns recorded elsewhere on the Northwest Coast (Ames and

Maschner 1999; Coupland 2006; Sobel 2006) and provides a foundation for examining

relative household status in the archaeological record.

6.3. Hiqelem: An archaeological study of local groups within a
settlement community

The settlement ofHiqelem is an ideal site for finding archaeological correlates of

a Sts'ailes settlement community and local groups. Archaeological data provides the

means to explore social relations between households within local groups and local

groups within the settlement community (Figure 6.1). Hiqelem is the third largest

settlement in the Harrison River Valley by housepit area at 914 m2 and the second largest

by combined housepits and plank houses (2,055 m2
). In total, there are 14 housepits and

six plank houses at Hiqelem. Each of these house features differs in size, providing a

proxy measure ofthe relative wealth and status of individual households (Table 6.1;

Figure 6.2).
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Figure 6.1. Hiqelem site map with main archaeological features indicated
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Table 6.1. Area, volume and population estimates of plank houses and housepits at Hiqelem

Feature House Length Width AreaL Pop.,J
#- Area type l (m) (m) (m2

) Min-Max
I-A HP 12.7 10 118.3 30-38
2-A HP 9.8 8.6 74.1 19-24
3-A HP 8.4 6.5 51.2 13-16
4-A HP 9.9 8 67.9 17-22
5-A HP 9 7 56.2 14-18
6-A HP 8.2 8.1 60.5 15-19
7-A HP 8.3 7 52.8 13-17
8-A HP 8.2 6 41.1 10-13
9-A HP 7 5.4 29.2 7-9
21-A PLH 11.6 10.5 115.5
24-A PLH 25 9 220.4

A-Total 887.2
10-B HP 8.4 8.1 60.4 15-19
12-B HP 9.3 6.6 58.1 15-19
I3-B HP 9.6 8.35 76.3 19-24
14-B HP 10.8 9.7 93.5 23-30
15-B HP 9.1 8.6 74.6 19-24
II-B PLH 25.7 8.5 215.4

B-Total 578.3
20-C PLH 37 11.2 407.3
23-C PLH 15.5 7.5 111.1

C-Total 518.4
22-D PLH 11.3 6.6 73.1

D-Total 73.1
1. Plankhouse=PLN, Housepit=HP
2. Area measurement calculated in ArcGis 9.2 and rounded to one decimal.
3. Housepit population calculations: Minimum=75% roofed area x 3 m2/person;

maximum=80% roofed area x 2.5 m2/person (Schaepe 2009: 381).

The clustering ofall houses at Hiqelem relative to the next closest settlements on

the Harrison River indicate that Hiqelem as a whole represents a cohesive settlement

community. However, within this overall social cohesion, there is clear internal spatial

clustering that, based on assumptions outlined in Chapter 1, Section 1.4.3, represents

local groups within the larger Hiqelem community. I assume that the house clusters at

Hiqelem represent local groups rather than houses clustered by social class because the
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households appear to have belonged to a range of social statuses. There are four such

house clusters (local groups) at the site of Hiqelem that are separated from each other by

a slough channel or Dead Man's Creek (Figure 6.3). The physical separation oflocal

groups by bodies of water at Hiqelem mirrors the overall Harrison River settlement

pattern where local groups are separated from one another by sloughs (Chapter 5.1.1).

However, the much smaller distance between the local groups at Hiqelem (45 meters at

Hiqelem vs. an average of298 meters between the other Harrison River settlements/local

groups) is a reflection of the closer social relationship among the Hiqelem local groups

than among other local groups along the Harrison River. So while the waterways

separating the local groups at Hiqelem likely fostered and perpetuated their unique

identities, they were also part of a single, close-knit social group: the settlement

community.
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There is considerable size variation among the local groups at Hiqelem. The

smaller two local group areas (C and D) are composed of only plank houses, while the

larger local group areas are comprised of both plank houses as well as pithouses (Table

6.1). The difference in relative size and house form between these four local groups

reflects fundamental differences in internal social structures-a point I come back to in

the discussion at the end of this chapter. The two larger and more centrally located local

groups (A and B) at Hiqelem are comprised of plank houses and housepits that range
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considerably in size (Figure 6.4). These larger local groups are the primary focus of the

analyses in this chapter.
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6.3.1. Hiqelem chronology

The settlement ofHiqelem as a whole has been continually occupied from -1,500

cal. B.P. until early contact with Euro-Canadians (Table 5.2; Figure 6.5; Ritchie and

Lepofsky 2008). The majority of pithouses and plank houses at Hiqelem were inhabited

early on in the occupation suggesting that the settlement layout was planned from its

early stages and the social groups within it were already established. The suite of 14C

dates indicates that only some of the houses were occupied into the proto-historic period.

However, since our sampling strategy was generally to retrieve basal dates, we cannot

fully assess either the middle or final occupation periods at Hiqelem. The ubiquity of

historic artifacts at Hiqelem, combined with the fact that Hiqelem was not mentioned in

early historic documents, suggests the settlement as a whole was abandoned sometime

between the establishment of Fort Langley in 1827 and the massive influx of miners

coming up the Harrison River en route to the Fraser gold fields in 1858 (Ritchie and
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Lepofsky 2008). Its abandonment likely coincides with the consolidation of Sts'ailes

settlements precipitated by disease-induced depopulation (Chapter 2).

The fust houses built at Hiqelem were plank houses (Fea 20 and Fea 21) situated

at the north and south ends of the site (Areas A and C; Figure 6.1). Based on stratigraphy,

two other plank houses at Hiqelem also likely date to this time (Fea 11 in Area Band Fea

24 in Area A). However, since the lowest cultural deposits of these houses have not been

radiocarbon dated, this cannot be confirmed. Based on the testing offour housepits in

Areas A and B, these structures appear ~1,200 cal. B.P. In both Areas A and B of

Hiqelem, pithouses appear around 200-300 years after the establishment of plank houses

(Table 5.2; Figure 6.5). Following ~1,000 cal. B.P., the occupation of plank houses was

restricted to the northern half of the site (Areas Band C Figure 6.5), but pithouses

continued to be utilized in the largest settlement areas (A and B). As I will discuss later,

the modern cemetery at Hiqelem was formerly the location ofone or more plank houses.

Since we did not excavate in this area of the site, there is a temporal and spatial gap in

our sequence of site use.
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continued occupation based on superimposed hearth deposits, but do not necessarily
imply that there were no gaps in habitation. Calibrated using Calib.Ver.6 (Stuiver et al.
2009).

6.3.2. Hiqelem seasonality

Since our testing of houses was not designed to maximize the retrieval of

botanical remains, our sample sizes are not large enough to compare seasonality among

houses. When we look at the entire archaeobotanical sample in aggregate, three lines of

evidence suggests all the houses were occupied at least in the summer months. First, is

the small numbers of seeds from edible fruits in all houses that indicates in-season
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consumption. Second, is the relatively large number of salal seeds in both a plank house

and a pithouse, suggesting late summer mass processing for winter consumption. Third,

is the presence of seeds from weedy plants that were likely charred when accidently

introduced into the hearths during the summer months. The current sample of plant

remains cannot be used to infer winter occupation, however, it is rarely possible to

determine winter use with plant remains.
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Table 6.2. Archaeobotanical remains recovered from Hiqelem houses (standardized for 1 litre
samples). Only those remains which provide information on seasonality are listed here. See
Appendix C for full list of botanical remains recovered.

Scientific Name Use Season of HP HP HP HP PLN PLN PLN
(Common Name) Harvest/introduction 4 13 14 1 20 21 11

to deposits
Arctostaphylos uva- F,P August I I I 2
ursi (Kinnickinnick)

Gaultheria shallon F, P August 33 122 6 37 4 18 202
(Salal)
Rubus sp. F, P Salmonberries: June- I 5 1 2.5 2 2 42
(Blackberry or July
Salmonberry) Blackberries: July to

August.
Sambucus sp. F, P June-July I 7 4 J II 16 36
(Elderberry)
Vaccininum sp. F, P I 7 1 I
(Blueberry)
Pocaceae AI June -August I
(Knotweedlwaterweed)
Polygonum sp. AI July-August I
(knotweed)
Potentilla sp. AI July-August 2
(Silverweed)
Silene sp. AI July-August 1 2
(Catchfly)

I. Use. F= eaten fresh, P = processed for later consumptIOn. AI = Weed seed accidentally mtroduced
in season. Note that Potentilla roots were a highly valued food, but the seeds were not eaten.
Silene was used medicinally and may have been introduced deliberately.

6.4. Hiqelem local group Area A

Area A is the largest local group at Hiqelem with nine housepits compactly

spaced between two plank houses, Dead Man's Creek, and the created slough (Figure

6.6). The largest housepit (Fea 1: 118m2
) is situated at the centre of the housepit cluster

with the next largest housepits (Fea's 2,3,4,5,6 and 7 ranging in size from 74.1 m2 to

51.2 m2
) distributed in two intersecting segmented rows to the south and east of the

largest housepit. Outside of this formation are the two smallest housepits (Fea 8 = 41 m2
,

Fea 9 = 29m2
). Plank houses situated behind housepits are an unusual arrangement for

other settlements on the Harrison River and the other areas at Hiqelem.
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Figure 6.6. Close-up view ofArea A local group indicating location of housepits (white
feature numbers) and plank houses (black feature numbers).

6.4.1. Contemporaneity and longevity of occupation in Area A

Both temporal and spatial data suggest that the houses within local group A were

occupied contemporaneously and for a long duration. The contemporaneity of houses
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within Area A is indicated by overlap in radiocarbon dates for each house (Figure 6.5)

and by the "segmented row" pattern of housepits (features 2,3, and 4 and 5, 6, and 7).

The contemporaneous utilization of housepits within this formation has been identified at

other sites in the Fraser Valley (Schaepe et al. 2006). Between ~1,290 and ~950 cal. B.P.,

this local group cluster was composed of both pithouses and plank houses.

The spatial relationship of the houses also supports the idea that all the structures

in the cluster were occupied at the same time and formed a collective social unit. The

closely aligned "segmented rows" ofhousepits clearly reflect the close social relations of

the households within those houses. The alignment of the housepits relative to the

already-lived-in plank houses (Figure 6.6) also show the social links of people living in

both structures, supporting the chronological evidence that the households in the

pithouses and plank houses co-existed. It is not clear however, whether the housepits

were built all at once around 1,200 cal. B.P. (as the close dates from Fea I and Fea 4

indicate) or over several generations as the community grew. Structurally, the low saddle

rims that separate Fea's 2, 3, and 4, and 5, 6, and 7, indicate that at least these

"segemented row" houses were bu ilt at the same time and possibly even shared a roof (cf

Schaepe et al. 2006).

The longevity of household groups in Area A is reflected in the surface

expressions of houses that remained somewhat fixed in place over time. Housepits are

entrenched by nature, however, the depth of deposits at these houses and the many layers

of superimposed hearths indicate that this was particularly the case here (Table 5.2). Even

the households that occupied plank houses in this area were fixed in place (cf Grier

2006)-in spite ofthe often-asserted claim that the structure and inhabitants of plank
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houses constantly changed (Suttles 1992) The plank houses in Area A were spatially

bound by the middens that inhabitants discarded out their back doors, a ring of large

stones around Feature 21, and the pithouses that were occupied immediately beside the

plank houses (Figure 6.6).

6.4.2. Seasonality of use and a transition from plank houses to pithouses: Area A

The utilization of both of pithouses and plank houses throughout much of the year

at Area A is not surprising given that the two structure types did not co-exist for very

long. Prior to the construction of the pithouses, the inhabitants likely lived in plank

houses throughout the year, as was the case at Scowlitz (Lepofsky et al. 2000). Similarly,

after the plank houses were abandoned, people likely lived in pithouses whenever they

were not offcollecting resources.

The period during which households in local group A transitioned from using

plank houses to both plank houses and pithouses (1,290-920 cal. B.P.) was a time of

social change. This social change has also been noted by Schaepe (2009) to have

occurred at Th' ew,Ui (DgRI-17), which is the only other settlement in this region that

dates to this period. In addition to introducing a new type of dwelling, the population of

local group A may have exploded with the addition of up to nine housepits (roofed area=

551.3 m2
) to the two existing plank houses (roofed area= 335.9 m2

).

6.4.3. Area A: Social status and social relations as reflected in housepit size and
position

In addition to shifts in local group size, inter-household social status became

much more clearly expressed-and detectable archaeologically-with the introduction of

pithouses in Area A. The size and spatial patterning of houses in Area A reflect a local
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group that was made up ofa high status household (Barnett 1955:32) and several smaller

dependent households. The largest house (Fea 1), is likely where the wealthiest

household lived. House size, and presumably household status diminishes as the distance

from this central pithouse increases. The difference in social standing between Feature 1

and the other houses is dramatically represented in the large difference in size between it

and the next largest house in this cluster (Fea 2 = 44m2
; Table 6.1). This difference in

house size could reflect that there were as many as 14 more household members in

Feature 1 than Feature 2 (Table 6.1). The smaller households immediately adjacent to

Feature 1 were likely important households within the local group, but were socially and

economically dependent upon the highest status household (d Barnett 1955).

There is an even more dramatic difference in household organization between

Feature 1 and the smallest house in this cluster (Fea 9 = 89m2
: 29 people; Table 6.1). The

smallest houses on the outside of this cluster may represent the households "of the poor

and lowly" that were also dependent on the wealthy and established household (Barnett

1955: 19). This pattern is reminiscent ofBarnett's (1955: 19,29,32) ethnographic

description of plank house villages, where the highest status household lived in the

middle/front ofthe settlement and lower status households lived on the side/back.

In addition to the large size and central position of Feature 1, copper staining on

faunal remains recovered from hearth deposits from only the largest houses (Fea I and

Fea 24), also reflects the chiefly status of the household (Appendix D). At the time of

contact on the Northwest Coast with Euro-Canadians, copper was controlled and owned

exclusively by chiefs (Ames 2001: 9; DeLaguna 1972: 413; Jopling 1989: 20). As the

earthly representatives of ancestors that validated their position of authority, chiefs alone
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had the right to use the supernaturally endowed material (Jopling 1989: 20). The wealth

ofthe household living in Feature 1, exhibited through copper staining and house size

and position, may be the material manifestation ofthis inherited power or authority.

6.5. Hiqelem local group Area B

On the north bank of Dead Man's Creek is a second cluster of houses, comprised

offive housepits and one plank house. In addition to the visible house features, the

expansive flat area that contains the modern cemetery held one or more plank houses in

the past before it was converted into a cemetery in 1886 (Sleigh 1990: 23). This is based

on the fact that the 2-m thick midden (Sanders and Ritchie 2005) underlying the cemetery

has clearly been terraced, likely to create house platforms. The already levelled ground,

with its relatively easy to dig substrate (i.e., midden), was a logical place for the historic

cemetery. The extent ofthe levelled and terraced area indicates that one and possibly two

houses were located there in the past (Figure 6.1). There is no evidence of pithouse

depressions in this location, and unless they were filled in by hand when building the

cemetery, the area seems to have been entirely devoted to plank houses.

The visible house features in Area B are distributed in a dense cluster to the south

of the cemetery. Like Area A, the houses here are also in two rows, but the ones in this

cluster are more linear (Figure 6.7). The front row is a 25-meter long three-tiered plank

house (Fea II, Figure 6.7). This style of plank house has not been recorded

archaeologically or ethnographically in the Fraser Valley. Behind the tiered plank house

is a row offive housepit depressions. Like in Area A, these housepits are connected and

form a single "segmented row". In front and behind the row of housepits to the west and

east are two rows of square storage pits (Figure 6.7). There are five such pits, one likely
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associated with each of the five housepits. One of these storage pits (CD's, Figure 6.7)

had the remains ofa necklace ofRussian trade beads, indicating that it was last used at

the terminal occupation ofHiqelem in the post-colonial period.

~N

CD"s

11

-t5 -to _~:' 30 25 20 1
Figure 6.7. Close-up view ofArea B local group indicating location of housepits (white
feature numbers), the tiered-plank house (black feature number), and cultural depressions
(CD's).

6.5.1. Comtemporaneity and longevity of house occupation in Area B

Only two radiocarbon dates were submitted from the hearths of Area B houses

(Table 6.2). The determinations suggest that like in Area A, a plank house was

established prior to construction of housepits (Table 5.2; Figure 6.5). The spatial
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arrangement of houses and their longevity ofoccupation do however suggest that these

households co-existed over a long period oftime, possibly up until early contact with

Euro-Canadians (i.e., the date of the beads). The connected appearance of the housepits,

the proximity ofthe housepits to plank house 11, and the number of superimposed

hearths in the houses (Table 5.2), demonstrate the longevity and social cohesion ofthis

local group. Unlike Area A, there is no evidence to suggest that pithouses came to be

utilized exclusively in this area.

The terraformed terrain of Area B reflects a large labour and time investment in

the landscape by the households at Area B. Although terraforming occurred across much

ofHiqelem, this local group made the most dramatic alterations by elevating the

housepits and plank houses as much as two meters above the natural land surface (Figure

6.8; compared with -.5m in Area D, 1m in Area A and O.5m in Area C ). Such

terraforming was likely the result of many communal events and thus reaffIrm the social

cohesion ofthis local group over the long term.

~......
~

Eastiug UTM coordinates

Figure 6.8. Cross-section ofArea B showing approximate thickness ofartifIcial terracing
at front of site (dashed line indicates the natural ground surface).
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6.5.2. Area B: Social status and social relations as reflected in house size and
position

The arrangement and size of housepits in Area B suggest that there were also

inter-household differences in status within this local group, but that these differences

were not as pronounced as in Area A (Figure 6.4). The largest housepit (Fea 14; Table

6.1) is located in the centre of the row of housepits and is 17.5 m2 larger (6 people or

between 21 % and 25% of the total occupants) than the next largest structurelhousehold.

The relative size and central placement of Feature 14 suggests it may have housed the

highest status family in local group B.

The size and position of the large three-tiered plank house (Fea 11) suggests it

might have also housed a high status people. The roof area ofthis plank house is

considerably larger than any of the housepits in this cluster (Fea 11 plankhouse =215 m2

vs. Fea 14 housepit = 93.5 m2
) and it takes up the entire front row ofthis part of the

settlement. Based on these factors I argue for it being owned by a high status household.

Alternatively, three closely related households may have owned different tiers within the

plank house.

6.6 Local group Area C

Area C, located beyond the relic channel left by Dead Man's Creek at the north

end ofHiqelem, is comprised oftwo plank houses (Fea 20 and Fea 23; Figure 6.1).

Radiocarbon dates from plank house Feature 20 indicates that it was inhabited early in

the occupational history of Hiqelem (l ,410-1,300 B.P.). Plank house Feature 23 has not

been dated. Based on radiocarbon data, this area was occupied until shortly before
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contact with Euro-Canadians. Both ofthe plank house features in Area C have midden

berms at what is evidently their back (away from the river), but the much more prominent

berm behind feature 20 suggest greater antiquity and/or intensive occupation of this

house than plank house 23. The relative depth and extent of deposits in Area C as a whole

suggests its occupation was not as consistent as in nearby Areas A or B-an issue] return

to in the discussion of this chapter.

The size ofplank house Feature 20 indicates that it housed a significant part of the

local group in Area C. It is nearly 4 times the size of the other plank house in Area C (Fea

23; Table 6.1), reflecting the much larger, and presumably higher status of the households

within. There are no surface features to suggest that the floor plan ofFeature 20 was

internally segmented and there is a continuous fire cracked rock (FCR) berm at the back

ofthe house. Taken together, this suggests the plank house was a single, large structure

occupied by socially cohesive households. Copper staining on faunal remains recovered

from a hearth within this plank house further suggests that at least one of the households

sharing this plank house was of high status.

6.7. Local group Area D

Area D is comprised of a solitary plank house (Fea 22) at the southern-most end

ofHiqelem. One edge of this plank house has been obscured by the berm of an old

logging road, making it appear to be virtually square. The other sides of this house are

bounded by a cliff, large fallen boulders, and a 12-meter diameter FCR mound. The

dimensions may be somewhat obscured, but it is likely the smallest plank house at

Hiqelem (Table 6.1). The small size of this house suggests that it held a very small local

group (i.e., only one or two households). Although no radiocarbon dates were collected,
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the depth of deposits and stratigraphy are very similar to those in Area A where both

plank houses date between 1,530 and 950 B.P (Table 5.2). Like in Area A and C, the

depth of plank house deposits are not great (~50 em), but the size of the adjacent FCR

midden indicates that this house was probably intensively utilized for many generations.

The position of this FCR midden between the Harrison River and the plank house

is quite unusual and suggests that the house may have been utilized differently from the

others at Hiqelem. More often, middens are underneath houses or at their back, where

people disposed oftrash through the rear doors (Hill-Tout 1904: 332; Figure 6.1). The

Area D midden would have caused people going to or from the river to walk around its

circumference. Although its function is not known, Sanders and 1 (2005) propose it could

have been utilized for defensive purposes. That is, it could have helped protect the small

social group within the plank house by reducing their visibility from the river.

6.8. Variation and cohesion within the Hiqelem settlement community

The four discrete areas ofHiqelem represent various ways in which local groups

were organized prior to contact. The settlement data at Hiqelem indicate three primary

expressions of local group organization; plank house occupation (Area C and maybe D),

plank house and pithouse occupation (Area A and B), and pithouse occupation (Area A

after -1,000 cal. B.P.). A hypothesis to explain the differential utilization of pithouses

and plank houses is that only wealthy households could afford to have both pithouses and

plank houses (cf. Barnett 1944), and inhabitants of the different local groups shared the

use of pithouses and plank houses as needed.

The underlying assumption of this hypothesis is that the local groups at Hiqelem

were socially, economically and politically interconnected. Several reasons suggest why
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this may be the case. First, each area ofHiqelem was occupied around the same time

between 1,530 and 1,300 cal. B.P. and the building of the first plank houses may have

even been a community-wide effort. Second, all of the largest burial mounds at Hiqelem

are on the highest land at the site rather than behind local group areas, indicating

settlement level mortuary practices. Finally, each area ofHiqelem seems to have been

occupied over many generations during which time relationships between local groups

would become increasingly intimate and structured.

I also hypothesize that local groups A and B were of higher status than those in

Areas C and D (d Barnett 1955). I suggest this because the former groups used both

pithouses and plank houses and because these local groups are the largest as well as the

most centrally situated in the Hiqelem settlement community. The larger number of

houses at Areas A and B (many of which are relatively small) is probably a result of the

wealthiest households attracting dependent ones, thereby increasing the prosperity of the

wealthier households. The inhabitants that lived in plank houses in Areas C and D many

have been dependant for social connections and economic stability on the larger nearby

local groups in Area A and B.

Although social and economic inter-dependence among social groups is difficult

to demonstrate archaeologically, the greater evidence for long-term and intensive

occupation at Areas A and B suggest that they could have been the loci of community

events such as winter ceremonials and potlatches. It is also possible that household

groups living in Areas C and D were able to utilize family connections to secure space in

a pithouse during especially cold winters. This would be a clear expression oftheir

dependence on the wealthier local groups. The abandonment of plank houses in Area A
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between 1,130 and 920 cal. B.P. fits with this scenario because it may reflect a decline in

status of Area A local group or the establishment ofan arrangement whereby plank

houses in other areas of the settlement could be used by Area A inhabitants to host

potlatches and large ceremonies.

6.9. Social intensification and local groups in the Fraser Valley

Status relations at Hiqelem and other settlements played out in many ways and

over great distance (Suttles 1963: 514). Yet these relationships between househo Ids-as

the basic social and economic unit within Coast Salish societies-are best studied at the

local group scale. At Hiqelem, ifI had examined inter-household social relations at the

level of the entire settlement, I would have missed how the size of houses (households)

and their placement within a particular cluster (local group) indicate their relative status

within their immediate community. Exploring inter-household social relationships at the

local group scale provides insight into the nature and timing ofearly changes in social

organization.

Recently, Schaepe (2009) illustrated that social differentiation was most

pronounced in the Fraser Valley between 550 and 100 cal. B.P. His conclusion is based

on the larger range of settlement and housepit sizes and the greater centralization of large

housepits at settlements from this period (Schaepe 2009). Schaepe defines this period as

the Si:y6:m age (2009: 292). However, the majority ofSchaepe's data are from between

550 and 100 cal. B.P. and overshadows earlier periods where settlement patterning could

potentially exhibit similar status differences. To compare these time periods even

handedly, it is necessary to examine local groups on an individual basis where sample

size does not influence the interpretation.
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6.9.1. Intra-local group social relations: Archaeological evidence from housepit size

The range of housepit sizes from the five largest settlements in the Harrison River

extended settlement community (excluding Hiqelem) indicates that there may have been

considerable social differentiation within local groups, especially at DhRl-77, DhRI-78,

and DhRl-75 (Table 6.6; Figure 6.9). Housepits in the Harrison settlements/local groups

exhibit a similar range of size variation to those measured by Schaepe (2009: 199) dating

between 550-100 cal. B.P. (Figure 6.10; Table 6.6). Two exceptions are DhRI-78 and

DhRl-77 whose variation in housepit measurements is more consistent with earlier

settlements in the Fraser Valley (ca. 2,550-2,000 cal. B.P.). Overall, these data from the

Harrison River seem to support Schaepe's assertion that a very large range in inter

household relations existed between 550-100 cal. B.P.
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Table 6.1. C fh 't d b G db B.P d ranked bv CV
Settlement Age (2-sigma Number of Max-Min (m L

) Mean Range Standard CV
cal B.P.) housepits (m2

) (m2
) Deviation

(s)
DhRI-74 -A 1,290-1,080 9 118-29 61.1 89 25.19 47.8

Th'ewa:1i (DgRI-17) 1,180-930 17 81.9-27.3 63.7 54.6 14.48 22.7

DhRI-74- B 1,280-930 5 93.5-56 72.3 35.5 14.3 19.8

DhRl-77 550-150 8 211-60 98.1 151 54.64 55.7
DhRI-78 550-150 8 114-45 66.8 72 24.4 36.5
DhRl-75 550-150 16 138.8-58 106.1 80.8 28.15 26.5
DhRI-76 550-150 5 83.2-49.2 66.9 34 15.11 22.6

DhRI-83 550-150 12 113.09-54.34 81.6 58.75 15.5 18.4

Xelhelh (DjRi-14) 550-150 11 153.51-68.26 103.8 85.25 29.18 28.1

Eyxel (DiRi-48) 550-150 4 58.94-34.32 49.3 24.62 10.79 21.9

Welqamex I (DiRi-15) 550-150 5 178.78-109.62 131.4 69.16 28.21 21.5

Qithyil (DhRl-15) 550-150 5 137.21-87.80 116.71 49.41 19.73 16.9

Data not from the Harrison River is from Schaepe 2009: 199.
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While there is a huge variation in housepit sizes overall that date to this late

period, inter-household variation within individual local groups does not exceed that of

Hiqelem Area A-with the exception of DhRl-77 (Table 6.3). Indeed, many of the local

groups/settlements dating between 550 and 100 cal. B.P. had fewer households and a

smaller range in housepit size than Hiqelem Area A (i.e., DhRl-78, DhRI-76, DiRi-48,

DiRj-l, DhRl-15, DiRi-15; Table 6.3). Also, the distribution of houses in many of these

settlements less clearly reflects status differences than do the houses at Area A at

Hiqelem. The household that occupied Feature 1 at Hiqelem Area A was clearly central

both socially and spatially to households that decreased in size and status as distance

increased.

250

'""' 200N

5... 150.!::
'"...
's. \00...
'"::l
0
::: 50

0

Settlements

Figure 6.11. Housepit area measurements arranged by size (m2
) within Hiqelem local

groups A and Band Th'ewa:li (1,290-930 cal. B.P.).
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When the internal relations of local groups are examined, house size and

distribution indicate that local group A at Hiqelem reached a level of social stratification

not recognized at other settlements in the Fraser Valley until around 550 cal. B.P.

(Schaepe 2009). This suggests that the timing of major status differences in the Fraser

Valley occurred -700 years before initially thought. However, unlike between 550 and

100 B.P., where SiyiI:m seem to be present at many settlements in the Fraser Valley

(Schaepe 2009), it is not clear whether Hiqelem was alone in pronounced inter-household

status differences.

Not all local groups contemporaneous with Hiqelem A display evidence of

dramatic social differentiation. At the site ofTh'ewa:li-the only temporally comparable

local group outside ofHiqelem in the Fraser Valley-the range of housepit sizes is

significantly less than at Hiqelem A and many of the housepits are uniform in size (Table

6.3; Figure 6.11). A similarity between the two sites however, is that housepits and plank

houses appear to co-exist for the first time in the Fraser Valley. Evidently, some

significant regional trends occurred during this time that restructured social organization,

but was manifested uniquely at each local group/settlement (Schaepe 2009).

So while Schaepe (2009) is likely correct in claiming that there was a major

intensification of social stratification around 550 cal. B.P., it seems likely that there was

an earlier, equally major social change approximately 700 years previously. This change

resulted in plank houses and pithouses being occupied contemporaneously and social

status to be clearly manifested in housepit size and arrangement. These changes in local

group social organization would have been the precursors to the social expressions that

Schaepe (2009) detailed in later settlement size and design.
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Chapter 7: Discussion

7.0. Introduction

The archaeological and ethnographic records of the Harrison Watershed reflect

the Sts'ailes' worldview, their long attachment, and social relationships within and

beyond the watershed. Since the archaeological record does not always correlate with the

ethnographic record of the Sts'ailes, I have incorporated ethnographic information from

the broader Coast Salish area. Combined, the archaeological and ethnographic record

provide a means to structure pre-contact Sts'ailes social organization, inform social

relations, and demonstrate the deep-rooted connection between the Sts'ailes and their

landscape. An underlying premise of this study is the assumption that people interacted

most frequently and most sociably with the people and landscape nearest to them (Sahlins

1972: 195).

The central themes addressed in this study include how people expressed their

unique connections to the landscape, how social units were expressed by living

arrangements, how these social units interacted with one another and functioned within

an expansive social network (social fields), and how these social-spatial relations reflect

and are reflected by social status. I examined the Sts'ailes tribe's collective identity and

worldview in relation to the Harrison Watershed to inform the social, spatial, and cultural

connections between the social units that make up the tribal collective. By connecting

these social units with increasingly smaller geographical scales and archaeological
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correlates, social relations between groups and their attachment to their landscape,

become refined.

Using geographical distance as a measure of social proximity, I explored

archaeological expressions of social relations within and among four ethnographically

documented Coast Salish social units in the Harrison Watershed. At the largest scale, I

used housepits and plank houses to examine social relations within and between local

groups. At a smaller scale, r also examined multi-local groups within a settlement to

examine settlement community social relations. At an increasingly small scale I explored

multi-settlement clusters within sub-watersheds to examine extended settlement

communities. At the smallest scale of my analysis I focused on several multi-settlement

clusters within a watershed area to examine the Sts'ailes tribe. The three largest Coast

Salish social units identified in this thesis have not been studied archaeologically

perhaps in part because Coast Salish society has been traditionally perceived as too fluid

to leave traces of long-standing connections between larger social groups and the

landscape (Jorgenson 1980; Mitchell 1983; Suttles 1987; 1990).

The structure of Coast Salish social organization informed by this study is in line

with recent anthropological perspectives (Carlson 1996; Kennedy 2007; Miller 1989a;

Thom 2009) on Coast Salish social organization. To these scholars, Coast Salish society

consisted of property-owning social units that had deep-rooted attachments to place and

maintained extensive social networks (or social fields) that connected them to others

creating nested identities-over great distances (Carlson 1996; Kennedy 2007; Miller

1999; Miller 1989a; Thom 2009). The archaeology ofthe Harrison Watershed reveals

these social units through the discrete geographical clustering of houses and settlements;
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spatial proximity and travel corridors such as rivers, lakes, and trails demonstrate their

connection to one another. While researchers who study Coast Salish peoples emphasize

social factors such as kinship networks, wealth, and status in the maintenance of social

fields, they have also noted the correlation between social and spatial relations.

The archaeological and ethnographic record ofthe Harrison Watershed contrasts

with views of Coast Salish society that minimize place-based identities and social

connections, and emphasize regional networks (c£ Suttles 1963). This position is clearly

expressed by Suttles (1987: 220) who suggested that a settlement is little more than the

"spatial and temporal juxtaposition of members". I suggest that Coast Salish social

organization changed dramatically as a consequence of several 'bridging' social units

(i.e., local groups, settlement communities, and extended settlement communities)

disappearing prior to, or early in the ethnographic period. These 'middle level' social

units provided the flexibility to adjust to fluctuating conditions such as land availability,

environment, demographics, and warfare, while simultaneously keeping the central

building blocks of society-the households and the tribe-stable (c£ Rocek 1995: 9). The

lack of connection between many of the household groups within a colonial period

settlement (which often represented an entire tribe) is not surprising given the missing

linkages between them.

7.1. Tribe/watershed

The ethnographic and ethnohistoric records of settlements in the Harrison

Watershed indicate a collective group with a shared identity lived in the various

settlements throughout the region in the historic and protohistoric periods. This collective
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tribal group were the ancestors of the Sts'ailes people today. These same sources

demonstrate that elements ofSts'ailes' tribal-wide traditions both resulted in a Sts'ailes

identity that was intertwined with the Harrison Watershed landscape, and made them

distinct from other tribal groups. The deep, and age-old connection between the Sts'ailes

people and the landscape is evident in living traditions and stories embedded in

transformer stones and pictographs.

The cohesiveness ofthe Sts'ailes/Harrison Watershed people is also indicated by

the ethnographic information of economic exchange within and beyond the Harrison

Watershed. These data indicate that the Sts'ailes people within the Harrison Watershed

tended to engage in reciprocal exchange relations whereas they engaged in market

exchange or raiding with others outside the watershed. This economic pattern supports

the underlying hypothesis that social distance and spatial distance are correlated in both

intra and inter-watershed relations (Carlson 1996).

The patterning ofarchaeologically documented settlements across the Harrison

Watershed indicates that these settlements were closely connected to one another, and

also with their immediate neighbours. This distribution of settlements closely resembles

the pattern described ethnographically (Boas 1984; Hill-Tout 1904, 1905; Teit 1906). The

correspondence between these data sets suggest that the Sts'ailes have considerable

antiquity in the Harrison Watershed as do their relationships with the lower St'at'imc on

the north, the 'Nlaka'pamux on the east, and the Scowlitz on the south. However, despite

the close spatial and geographical relationships between these tribal groups, the

settlements ethnographically defined as Sts'ailes were closest with one another. This

further supports my assumption that the social groups in the Harrison Watershed were
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generally socially and economically closer to one another than they were with those

outside the Harrison Watershed.

The formation of the Sts'ailes tribal identity in the Harrison Watershed would

have been based on relationships forged between households, local groups, settlement

communities and extended settlement communities over many hundreds of years.

Underlying bonds of marriage ties and economic cooperation connected these groups

across the Harrison Watershed and formed the foundation of more complex socio

economic ties such as intra-watershed potlatch and funeral ceremonies (as reflected in

burial mounds; Lepofsky et al. 2000). In this manner, social groups that may have

initially shared little more than the same watershed, become socially connected through

frequent contact and interaction. The overarching Sts'ailes identity that collectively

defmed the inhabitants of the Harrison Watershed resulted in the majority of them

amalgamating on the Harrison River, following the 1782 smallpox induced population

collapse and the presence ofEuro-Canadians.

7.2. Extended settlement community/sub-watershed

Archaeological and ethnographic records of the Harrison Watershed indicate the

existence of at least one extended settlement community on the Harrison River and

possibly as many as four across the entire watershed. Elmendorfs (1971, 1974)

Skokomish study suggests the internal socioeconomic and political ties, and thus the

shared identity of the extended settlement community, were likely stronger than those ties

at the tribal level. These bonds that connected people to one another in extended

settlement communities are manifest archaeologically by the spatial clustering of

settlements around important resources. On the Harrison River, archaeological data are
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supported by ethnographic data that together indicate a high level ofeconomic and

political coordination.

The extended settlement community on the Harrison River was comprised of

many closely connected local groups that together were effectively able to control

movement, communication, and resources in the valley. The people in this extended

settlement community were collectively known as Sts'ailes (Hill-Tout 1904)-a name

that likely served the entire tribe (cf Barnett 1955). Based on archaeological data, the

extended settlement community on the Harrison River was the largest, and would have

been the wealthiest and highest status in the Harrison Watershed. In particular, the

Sts'ailes extended settlement community on the Harrison River benefited economically

occasionally at the expense of others (Le. those at Chehalis Lake)-because the salmon

migration route passes these settlements en route to spawning grounds elsewhere in the

watershed system.

Focusing research on extended settlement communities could dramatically alter

how researchers understand pre-contact Coast Salish socio-political organization. At least

on the Harrison River, as among the Skokomish, the existence of an extended settlement

community suggests there were formal socio-economic and socio-political connections

between the numerous local groups (Hill-Tout 1904). Although extended settlement

communities may not have existed among all Coast Salish groups, the seeming rarity of

this social unit may also be the result of Coast Salish communities consolidating into

single settlements as a result of smallpox and contact with Euro-Canadians.
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7.3. Settlement community/settlement

My exploration of settlement community social relations at the site ofHiqelem

provides insights into the time period 1500- 1000 cal. B.P., a poorly understood time in

the development of settlements in the Fraser Valley (Lepofsky et al. 2000) and the Coast

Salish in general (Ames and Maschner 1999; Mitchell 1990). At a regional scale, this

time is thought to be associated with a shift in mortuary style, a change in settlement

organization, an escalation in warfare, and increased population (Ames and Maschner

1999: 95; Angelbeck 2009: 159; Lepofsky et al. 2005).

Changes in settlement-level social organization are exhibited at Hiqelem in

several ways. First, inhabitants begin to utilize both pithouses and plank houses-a form

of settlement organization not seen prior to this, but common during first contact with

Euro-Canadians. Second, inhabitants ofHiqelem, like those at Qithyl (Scowlitz) and

other settlements in the Fraser Valley began to inter their deceased in burial mounds.

Third, although there is currently no direct evidence for an increased threat of warfare at

Hiqelem, the large, closely connected social groups suggest that defence/protection of

resources may have been a factor motivating their social organization and settlement

patterning.

This study ofHiqelem also showed that the discrete clusters of houses at Hiqelem

likely represent local groups rather than separate social classes because each cluster

exhibits a range of social statuses. The local groups as a whole at Hiqelem also differed

from one another in their composition, size, and arrangement that may be a reflection of

their relative statuses-with the larger and more centralized local groups being wealthier
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and comprised of higher status households. These latter local groups were the only ones

to utilize both pithouses and plank houses.

7.4. Local group/house cluster

The arrangement and size of house features within local group A at Hiqelem

provides compelling evidence for social intensification occurring ~1,200 cal. B.P. In this

house cluster, the large household ofFeature 1 served as an anchor flanked by smaller

households. This pattern mirrors ethnographically described local groups comprised of an

established upper class household and dependant lower class households (Suttles 1990;

Barnett 1955). Based on evidence from Area A at Hiqelem, and its position within the

settlement community more broadly, I suggest that the beginning of the Siya:m period

may have occurred nearly 700 years before Schaepe (2009) suggests. However, because

there are so few sites that date to around 1,200 cal. B.P. in the Fraser Valley, it is not

clear whether Hiqelem is anomalous or representative.

The timing for social intensification and the presence of Si:y6:m indicated by

housepits at Hiqelem Areas A and B is in line with evidence for the rest ofthe Northwest

Coast. According to Ames (2001 :9,2003: 28), numerous studies have shown that house

floor areas on the northern Northwest Coast are uniformly small until -1,500 cal. B.P

(i.e., the end of the Middle Pacific Period or locally, Marpole/Skamel). It is only in the

Late Pacific Period (after 1,500 cal. B.P.) that very large houses begin to have been built

and are a direct reflection of the household's status (Ames 2003:31). Prior to this, status

differences in communities are thought to have been indicated by the position ofones

house in a settlement (Ames 2001:9,2003: 28; Archer 2001).
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7.5. Household/house

Although both house types have great antiquity in the Fraser Valley area

(Lepofsky et al. 2009), the rationale for their use is not clearly understood. The

construction of pithouses between 1,290 and 1,080 cal. B.P. and their eventual

replacement of plank houses between 1,160 and 920 cal. B.P. in Area A at Hiqelem is at

first glance somewhat counter-intuitive. Plank houses (or rectangular houses) are

generally thought to be more suitable for organizing space in crowded settlements than

pithouses (Ames and Maschner 1999: 160) and are preferable for hosting large inter

community gatherings. Here I explore two possibly interrelated hypotheses - one social

and one environmental, that could account for the shift from plank houses to pithouses in

Area A at Hiqelem and elsewhere. These local shifts in house style may be part ofa

complex cultural shift that was occurring across the Northwest Coast.

In the first scenario, I suggest that the transition to pithouses in Area A ~1,200

cal. B.P. reflects the formalization of household social identities nested within a local

group community. The more fixed nature of pithouses-in terms of size and location

suggests that households in Area A become more formally structured-in terms oftheir

composition, size, and status-than they had been in plank houses. At the same time, the

close social, economic, and political relations present in the communal plank houses

persisted within the new community formulation, as evidenced by the spatial proximity

of housepits to each other. The segmented row of square pithouses in Area A was an

efficient use of space, but simultaneously provided separation between households. In

this scenario, inhabitants become increasingly connected to a particular household/house

that clearly indicated their social status and role within the broader community. The
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establishment of pithouses -1,200 cal. B.P. ensured that future generations (ofeach

household) would inherit property (the house) and a previously established social

position within this successful community. In contrast, social groups that occupied the

Area A plank houses prior to 1,200 cal. B.P. may not have been as clearly defined and

consequently less clearly differentiated from one another than households were between

pithouses.

The second scenario explores the effect that regional warming and cooling events

may have had on the type of house structure utilized in settlements. Pithouse construction

at Hiqelem corresponds closely with the end ofthe Fraser Valley Fire Period (FVFP;

-1,200 cal. B.P.) that was characterized by higher than normal temperatures and less than

average precipitation at least in the summer and fall (Lepofsky et al. 2005: 276, 277).

Since pithouses are more suitable as cold-weather dwellings than plank houses, they may

have become more desirable as temperatures dropped at the end ofthe FVFP. Outside of

the Harrison Watershed in the larger Fraser Valley, pithouses were rarely used during the

second and most severe part ofthe FVFP (Figure 7.1). Feature 13 at Shxw'ow'hamel

(1,400-1,300 cal. B.P.) is the only known pithouse to be constructed during the FVFP at

all (Schaepe et al. 2009: 363). What is nearly a 600 year hiatus in pithouse construction

ends abruptly -1,200 cal. B.P. at both Hiqelem and Th'ew<i:li. Many pithouses in the

Fraser Valley were also constructed during the Little Ice Age (LlA; Figure 7.1)-a time

of below average temperatures-and further evidence that temperature may have in part

influenced pithouse use (Evans 1993; Graesch 2006; Lepofsky et al. 2009; Schaepe et al.

2006; Schaepe 2009; Von Krough 1976).
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Figure 7.1. Correlation between the use of pithouses and environmental conditions in the
Fraser Valley. The darker grey area of the FVFP represents the period with the greatest
incidence of fire which is thought to indicate warmer and drier temperatures (Lepofsky et
al. 2005). The solid lines indicate 2-sigma calibrated radiocarbon samples and the dashed
line associated with DhRl-74 (Hiqelem) represents an assumed continuity of pithouse
use. FVFP= Fraser Valley Fire Period, LIA= Little Ice Age.

The complex relationship between environmental and social factors may be most

clearly expressed with plank houses rather than pithouses. Recently, Graesch (2006),

Schaepe (2009), and Sanders and Ritchie (2008) suggested that plank houses were

situated on strategic islands in the Fraser and Harrison Rivers to help control resources,

trade, and communication. The earliest occupation of plank houses on mid-river islands

from DhRl-70, DiRi-15, and DRhI-15b date to the early part of the LIA ~800 cal. B.P.

(Figure 7.2) when river levels were likely lower throughout the year on account of more

water being locked up in glaciers (Evans 1993; Larocque and Smith 2003; Lewis and
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Smith 2004). This correspondence suggests that people were quick to capitalize on these

environmental conditions that provided them a means to increase their presence on the

river. I suggest that many other plank houses were built during this period in low-lying

areas like the Harrison flood plain-areas that may not have been previously suitable for

habitation.

DhRI-15 a

DhRI-74A

DhRI-74 B

DhRI-74 C

DhRI-70

DhRI-15 b

DiRi-15

FVFP L1A

4,000 B.P 3,000 B.P 2,000 B.P 1,000 B.P

Figure 7. 2. Correlation between the use of plank houses and environmental conditions in
the Fraser Valley. The darker grey area of the FVFP represents the period with the
greatest incidence of fife which is thought to ind icate warmer and drier temperatures
(Lepofsky et aI. 2005). The solid lines indicate 2-sigma calibrated radiocarbon samples
and the dashed lines represent an assumed continuity of plank house use based on
stratigraphic profiles. The three different DhRl-74 sites represent the three Areas (A, B
and C) that contain plank houses at Hiqelem. FVFP= Fraser Valley Fire Period, LIA=
Little Ice Age.
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7.6. Social status in the broader Coast Salish world

Social status within Coast Salish society is defined and maintained at many social

and geographical scales (Ames and Maschner 1999; Snyder 1964; Suttles 1963). This

suggests that an individual's (or their household by extension) social standing within a

local group or settlement community reflects their relative status rather than their

absolute (regional) status, which is played out in a larger social arena such as the

extended settlement community, tribe or supra-tribe (Snyder 1964: 75, 76, 179). For

instance, Snyder (1964: 75-76) described how it was possible for a man to have great

power and authority at a small settlement, but be a social inferior to a chief at a large

settlement "because he commanded fewer people, and therefore less wealth". The

relatively high status ofthis man in the context of his small and poor community would

contrast with his absolute status in his broader sphere of relations as the "Iittle-man-at-a

potlatch or poor visitor in a wealthy village" (Snyder 1964: 179).

At Hiqelem, the relative status ofhouseholds seems to be manifested in their

positions in the house clusters, which in turn reveals their absolute regional status to

outsiders. The size and position of these housepit features likely signalled the inhabitant's

relative statuses to people over a large geographical distance because the pattering served

as a common "yardstick" (Ames and Maschner 1999: 162). This sort of wide spread

social recognition of residential patterning would only occur where there is intense

interaction over great distances (Ames and Maschner 1999) or as Suttles (1963: 534) has

suggested, within the broad area of inter-settlement marriage and potlatch relations.

Because the households at Hiqelem formed large local groups, that in turn

constituted a large settlement community within an even larger extended settlement
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community, their regional status was likely very high. The combined area of the

housepits and plank houses at Hiqelem make it the second largest settlement in the

Harrison Watershed and one of the largest in the entire Fraser Valley (Schaepe 2009).

Since Hiqelem was one of the key settlements within the Harrison Watershed, it was

likely a major potlatch centre (c£ Lepofsky et al. 2009; Miller 1999). Moreover, nowhere

in the Harrison Watershed or Fraser Valley (except possibly the Fraser Canyon) is there a

comparable aggregation of local groups like the Harrison River Valley extended

settlement community. So, from this perspective, the household living at Feature I at

Hiqelem Area A would likely have been of high relative and absolute status-with the

ability to influence local activities that involved people from other regions. The

households influence could have taken the form of determining when and where people

fished and hunted, trade, tribute, and also by officiating major ceremonies.

7.7. Landscapes as place-based identity

Throughout this thesis, I have demonstrated some ofthe important cultural

connections between the Sts'ailes tribe and their landscape in the form of transformer

sites, pictographs, camps, and settlements, which in turn, reinforce their overlapping, but

collective place-based identities. Today, the Sts'ailes closely associate with the entire

Harrison Watershed (Mohs and Ritchie 2009), but their greatest attachments are to places

with which they regularly interact-most commonly these are places in the river valley

where they now live. The Sts'ailes of today also have more traditional knowledge about

the Harrison River area than they do of other areas in the Harrison Watershed as a result

of living there for the last 175-200 years. This illustrates how the Sts'ailes attachment to

their landscape is proportionate to geographical distance-another example of social-
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spatial distance. Over time, the important places and social units that people identified

with most closely shaped and reinforced their primary identities.

7.8. Social fields

Scholars who study Coast Salish peoples regularly portray Coast Salish social

relations as a series of overlapping concentric circles that represent a system of nested

social relations (Carlson 2003; Kennedy 2007; Miller 1989a; Thom 2005). The web of

Coast Salish social relations were built on cooperation in daily activities such as

subistence pursuits, defense, kinship, shared landscape, stories, marriage alliances,

potlatch networks, economic exchange, and shared dialects and languages. Social fields

are the totality of relations that Coast Salish social units had with one another and their

landscape (Elmendorf 1971: 363). In part, the effectiveness of the term "social fields" is

that it conveys the individuality of household social fields. Yet at the same time, how

those households were connected with one another socially, and when combined, created

a larger social field. Often, social groups that were near to one another spatially were the

closest socially, but wealth and status were also primary factors in establishing the extent

of individual and collective social fields (Elmendorf 1971: 363).

7.9. Future research

Future research in the Harrison Watershed will provide greater insight into the

role ofeach social unit, how they interacted with one another, and how they changed over

time as a result of internal or external influences. Above all, the framework provided here

encourages a diachronic perspective of Sts'ailes social organization that can be enhanced

with more chronological data and detailed intra-site mapping. Many of the settlements in
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the Harrison Watershed have not been tested at all, and those that have been, are

represented by very few dates. A more complete radiocarbon database would help

demonstrate the longevity of social groups and their temporal relationship to others.

Detailed intra-site mapping would complement the collection of radiocarbon dates by

helping to demonstrate how social groups changed in size, composition, and status over

time. Ultimately, more radiocarbon data and spatial data could provide the mechanism to

explore how social group relations changed throughout the history of occupation in the

Harrison Watershed. This would provide insight into the longevity and stability of social

groups, which could in turn, inform social and demographic responses to major

environmental and social shifts-both in the Harrison Watershed and elsewhere.

Another parallel study based on the collection and analysis of lithic materials

from houses across the Harrison Watershed and surrounding areas is another important

avenue of research for understanding social fields. These data could provide insight into

the nature of social-spatial distance, trade relations, marriage alliances, control of lithic

resources by certain social units, and status. In short, the differential distribution of lithic

materials between households, local groups, settlement communities, and extended

settlement communities would help to provide a material expression to the many social

fields that operated within and beyond the Harrison watershed.

I hope that this study inspires researchers in other parts of the Coast Salish area or

broader Northwest coast to examine the archaeological correlates of anthropologically

documented social units. These studies will reveal regional variations in social-spatial

patterns and provide a means of interpreting each group's unique pre-contact social

relations and attachment to the landscape. A multi-scaled approach based on social-
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spatial distance and place-based identity, provides the means to identify social units and

social relations that may have disappeared prior to the ethnographic period. These types

of studies allow us to re-evaluate our current notions of pre-contact social and political

structures which are simultaneously more important and more complex in light of

territorial overlaps and treaty negotiations.
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Appendix A - Housepit data from Harrison River settlements - Measured using
GIS

Feature UTM East UTM North Length Width Area m
2

DhRI-83-F-0 I 579417 5459815 10.8 9.8 84

DhRI-83-F-02 579428 5459816 10.4 10.3 76.8
DhRl-83-F-03 579438 5459821 8.4 8.3 54.34

DhRI-83-F-04 579440 5459830 10.4 8.8 75.39
DhRI-83-F-05 579428 5459770 11.6 10.5 113.09
DhRI-83-F-06 579446.7 5459823.2 10.4 9.2 94

DhRl-83-F-07 579459 5459826 11.6 9.6 98
DhRI-83-F-14 579450 5459844 9.4 8.3 65.8
DhRI-83-FI5 579470.5 5459845.5 10 9.2 76.5
DhRI-83-F-16 579474 5459830 9.7 8.6 76.5

DhRI-83-F-18 579482.4 5459834 9.7 8.6 77.9

DhRl-83-F-36 579534 5459825 10.3 9.7 89
DhRl-74-F-OI 580661 5460044.5 12.7 10 118.3
DhRl-74-F-02 580673.4 5460046.3 9.8 8.6 74.1

DhRI-74-F-03 580670.6 5460040.7 8.4 6.5 51.2

DhRI-74-F-04 580664.2 5460034 9.9 8 67.9
DhRI-74-F-05 580657.6 5460029 9 7 56.2

DhRI-74-F-06 580652.4 5460036.4 8.2 8.1 60.5

DhRI-74-F-07 580647.8 5460041 8.3 7 52.8

DhRI-74-F-08 580646.4 5460028.7 8.2 6 41.1

DhRI-74-F-09 580664.3 5460023.4 7 5.4 29.2

DhRI-74-F-10 580717.5 5460135.6 8.4 8.1 60.4

DhRI-74-F-12 580703 5460115 9.3 6.6 58.1

DhRl-74-F-13 580711 5460131 9.6 8.35 76.3

DhRI-74-F-14 580706.8 5460123.2 10.8 9.7 93.5

DhRI-74-F-15 580701.3 5460104 9.1 8.6 74.6

DhRI-70-F-01 579089 5458576 10.3 10.1 92.7

DhRI-7Ia-F-OI 579334.1 5459157.7 8.2 7.5 63.9

DhRI-7Ia-F-02 579337.4 5459149 9.3 8.4 70.08
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Appendix A - Housepit data from Harrison River settlements - Field measured

Feature UTM East UTM North Length Width Diameter Area m2

DhRl-77-F-OI 579339 5459612 8.1 7.84 8.1 63.6

DhRl-77-F-02 579301 5459615 8.2 7.3 59.86

DhRl-77-F-03 579295 5459622 9.1 8.7 79.17

DhRl-77-F-04 579283 5459624 0

DhRI-77-F-05 579217 5459545 9.1 8.1 73.7

DhRl-77-F-06 579275 5459650 16.4 21 I.I

DhRl-77-F-07 579291 5459652 14 153.9

DhRI-77-F-08 579244 5459518 9.4 8.8 82.7

DhRl-77-F-09 579292 5459605 8.2 7.6 62.3

DhRI-78-F-01 579985 5460088 7.5 44.1

DhRl-78-F-02 579970 5460092 9 63.6

DhRI-78-F-03 579960 5460105 9.8 8.8 86.2

DhRl-78-F-04 579950 5460100 8 50.2

DhRl-78-F-05 579939 5460116 11.9 9.6 114.2

DhRl-78-F-06 579931 5460111 9.95 77.7

DhRl-78-F-07 579884 5460155 7.57 45

DhRl-78-F-08 579842 5460050 8.25 53.4

DhRI-75-F-01 578644 5458898 12 113

DhRI-75-F-02 578635 5458908 10.8 91.56

DhRl-75-F-03 578629 5458899 13 12.8 14.2 158.3

DhRl-75-F-04 578593 5458883 12.1 12.4 150

DhRI-75-F-05 578574 5458860 8.6 58.1

DhRl-75-F-06 578564 5458848 11.7 107.5

DhRl-75-F-07 578561 5458844 10.1 9.4 94.9

DhRl-75-F-08 578509 5458830 10.7 9.1 97.4

DhRI-75-F-09 578502 5458837 0

DhRI-75-F-10 578493 5458836 8.5 7.7 65.5

DhRI-75-F-II 578481 5458837 10.1 9.4 95.9

DhRl-75-F-12 578443 5458839 11.8 109.3

DhRI-75-F-13 578397 5458849 13.3 138.9

DhRl-75-F-14 578390 5458841 12 113

DhRl-75-F-15 578397 5458876 11.5 103.8

DhRl-75-F-16 578397 5458883 10.6 88.2

DhRl-75-F-17 578394 5458892 10.75 90.7

DhRI-76-F-OI 579107 5459388 10.3 83.3

DhRI-76-F-02 579088 5459358 7.4 6.65 49.2

DhRI-76-F-03 579063 5459321 9.9 5.3 52.5

DhRl-76-F-04 579020 5459303 9.85 7.5 73.9

DhRl-76-F-05 579017 5459346 13.75 5.5 75.6

DhRI-71 b-F-04 579205 5458630 9.6 7.3 70.1

DhRl-89-F-0 I 580078 5460250 13 10 130

DhRI-90-F-02 580476 5460454 7 7 7 49

DhRl-90-F-03 580483 5460446 7 7 7 49

DhRI-90-F-04 580484 5460466 10 10 10 100

DhRl-91-F-01 579018 5459227 10.5 86.5

DhRI-91-F-02 579022 5459217 10.5 86.5
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Appendix B - Non-Settlement lithic sites in the Harrison Watershed

Site location Description/Interpretation

DjRk-1 Coburn Creek Camp

DjRl-7 Long Island Hunting/Lookout

Weaver Lake
DiRl-19 Rockshelter Ritual use/Hunting

DiRI-24 10 mile Bay Camp/Settlement

DiRk-16 Bear Creek Camp

DiRk-I Green Point Camp/Settlement

DiRk-17 Cascade peninsula Hunting

DiRk-I 8 Cascade peninsula Fishing/Camp

DiRk-20 Echo Island Camp

DiRk-21 Echo Island Camp

DiRk-22 Echo Island Lithic scatter

DjRm-1 Viennese Ridge Lithic scatter

DkRn-6 Lillooet River Lithic scatter

DkRn-7 Lillooet River Lithic scatter

DhRI-80 Wilson Point Fishing/Camp

Wilson Point Gravel
DhRI-81 spit Fishing

DhRl-82 Willoughby Point Lookout/Fishing

DhRl-20 Morris Creek Fishing, Camp

DhRk-71 Whipoorwill Point Fishing, Hunting, Trail

Sqiqemlo Landing,
west side of Chehalis

DiRm-1 Lake Camp/Settlement

Chehalis West side of Chehalis
Lake Lake Fish weir, Camp

Chehalis Lake,
DiRm-1 Skellipel Fish weirs, Camp

DjRl-11 South of Doctor's Bay Camp

b/w Long Island and
DjRI-IO 20 Mile Bay Lookout

Sunrise beach, H.
Sunrise creek Lake Lithic scatter

DiRl-26 Hale creek Lithic scatter

DiRl-27 Eagle Falls Camp/Settlement

Camp Cove 6 Mile, H. Lake Camp
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Site location Description/Interpretation

South bay of Echo
DiRk-23 Island Quarry/Lookout

DkRI-2 Silver River Travel corridor

DkRI-3 Silver River Travel corridor

DkRl-1 Silver River Travel corridorlTrading place

DkRn-9 lillooet River Camp/4,OOO-8,OOO B.P.

DkRm-6 Tretheway Creek Camp

DkRm-7 Harrison Lake Camp

DhRI-22 Harrison River Ritual use

DhRk-7O Harrison River Hunting

DhRI-92 Chehalis Canyon Ritual use

DhRl-2 Chocolate Bar Camp/Ritual use

Doctor's Bay Doctor's Bay, H. Lake Camp

DiRl-9

Long Island Ritual use
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Appendix C - Macro botanical remains recovered from house features at Hiqelem (DhRI-74)

Provenience Seeds (N)
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2005 Housepit F I, 40-50cm I 2.0 2 106 I 8 2 7 5 131
Housepit F I, 45-48cm 2 2.5 62 I 2 2 I 1 4 73
Housepit F4, 51cm 3 1.5 26 I 1 I 4 33

_~?~~:p}~_f_~~~?~~~~~______ 4 1.5 22 2
..,

I I 2 31oJ
--- .. _----- - -- -- ------- _.... ... _.. _.... .. ---- - - -- -- ------- ----- --- --- ---.- --- - -- ----. ---_._-

2007
Plank house F20, 40-

31 2 8 4 22 34
42cm
Plank house F21, 16cm 34 1.75 I 32 4 28 65

Plank house FII, 55cm 43 2 6 404 4 84 72 2 572

Housepit F 13, 27cm 27 1.5 183 I 8 10 10 212

Housepit FI4 57-61cm 26 1.7 2 10 2 7 1 22

TOTAL 28.30 11 853 I 2 4 I 116 148 I 10 I 14 I 2 13 1176

Ubiquity(%) 44 100 11 11 II 11 100 100 44 44 II 11 33 ---
All botanical remains were identified by Naoko End
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Appendix D - Faunal remains recovered from house features at Hiqelem (DhRI-74): NISP counts

Feature Deposit Copper
Flot. # Vol (I) * Depth (em) type Bird Salmon Fish Mammal Duck Unident. Stainine:

hearth/
Housepit I 29 2 floor 6 1040 1009 21 356 yes
Housepit I 35 2 37 hearth 1 153 158 1 78 yes
Housepit 4 14 2 58-65 floor 17 9 57 24 no
Housepit 4 15 2 47 floor 4 146 245 6 no
Housepit 13 6 2 33 hearth 127 108 139 302 no
Housepit 13 8 2 40 hearth 54 67 162 28 215 no
Housepit 13 25 2 88 hearth 7 22 31 2 56 no
Housepit 13 27 2 24-27 hearth 2 78 113 2 1 23 no
Housepit 14 I 2 31-34 floor 1 94 88 4 no
Housepit 14 2 2 35-40 floor 5 209 210 4 85 no
Housepit 14 12 2 53-56 hearth 78 II 1 14 21 no
Housepit 14 26 2 57-61 floor 3 7 8 I 6 no
Housepit 14 28 2 80.5 hearth 12 2 16 14 1 23 no
Plank house II 38 2 55 hearth 2 62 119 7 21 no
Plank house II 43 2 55 hearth 8 III 148 3 28 no
Plank house 20 30 2 32-35 hearth 3 80 96 5 24 no
Plank house 20 31 2 40-42 hearth 2 252 288 13 37 yes
Plank house 20 32 2 45 hearth 3 82 87 7 32 no
Plank house 20 33 2 17 hearth 7 591 98 11 952 yes
Plank house 21 34 2 16 hearth 2 88 102 4 52 no

*3 litre samples were multiplied by .67 to make them 2.01 litres. The total number of each taxa from 3 litre samples were multiplied accordingly and
rounded.
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